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Abstract: 
This thesis presents a theoretical and experimental study of the 
absorption refrigeration system and includes a literature survey which 
reviews previous relevant work. 
The study includes a computer simulation of a complete absorption 
refrigeration system with non-volatile absorbent. The programme 
calculates the system's operation conditions for given outside and design 
conditions. The components' behaviour is described in terms of heat 
transfer and mass transfer effectivenesses. The simulation enabled the 
study of the effects of the system's conditions on its performance and 
for this results are presented and discussed. 
" , ' -. ~'" ,< , l ' 
The experimental work was undertaken to validate the simulation 
~ ." ",' 
programme. It involved the building and testing of a complete 
LiBr/H20 refrigeration system. The results of the experimental studies 
compared reasonably well with the model. The discrepancies were 
explained largely in terms of heat losses from the system to the ambient 
which were not included in the model. 
The work also includes a more detailed study of the performance 'ot 
the sy~tem's absorber and 'develops ~. si~plifi~d method of predictin-g 
this perfo.:m~n~~: The method is- suitable f~i use o~ pers~iial ho~put~~s 
, ;.. .,' '.' ~ - , ~', ' " ' t '_ . '. : 't" ~'"\ '1;, • 
because of its limited need for computing speed and; memory' and is 
. . 
therefore an alternative to the finite difference method which requires 
more extensive computing facilities. However, this simplified method 
does need the prior knowledge of the heat and mass transfer 
coefficients. A simply implemented correction factor was found to be 
2 
z 
necessary to ensure good agreement between the method and the 
~J ~ed data. _ _ ;..-), "'-"; 
~c-'G'-,o .. vl,,·{l""·'.~1 ,~!..../..J , 
Two spe~ial factors relating to the behaviour of absorbers have also 
been investigated analytically, i.e., the effects of waves and entrained 
non-condensable gases. The enhancement of the heat and mass transfer 
due to the actions of waves in the falling film type absorbers is 
analytically investigated by solving the combined energy and diffusion 
equations using an Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) finite 
difference method. The results for flows with low Reynold's Number 
are presented and discussed. The detrimental effects of the presence of 
non-condensable gases on performance is presented using data for an 
air-LiBr/H20 combination and it is shown that the reduction in heat and 
mass transfer as a result of the non-condensable gas can be offset by 
i~t~oducing turbulence into the vapour/gas mixture in the absorber. 
To summarise; the novelty and uniqueness of the work presented 
here include: a) the use of the absorber's heat effectiveness to obtain the 
overall solution of the absorption system, b) the simplified method to 
estimate the absorber's performance, c) the use of a velocity profile that 
. -
denies mixing in the problem of combined heat and mass transfer in 
liquid wavy films and the subsequent proof that the improvement in heat 
and mass transfer rates are due to the vertical component of velocity 
that exists only in the wavy flow, and d) the method of estimating the 
effect of the presence of air on the absorption process. 
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I-Introduction: 
I. I-General : 
In today's practice, refrigeration can be performed by one of several 
methods. These methods are : 
(1) Vapour compression 
(2) Vapour absorption 
(3) Air expansion 
(4) Vapour jet 
(5) Thermoelectric 
The vapour compression system is, by far, the most widely used in 
refrigeration and air conditioning applications. Next to it is the vapour 
absorption system which is commonly used where a cheap, or free, 
source of low temperature heat is available. Air expansion, vapour jet, 
and thermoelectric systems are used in small and specific areas. 
1.2-Vapour Absorption Systems: 
This work will be dedicated to, the performance of the vapour 
absorption system and its main component; the absorber .. 
Vapour a~sorptio~ refrigeration cyc1e~ were first' in~ented in the 
~arly : 19th . cent~r~'. Theyi 'f~~med the early develop~ents of 
~". (" 'I " ' - :i ~ ; , 
refrigeration systems.' Ho~ever, when the vapour couip'ression systems 
, ~ ': 4,;,,; . , ' ~ - "' },; r .' 
later dominated the field with their better performance and their 
• ;, ,- < ... ~ 
" . 
relatively small number of components, absorption systems were 
, '~~" , ",:". r r' I' ~ - ~ • i' < .," -, , 
eclipsed for many years~' R~,~eniiy" howev~r; they have received 
ren~wed inieres't ~s the c'ost' ~fei~~trichy"~sca;l~t~d' 'a~d' th~ issue of 
environment became more and more important. 
14 
The main components of the vapour absorption system, with non-
volatile absorbent, are the boiler, condenser, evaporator, absorber, 
heat-exchanger, and the solution pump. The boiler, absorber, heat-
exchanger, and the solution pump perform the combined effect of the 
compressor in the vapour compression system. They deliver the 
refrigerant, at high pressure, to the condenser and remove it, at low 
pressure, from the evaporator. There are two cycles in the absorption 
system. The refrigerant cycle in the condenser and evaporator which is 
the same as that of the compression system, and the absorbent cycle in 
the boiler, absorber and heat-exchanger . 
.... 
The working fluid in absorption systems is a pair of 
absorbent/refrigerant liquids (solid ab'£trbents are also used). There are ~ 
; . I. ',' , 
two main absorbent/refrigerant pairs in absorption systems. The 
, • /"' ' ~ > ~ 1:~ ~ ~ \ \ ' ~., .• ~, -: . 
LiBr/H20 and the H201NH3. The LiBT/H20 pair is used where 
I"~', . ' " , . : ( , , '. ' 
moderate cooling temperatures are required because water, the 
~ ;: "! ~ ~ I ,", • ~ ~~ • - ',,'; 
refrigerant, can not be cooled below zero degree Celsius. The 
'J' _ \. ": • . ' , "" t .- : ~', ~ -, ~ • : ' \ 11-
H201NH3 pair is used to achieve lower temperatures. However~' since 
, . 
>, ~i cW' ) '. :~' •• 'j.~, ,_ ~ t' _.~(-~,~ :,1 ! '~: : : ... ';,.. '.,_·~t {, 
the water, the absorbent in this case, is volatile a rectifier is needed to 
~ ::~ ... ".; , , ,~~ .~:.. ~~~", ' ; ;. ~~. "}!1~\ :. t-~' --,,;! '~"i _ .... ~·:·;,~~f-)~<-· "'~;' ,',. '," r 
ensure high purity of the ammonia vapour. Another difference between 
~ ,_ ~>' fro " ~', ;. I " .'--"'1'~ -;._' f~ ,~_ ;' -.-.',"JO-' - i- ~.< > - .. -~ ",;~1 ; ; ~he' ~~~ absorption ;sysiem~' is'tha(the LiBr/H20system operates aisu~ 
~,' ,! ,',- r i~~: ... -; ~\'~',~ 'l"~ ',,:'.. ... :~~: .... • ~(:,r;: ~'<~~.!:it: ':: !~~-~"; ·iL,''- r),~1 ~~:~: 
atmosp~er~~ pressures b~cause. of the low v~po~r. pressure of water . 
.. )' .. \.\~'~.'<j;~' . ,,~ ';:~ .;~ ,.~~: :;,:~ . ~::,~",~;,{. \",.·~<~l~ ~_,~ if: 'to; .. :;. ~~ ,~~T ~L;'\· 
This ma~~~ the sy~te~ operate und~r the risk of inward air leak=;tge 
~".: -.,~ ~" ,> ":1~!:~;"" (;:1- l~:~~ (.".;, ':_'~i.~-r; i ~,~:,' :, ;': ~~~>: '~, .:.: .... ":: (:~;r:·~· r,:O:,-:' ~{;;: 
which, a~ will be seen from this study, can seriously affect its 
't 7 :\:;: :i .. ~r .. ~~~ ",":'~ ~",: (J~' :~l,"~ ~;~l_:.~_,~;::'~ ~.) ~~~ :t ',~r~~~~"'V .>:~ ',".',<": :~:;'~_ ''"'; .. ~~:.> 
performance~ and wi,H. also be impossible to 'eradicate without 
;, ,,,'~,} :'.1 ~·~!i '~"~ ~: ... ':,.:' :~.!.;:. t ~~~~~"" ~ :'::.: ':"" "i ~': 1,".; t' ": ;:': ~i :~; ,'_'''' ,I 
IDterruptlons to the system's operatIOn. The H201NH3 system; on the 
~.' ~~~,,~ ,.·',_,:;.,:r', ___ ~" ~>- ,'~::~I ,~.~~ ;1~~:("~_~-.' ';>,!~:;~~' ~_~ 11: ~ ~"f~~';;",,~ ~.'~i :.-,'~,~ ... ::_~ ';,:. :~"I' 
other hand, works at hIgh pressures due to the high vapour' pressure of 
':,.- '::.:'.~~ ~:',.'::' ... ,,_~~;;jf! .• ·~ :::- ~f; tf~,~4, >.-:'~<:i ~':J,'C,¥': "~::!! ~~;'~~ :~ ... ~.~;~.:: .. ::::;~ 
the ammonia. This eases the problem of leakage (which will be outward 
~ : - y ... :.';' ~. t. ."['~':~. ,..,'.,. :)."~~\~ ~:.., ~ ~"--":::::11 r"'~-:L~":.~:";:~ '\;~~ t_' .. -t. ,::-, ~;~;"~Jt !'~"'< '" ' 
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leakage in this case) because the working fluids can be replenished 
without interrupting the operation of the whole system. 
1.3-Comparison between Absorption and Compression Systems: 
Heat, the input energy to absorption systems, is considered a low 
grade form of energy and is readily available as waste in large power 
plants and factories. It is also available from alternative energy sources 
e.g solar, biomass, geothermal, etc. It is, therefore~ either free or much 
cheaper than the mechanical work needed to drive the compressor of the 
vapour compression system. However, heat has less thermodynamical 
availability than work which means that the heat ratio (Hr) of the 
absorption system, defined as the ratio of the evaporator's power, to the 
input heat, is less than t~e coefficient of performance (COP) of the 
, - - - • ~'~ L. '_ ' ; " ~ '1", '" ~ ' .. -, , 1 6 '- -
compression system, defined as the ratio of the evaporator's power to 
c , 
the compressor's work. However, Hr is not directly comparable to the 
COP because of the difference between heat and mechanical work. To 
be able to compare the two quantities, one must consider the heat that 
'Y~originally supplied~o the h~at engine ~hich:pr~d~c~d th~';work a~d 
J-'~ , -: •• , ~ t' ':"tJ ,~~ \,1 ~~ •• _ ~~~r'~~ .. :~:"l,". ,:,~, ~~. : ",t '~." '-"~, ,,' 't,. 
c~lculate an equivalent heat ratio for the vapour compression system. 
~~,:" ~~;i L' ~ ,;~~,~,\ ~;.) :~.:. t~,::i.;.'~:;:.-~ ... '~<~' 
Even then, the he~t ratio calcula~~d ,for th,e compression system will still 
be . higher· than that of the absorption' system." This' is due. to the l J 
irreversibilities of the absorption system' ,which is higher: than' the I 
irreversi bilities of the: combi.n~~ h~at' ~~ghi~/~apour coinpres's~on .~<? ... \A~-t, ( 
system. On~ ~ourc.e o~ IrreversibIlity IS the I.na~tll: : oUhe absorption ~ .A i 
system to utilize the high temperature heat whIch' IS ~ used by, the heat ~/!J'-€ 
e'ngine: : ,Another'source of irreversibility in the' absorption system is the 
departure, from' equilibrium in' the; vapour' absorption and' generation 
i . t . , " ~ _ _ -,,-'... ~'_ '\0 ~ ~ r"" 
processes;' Of course,' there is a small mechanical work ;input' to: the 
absorption system' in; the form' of,' the; power of the 'soluti'on' pump. 
16 
However, this is much smaller than the work needed to drive the 
compressor of the compression system since the liquid has a smaller 
volume than an equivalent mass of vapour. In the Platen-Munters 
aqua-ammonia absorption system the solution pump is eliminated by 
using hydrogen gas to equalize the pressure throughout the system. In 
addition to saving the power of the pump this system has the benefit of 
having no moving parts. However, it will be clear in the course of this 
study that the performance of the system is seriously affected by using 
the hydrogen gas. 
It is concluded that when a cheap, or free, source of low temperature 
heat is available, absorption systems become economically attractive. 
Their ability to utilize the heat from the alternative sources of energy 
directly makes them an attractive option from the, environmental point 
of view. 
l.4-A bsorbers : 
It will be clear during the course of this study that the absorber i~ the 
" 
most important component of the absorption ·system. Th'erefore, great 
~~e~tio~ must .b~: ~d toils .~et~.. .... 
,-; Absorbers. are the devices ~er( the liquid absorbent absorbs the 
vapour refrigerant to remove it from the evaporator and allow it to be 
~ ... ".~(, i:;~\' • . ~~ ~ ," r_,;: ~: y .. ~:' .. 
reproduced in the'boiler thus maintaining a continuous flow throughout 
the system. ;.The absorption process is complicated in that the change of 
phase takes place, at a varying temperature.' , This, is due. to, the heat of 
abso~ptionwhich can ,be positive,(exo~hermic . process) or, negative 
(endothermic process) .. The temperature of the, absorbent; will ris'e'or 
• 0 
~alldependi~g~n th~ type,()f p~o~e~s,. ho~ever,.in both the LiBr/H20 
. , 
systeJl? an~ th~: ~201NH3 syste.f!l, ~~sorpti<?n; is, an exothe~mic. process 
IT 
and the temperature will increase if the absorber is not cooled to keep 
the process continuous. 
There are different types of absorbers used in todays refrigeration 
practice to meet the requirement. In particular there are the bubble 
column absorber, the foam absorber, and the film absorber. The 
bubble column absorber consists of two concentric vertical tubes. The 
inner tube is occupied by the solution through which the vapour ascends 
in a risi!1g column of bubbles, while the cooling medium flows in the 
outer tube. In the foam absorber the solution is sprayed by a nozzle or 
stirred to improve the mass transfer while the cooling takes place in a 
separate heat exchanger. In film absorbers the solution flows in a thin 
film down a horizontal bundle of tubes, a wetted packed column, or a 
plate, while the coolant flows on the other side of absorber plate (or 
inside the absorber tubes). 
Film absorbers are very popular because of their high performance. 
They achieve high effectiveness due to the thinness of the absorbent's 
flow which maximizes the ratio of the surface area to mass flow rate 
and minimizes the penetration length. This results in a high mass 
transfer rate from the vapour refrigerant to the liquid absorbent and a 
high heat transfer rate from the absorbent to the coolant. 
I.S-Outline of Present Work: 
Asj{ was mentioned earlier this work will be concerned with the 
study of the absorption system and its absorber. In this context, a 
computer model simulating the overall performance of the absorption 
system was developed and the results from which were compared to the 
results obtained from the experimental work carried out to validate the 
model. To study the absorber, a simplified method of predicting its 
18 
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performance w~s developed and the effect of two factors, i.e., 
absorbent's waves and the loss of vacuum, on this performance was 
analyzed. 
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2-Literature Survey: 
The body of literature relevant to the areas investigated in this 
dissertation vary in size between the particular areas. Some areas are 
extensively investigated while some are less well researched. For 
convenience, this review is divided into sections corresponding to the 
subject division adopted in this work. 
2. I-Simulation of the Overall Performance of Absorption Systems: 
The revived interest in absorption systems in the past two decades 
has generated a growing need for reliable and effective system 
simulation to investigate new concepts for advanced cycles and working 
fluids. Not surprisingly, most of the work in this area is relatively 
recent. 
, . Vliet et al [1] devised a computer model for a LiBr/H20 absorption 
system with specific design features for the components. The governing 
equations were obtained from mass, species,' and energy balances, as 
well as fluid flow, heat transfer;" and mass transfer correlations" for each 
of the components. " The heat transfer in the absorber was m~delled by a 
fixed heat transfer coeffiCient. ' Their results were presented in terms' of 
the effect of the generator temperature on the system's: COP.';":~No 
experimental validation was reported.<. ',,~: ;:: 
.~:\ :;;-t; \-,,~~t';; t{; ::. ~':.l" ,.~~;:~.: ~ 1~ ~:: :11:,; (;:;(l._~,;,,:t:: t, ·'~'~t~;}:·~, .,~1 
Takeshita et al [2] developed a computer ,model for a residential gas 
"/'> ,~'.~\ <" ~~",';C£~;'~",.,_; "'~o: ... ,,;.~,:' ~" .~ \"~;; ~~,: "'"i~·"~'" ,~~:<':::. ~ t~: {:.": ti-~\ ~~;: '~',' 
fired absorption heat pump based on R22-DEGDME pair. Their model 
t,~~,~~;·":~.~~'~: ~ >,~ r:: \,i, "", .~", :..:."~~" r,' o,; :~.t: "'~c"~~ 1:~~~ ~'>;~~~.),~ ... d .,;_(~, ~ (';."_~; 
accounted for the pressure loss around the cycle. This was necessary 
'" ~-~,;~: \. :~;:~ ;;~;} ", r,~ :~.~~~~~! "-:l~>~: ;:~~'~~i~~ ""::" -:~/~>: :".-,~\:~~' ~~<' t>"4;~~ !.;:·~(.t·~(lr~, '~;.~. 
because the heat ofvaporization,o(theR22 is relath:ely small, therefore ('. ~ : } ~ .. ' (~~) _ . ~ , L ~ :< '1 I . ., ~ ;-.. ':: ~~ i ~ ~,~ :: , ,~:. ~<,! '<" ~ ~.!, ;::~.~; { ~- '- : i -;;~ j" ~~ ~ ~: ;::: t k _,"_ " \." '~~~' ~-,;" ~ 
its ~mass, flow rate has to be large resulting in a large. pressure drop. 
('~;:,~>"~:~'1 .. ~;~~~~,' ~: ~<~i - ~ ~~\{ t;\i':,'~~~1:":;~;"'c~r l<~';.)L~~ (!;:1;: ~ !,~,~j-,'t~:< J ';.-~'" kJ~;~~, 
Thus, it could not be ignored in this particular case whereas in other 
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cases the pressure drop is ignored. ~he model, however, did not 
account for the heat losses. The model was validated by experimental 
work and good agreement was reported. 
Grossman and Perez-Blanco [3] reported the development of a 
simple code to aid the conceptual design of an absorption heat pump for 
waste heat utilization using LiBr/H20 and LiClIH20 pairs. Later 
Grossman and Michelson [4] created a flexible, modular computer 
programme to simulate the absorption systems. The programme has the 
capability of modelling various systems employing different working 
fluids. Each component of the system is simulated in a different 
subroutine containing the equations that describe the physical processes 
that take place in this component. The user has to supply information 
on (a) the physical system i.e., the number of stages, the nature of the 
system (whether a chiller, heat pump, heat transformer, etc), the way 
the flow is arranged, specify the working fluids and (b) the initial" guess 
values of the solution and the allowed tolerance of convergence. The 
. ' . 
programme then calls up the relevant component subroutines which in 
turn invoke the relevant data base that contain the properties of the 
specified fluid. A solver. then solved the set of the nonlinear equations 
starting from the initial seed values and iterating until the preset 
tolerance criteria is satisfied~:"A distinctive feature of. the programme is 
that it imposes temperature constraints on th~" solution. to ensure that 
heat is transferred in the right direction. . If the direction is wrong then 
the current intermediate solution values are changed to comply with the 
- ,;",'<-' ~:-,!.~ ;'1 -/,' ~:>~. ,,~,~:~-:.{; ',..,{ ,'. 'l \ ~ r" " .... :_-::,,". "~,, ""'~ .~"' 
restraint. This feature is requir~d because the nature ~f the governing 
~",: -,~ ~ 1" • ~ .~, ,'~ .,~~ ~~;- ;,' :~, ,:",~"~~, ~ " •• ~: :c',1;~ j~ ',~, " "", ,.,.,~~,' 
equations, most of t~em being n(),nlinear, can lead to ma,ny solutions and 
}.:~: ~,~::; ,_-, r'. ;'~ ~<-( : ~-<~ ":,,, :~ .. ~.:"'~ ~ ;', ' ,-" "-0"".1:·~ - :;("",: ..,. ,:" 0;';':, I " ''!'.".' , 
only one of which is the actual physical solution for the design point 
~ - r" ' • 'I "~ , > ~ - ... ~ • .' J. ~ ~~;: ~W'. :, 1 ~. {' ",: .:. r .' i: ,~ : ~ i' n" 1;~" -:- " t~· i-'" ~ , ' .., > , '" 
chosen. They carned out experimental work on a LiBr/H20 heat pump 
~ ~ 1 ,. ~~~~~" :~"'-;.' ~~_r~F~' ~:", I<; :: ~; ~ i: ~ --':~~ ~ }~'!. ';,',"" ... '\ ,f ",-I -:::. 
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to validate the analytical results and when comparing the results found 
that the computer generated COP of the system was 16% higher than its 
experimental value at high temperatures and between 7% and 12% 
higher at lower temperatures. They attributed the discrepancy to heat 
losses from the system to the ambient which the programme did not 
account for. Later, Grossman and Gommed [5] introduced an improved 
version of the same programme with considerably extended user-
oriented simulation capability and applicability. The programme results 
were reported to have very good agreement with the experimental 
results of a LiBr/H20 heat transformer. They als,?-,.reported successful 
results in simulating various other cycles and working fluids. However, 
they noted that some problems were encountered in fluids with volatile 
absorbents such as H201NH3 due to their complex, behaviour at large 
concentrations of the absorbent in the vapour phase. Gommed and 
Grossman [6] ~mployed the same code to investigate the performance of 
various systems using the LiBr/H20 fluid pair. They generated 
complete performance maps under varying operating conditions for 
systems in single stage and several double stage configurations.:, , 
Iedema '[7]: "'d~veloped -,a' co'niptt'e'r ; si'~ul~iio'~: f~r 'a 
LiBr/ZnBr/CH30H he~t pump based 'on'a 'heat and rriass transpdrt~'odei 
" - " •• , of'~ \',. ;:"~";.'.~;; , •• ' • ~ :, 'f ~' .... -:... -, ," - '-. ~\ ':1 :., _",rJ·<~~~e,""."~ l'~ 
'that utilizes empirical relatio'ris as derived' from experimental results 
\ i ~ ~>" ~ <.", ~;;= :-<.' t ~,. (~r~';: ~~ii· .. ".:~- tl'·," t'1""!-f;->~~il~e-;:t ~ tf\ ;, 
which eliminates the' need for the use of components effectivenesses. No 
~. ;: ;"'~'. "'~,~-~~~. ' >1, :~;l.of 'l-~' ~;-'>'::,~' .. ~~ '. ":,," ", '~:-~ ... j\;: :,.~">I.' .' ~ ". ~ .• r::J Il~;~(:"~ 
experimental v~lidation has been reported in ~i~ case. " ' -
~." ';,<><~.~~=~ ;.-'~":~ ~~_~,-<: ",'\: .. ~; , ~ ~.' '.~~, "'.~ : -,# •• , ~"r .. , ':~ i.'.:.!: \\~~~J 
,Alvares and Trepp [8] introduced a computer, model. of an: existing 
solar driven ,aqua~a~monia refrigeration syst~m:: They, adopted an 
,"approach t~iequilibrium factor" for the generator, an~ ,absorber which 
is. a: measure of deviation from equilibrium concentration in those 
devices. The same principle is used later in this work under the name 
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of "mass effectiveness". Another feature of their'simulation is the 
allowance of heat losses from the generator. 
Butz and Stephan [9] developed a computer simulation of a 
commercially available heat pump. They simulated each component by 
partial differential equations resulting from the unsteady heat and mass 
balance. The equations are reduced to a set of ordinary differential 
equations by discretization with respect to space. They are then, along 
with their accompanying algebraic equations, solved using an available 
solver package. Their analytical results had good agreement with the 
actual performance of the heat pump . 
. It can be seen that there is a fair amount of computer simulations of 
absorption systems. Some of it, however, were created for existing 
systems using the conditions of these systems to calculate the heat and 
mass transfer rates.' This means that these models can not be used for 
other systems without altering the code. Other simulations relied on the 
user input of. the' conditions to facilitate the calculations. This 
complicates the use of ~he model and t~e process of con~erging to the 
, ,,', " " ,'\. ~ ,,: t"'" ~ •• ", ~'" ~~. ,-: ( "~ " ~ {\' ,"}, ':.... \~ 1 ': " ~ {1 ~ >," : ~ . '" ;~ ... > ~ ~~ It , ' 
solution. To circumvent these difficiench!s, a computer simulation of an 
< -" .f'''' . ,'" ~ ," , lit ,\ ... ' ~ ", • '" • ~ _, ,; "::' ,~.>- 1-' \ ~ :; ,;> •• , J J " '7';. c 
absorption system where the p~rformance, of the components is 
. ". -, -, i '{:.', ; ~ 2-. / 
characterized by "heat and mass effectivenesses" will be presented in 
this study. The use of effectivenesses ~llows the components to be 
treated as "black boxes" and eliminates the need to specify heat and mass 
transfer coefficients and areas.' '; It is believed that the code,' which will 
simulate the basic LiBr/H20 system, will not need solution constraints 
~:'i.:t" ;:,] >~~"'r .}', !X$-:t C' !r;~:\ !~,.-,:~ ~~;.:"·l\.',~~;·i1" u "';~frSf:'t ~"J.;'i 
of the type used inJ4] which \vere. necessitated by the}act that the code 
~:,. ~~t~' '} :~~ -.~~: '.~;'J;"" ::.!.r~~;:it-;~~"l ?~ r.2'>.t t ~"''- ;"<r,;: t~~;;:;~~ ~i!~::nl;:r ri~r: \;~;". :~ ~ 
[4] was designed for a wide range of applications using the same initial 
.t .. ',~.;;' ~ -.: .',,' ; ~'. ):;~l .<".}~ .. , .. :-~i:~ r ~t:1U :;,;;: 
solution guess. . 
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Where r is the mass flow rate per unit width (kg/m s), and 11 is the 
dynamic viscosity (kg/m s) 
= 
2.2-Heat and Mass Transfer in Falling Film Absorbers: 
The absorber is the most complex of the components In an 
absorption system and, fortunately, has been subjected to extensive 
specialised study. 
Absorbers, where the absorbent is freely falling in a thin film over 
wetted packed columns, over a bundle of horizontal tubes, or over 
cooled plates are widely used in absorption systems. They achieve high 
effectiveness by virtue of the thinness of the absorbent's flow [10] which 
maximizes the ratio of the surface area to mass flow rate and minimizes 
the penetration length, hence aids the process of both heat transfer to the 
coolant and mass transfer of the vapour refrigerant. 
2.2.1-Film Hydrodynamics: 
The nature of the film flow, whether laminar or turbulent, smooth 
or wavy, and hence the amount of heat and mass transfer, will depend 
on the Reynold's Number. 
Aragaki et al [11] who experimentally studied falling films of water 
over smooth vertical tubes concluded that the flow is laminar up to 
Reynold's Number (Re = rfl,.t) = 170 and turbulent at Re > 900 with a 
transitional region between. * < ~ 
Benjamin [12], who observed the wav~Jormation in 'laminar flow's 
'. • , , ~ , " ." ~ ~ f " ',":l,', " '. ' , ~ 
reported that film flows with Re < 5 appears to have smooth surfaces. 
;~ ,~ , ' , , ~ ,> ~ . , "':;' _ ,,' ,1,: ~ I" _ • :', .. > :" 
': Rotem and < Neilson [13], concluded ~ after surveying a' significant 
~ amount of available information that there are three distinct regimes of 
: film flow depending on Reynold's Number:'~, ;:.," 
;~ ;,. ,,: ~: b " " - > • , ~ .,' " <' :- ~ (:' ~. ~ ~ : ;. ~ :~ ~ .. A ,_.. ~ ~ , 
Lami~ariIow without rippling of the free surface at R~ .~ 7 
-Laminar flow with rippling (wavy) at 7 < Re < 250 
Turbulent flow at Re > 250 
Hounkanlin and Dumargue [14], who conducted experimental work 
with falling films of soda solution observed that the flow is : 
smooth laminar or wavy at 18 < Re < 200, 
transitional between laminar and turbulent at 200 < Re < 1000, and 
turbulent at Re > 1000 
Now, the values of Re for the applications of absorption 
refrigeration is unlikely to exceed 300 [15] and is therefore likely to lie 
in the laminar wavy range. Therefore it is this region which will be 
concentrated upon in the rest of this study. 
A good body of literature is available on the nature of wav~s in film 
- " ). - " '.. > , ~ ': ~ t . 
flow regimes. Tailby and Portalski [16] and StainthorP and Allen [17] 
concluded after'studying the wave motion ph~t~g~~phicaily that the 
. . 
.... ,. . 
wave characteristics depend on the flow rate, the physical properties of 
•• _ ~ • '. ~ ~, ~ ~ • , , J ~_, ~:;. - ~ {~ ... 
the liquid, and its distance from the leading edge. Salazar and Marshall 
f ~ '" > • .:,' " "" ~.' " _ ~ ;: -~ J ',.~;:' • ~ ~_: ~. '. _ "..' .: - , ~~: '.~, 
[18]' concluded 'after 'detailed optical studies using laser technique that 
; ;: '.' '." ,::' ~ ... ;;...j.,."',.~ ': ~ '~~, ,,' .. {L.,,.":---. " ~ ~ ~, ',,::J ,! '. 
waves are primarily of two dimensional n~ture up to Re = 375. 
" T _.'t. .i;.; .. ~", ~ ~ .~ ',,:\ ~ :; '.~ t,c ... . ("~:_ ":: ~~ - ,". ,;>'~" .. ,~ ,,:~-"-.,.' : --~~»~:.: .. »~" ,-> :' 
Brauner and Maron [19] recorded the vanatlOn of film thickness and the 
,;~ ~-~4~~!-~ . "'.: ..- ~"~_~l : ~r ~! :~:, '\, ~-, ~ -'>~',", ":., .. ;, ,,' '., ! ,:. ~ ~ .. ~,,:t:"'~'"l-~ <,! 
mass transfer rate in an inclined plate. They observed that : (a) there is 
an inception line : at' which: high:Jrequency" shallow,~ripples ,start to, 
develop,' (~) that as they travel downstream they overlap each other thus 
generating, larger Jumps of! liquid w,ith .lower frequencies~':higher' 
amplitudes, and 'greater, velocities, and- (c) that ,further. down ,stream 
these ~.aves eventually become, steady-periodic ~oll waves .wh~ch have a' 
pronounced ·influence'on ~he mass ,transfer.·: TheYlalso,noted ,that the', 
wave c~aracteristics will depend on the film Re, the plate inclination, 
25: 
-and the distance from the inception line. The same authors later [20] 
developed a physical model for hydrodynamic mechanisms of gravity 
rolling waves in thin liquid film based on periodic distortion of the 
hydrodynamic boundary layer in the wave front and the following 
recovery in the wave trail. They described the roll waves as being 
highly disturbed lumps of liquid travelling along a thin substrate at a 
speed several times greater than the mean film velocity. Their model, 
which agreed well with experimental results for flows with Re < 1000 
and over a wide range of inclinations, predicted that the fraction of 
liquid travelling in the substrate does not exceed 20% of the total 
amount of liquid at low rates and approaches 3 -4% at Re > '2000. 
2.2.2-Heat and Mass Transfer: 
In many cases the absorption process is exothermic where heat, 
known as the heat of absorption; is released. This is certainly the case 
in the absorption fluid pairs that are most commonly used ,in 
refrigeration i.e., LiBr/H20and H201NH3." ;However, ,.since the 
concentration seeks eqUilibrium at its temperature and. vapour pressure, 
the rise in temperature associated with this released heat will reduce the 
concentration variation i.e., impairs further absorption. Consequently 
cooling is essential if high concentration variation is to be achieved. 
".,',~';;: ,,!"'~ "j:'~' . I '~.,' ... , [~,; ~'1 :,~~" '-j~'''''~.'':. ~"'~~,:~?---:,-:'t'>.~ !'~,~ 
,: ,SeveraL workers have addressed the problem of, vapour absorption 
'. by thin liquid films and the associated heat and mass transfer 'processes. 
Javdani :[21] solved the diffusion equation for~a wavy. falling film 
. analytically by, assuming the' concentration' to consist of two parts, a 
mean part and a fluctuating p~rt which he approximated by a simple 
~'~!~dl.i~t.'{- .. -:, ~<::~ :~~~~ ! ~;; f ~. 2: " f 1 c,\. -~ ~ ',"", ":~ : ¥~> >,~~ ~.-.,~< ~ ",:. ; !~':,',,"t,"~ f{J~}"~!~' 'l~., 
periodic function. His approach showed good qualitative agreement 
: - " .... ~:~~: :',~.::! !",~.!~, ~""',:'-;~.2:; '~- :~:":} _'-~):~~' ;: c· ~: .. ~~::; ,~._ ~~'~_:~k:",--<; '::',c· (:.~;,_ 
with experimental, data.. , , . 
-;~'k.':-C{~ ~.:~t ;",:.':;~.-r.:>,:'~ < w .. :;~ "~: ~ f •. ,'''.~ :'",::~(~'; }.;;:~ " ~#;:.i'~ ~ ..... ~) '. ,...: .. :f.: 
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Grigoreva and Nakoriakov [22] presented an exact solution to the 
simultaneous heat and mass equations by putting the temperature and 
concentration in the form of Fourier expansions of the dimensionless 
axial and vertical coordinates and using the boundary conditions to 
obtain the constants of the expansions. 
Beschkov and Boyadjiev [23] employed a finite difference method to 
solve the equation of vapour diffusion into a thin liquid film flowing in 
a laminar wavy manner. They used the velocity profile and wave 
characteristics computed by Penev et al [24] and obtained data on mass 
transfer which agreed well with their own experimental work. 
Grossman and Heath [25] solved the the combined energy and 
diffusion equations for a turbulent film using a "method of lines". 
According to this method the non-dimensional film domain is divided 
into thin strips by lines parallel to the longitudinal axis whereby the 
derivatives with respect to the other axis (vertical) can be expressed in 
finite difference form; thus reducing the equation into a set of ordinary 
differential equations in the longitudinal variable alone which they 
solved by an available ODE integrator using the relevant boundary 
conditions. 
Ibrahim [26] solved the diffusion and the energy equations of a 
smooth laminar flow simultaneously using a hybrid method consisting 
of an analytical solution at the entry region and a numerical solution 
thereafter thus obtaining accurate results at reduced mesh size. He 
reported good agreement with the published data. 
Urakawa et al [27] also solved the combined heat and mass equations. 
They devised two separate approaches; one implementing the finite 
difference method, and the other using algebraic temperature and 
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'* In this study a method of estimating the performance of the absorber 
was presented. The method, which is suitable for use on Pes due to its 
simplicity and its limited need of memory, calculates the temperature 
and concentration of the absorber and its overall effectiveness from 
given heat and mass transfer coefficients which can be obtained from 
relevant experimental or analytical data. From the computed 
temperature and concentration profiles the method can then calculate the 
heat and mass effectivenesses of the absorber which are used by the 
overall co.mputer model, of chapter 3, to. simulate the performance of 
the absorber. The method was compared to the hybrid method of 
Ibrahim [26] and was corrected to give good agreement between the two 
methods. The method is simpler than the finite difference method 
approach even when this approach is reduced to solving the 
approximated equations for a single space variable by using the "m~thod 
of lines" as was introduced in [251· It is also much simpler than the 
exact solution presented in [22] which was obtained using a set of 
restrictive conditions, The method, by using predetermined heat and. 
mass transfer coefficients, goes one step further than the Simplified 
method introduced by Perez-Blanco [28] who applied energy and mass 
baJances to the absorber and used values for the mass transfer 
coefficient calculated by Ruchenstein and Berbente 129] but Simplified 
the heat transfer problem by assuming pure conduction across the 
absorbent film. The second method of Urakawa et al [27] in which they 
approximated the concentration and temperature profiles by non J.' 
- near 
algebraic equations is simple enough but appears to be less aCCurate as 
they reported some differences between this approach and the') 
r Own 
finite difference solution in the temperature field at the entry reg' lon, 
concentration profiles across the film thickness. They compared the 
results of both methods and found that the temperature differed slightly 
at the entry region but became equal rapidly as the flow length 
increased, while the concentration values agreed well. 
Perez-Blanco [28] obtained heat and mass transfer rates for a falling 
film absorber analytically by applying heat and mass balance over an 
absorber element and using the mass transfer coefficient from 
Ruchenstein and Berbente [29] and assuming pure heat conduction 
across the film thic!cness. The results agreed to within 10% with his 
own experimental work. 
Cosenza and Vliet [30] experimentally studied the absorption of 
water vapour into a ,thin film of LiBr/H20 solution flowing over 
horizontal tubes. . They correlated the heat. transfer. characterized by the 
film Nusselt Number to the film Reynold's Number for tube diameter 
of 19 mm as : Nlltilm. ,0.3 (Reflhn).46 
Zheng and Worek [31] used fibre-optic holographic method' to 
measure the heat and mass transfer rates' during the humidification of 
air by a film of LiCI/H20 solutio~.· They obtained data 'that ~6mpared 
til other'expciri~~i;uil 'fesults"to ~within' 5% '~iro~ .. Mo~e i ~'ork ciii" thf~ 
£<'~-:'~-'!: {~;~ ~ .'l';"" ... '~. ~~:.,_~ -' ! l:' ".~. "':"~~'_~- ,= ~ :<~);~. t_' ~~.~ :~~~"'~ "f ~;;:~. 
area is 'reviewed below where it IS more relevant. 71-
• ~ ,,:- .w.<:, 
.. . "-' -~ 
2.2.3-Effect of Waves : .~... 't : f, t • ,) ~"J 
.. 
'-":~"'-¥'~";r~'~ '\~'~'c:";.: i; ... " ;:~',,,,_,,; f ,"=;,,,.:',~ t>~, ,-::"~,, ,,'~ ~:". :i~~;:"~ ~.-,'C ~;~1~; ': L\~r,-;.t l' 
M~my investigators notiCed the significant improvement to heat and 
fr--:J.' "~~;<{"!<i.~,7" :';~~' " :- l;~~ ~ .. :Jr~,; V'~~/!", .:7" ': {>.~- '"-~h4"f-l<:'~,\ ,"" ~>~:rr.~~'~;- ~.~"t,~,;~!r·~~f:; b 
mass transfer'due to the presence of waves. ' , 
!~ ~ r ,'1 ~~ ;~'_ ~:~),,~_ t>: ,.:. ;:~<~.':(~.- ~~". ~ ;:('~-;- ~:c: ~:;; ;<t1.:L"'j~~:~~:~; :;~~' ~~~ ~;,; ~. 
Budov et al [32] reported"based on experimental observations, that 
~ - , 'i ." •. ~ 
the" oscillatory motion, resulting fJrom :,wavyjflow i causesl' an 
~ ,,,, '~ 
intensification of the heat transfer.~. :;, 
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Oliver and Atherinos [33] experimentally studied the absorption of 
carbon dioxide into a thin film of aqueous sodium bicarbonate solution. 
They reported that the mass transfer was enhanced by up to 250% by 
the waves. 
Pokusaev et al [34] observed the desorption of carbon dioxide from a 
water film and reported that the intensification of mass transfer due to 
waves reached 5.4 times that of smooth flow. 
Ruckenstein and Berbente [35] concluded after surveying the works 
of several investigators that the enhancement of mass transfer in wavy 
films is up to 150% over that of smooth films and the heat transfer 
increases by 20-30%. Later [29] they obtained a velocity profile based 
on the 'solution of the equation of motion in the form of Fourier series 
and they showed that the wave motion may amplify the. local mass 
transfer rate by a factor of two. They qualitatively explained the 
unequal enhancement of the heat and mass transfer by the fact that 
thermal diffusivity in liquids is large as compared to the coefficient of 
molecular diffusion; it is therefore possible that the apparent diffusivity, 
due to the wave motion, be negligible against thermal diffusivity, but of 
the same order with, or even larger than, the coefficient of.molecular 
diffusion. This explanation is sufficient·, in the case of heat and mass 
transfer across the film.interface where ~oth processes are exposed;to 
the same wave intensity. ,. However, in -the absorbers tof refrigeration 
systems where the mass transfer,occurs at the interface and the ·heat' is 
transferred across the splid wall, the discrepancy,is further explained by 
the fact that the effect of waves is larger at the interface than "at the solid 
wall. This .view is supported by Brauner and Maron [19] who 
~x'perim~~~llY ~:tudied the mass transfer from a solid wall into a falling 
liquid film. They concluded that in the case of large rolling waves 
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increasing the flow rate, though increases their intensity, produces little 
effect on the mass transfer because increasing the waviness at high 
liquid flow rates does not necessarily enlarge its effect deep in the liquid 
film close to the solid boundary. They also noted that small waves have 
little or no effect on the mass transfer for the same reason. They 
further speculated that waves will have more effect in case of vapour 
absorption at the free surface. The same conclusion was reported by 
Beschkov et al [36] when they experimentally investigated the 
dissolution of gypsum in a vertical water film. They also made similar 
speculations about vapour absorption at the interface. 
Beschkov and Boyadjiev [23] who solved the diffusion equation of 
vapour in wavy laminar flows numerically, reported that their model 
, , ' 
predicted an improvement of 100% in mass transfer across the free 
: ' I -'; ',-
surface of the film., This agreed, to a satisfactory degree, with their 
own experiment of carbon dioxide desorption from a wavy water 
column. 
One of the explanations given for the observed enhancement in heat 
~ ~ '; ; . -,' , . 
and mass transfer in wavy flows is that it is due to' the increase of 
I- , • ~ 0",: ~ "_ f ~, • ~ ~); :;, _ :,.,'; ," '< ~, ,~;;- ~ t'~,: ,>~' J , '" •• , 
interfacial area. However, Brauer, as quoted in [23], showed that the 
, ~~1'" r ~_ ,.~ ~.~ ~i ~;"~ .,~ ~ ;.~ '~:~rtt.",,_~~·~C ;'\ "'<-,. ~ .1, \~. 
interfacial area increase,due to the ripples is less than 10%. Portalsky 
1> ~, ." .-.,"~' ~" ~~:~t~~ .,; _: _,::,C~!' ~-;' 1 ~~~ ':..;' ~.~,_,,_,,:~ ,[",.1': ",,",;~ " ~ "<~«" t ~ 
and Clegg [37] have shown that at any Reynold's Number the regular 
.• "> ~ ',~"::~, ~-/''''-; .;! f,...,\~ ~,i ," "'''·t,~<~~ .':-:-' ,-~ ~~_,~." -', ,:,' 
(roll) waves contributed more to the area increaSe than the small ripples 
, ',,': f.' :_ ~ .'i "-'7J'~: " ~ f ;", ~ J ~ : I J ~<:<, ~ ._, ~" ",:J ;~. ,i ., ~ \. ~:"~: i .. !< { ,l,,~" ~ , ~> )', 
and the random motion. They obtained" an imperi,cally corrected 
>" -' .. ",,: .$ ~.r" ,<.~ 1l ¥-~~ ,d:, I",; ~';;:';) ~1:;;1 t~ "ott' ->,,~~.~t (':~ lh:'~~~~<~ ~"'C '" ~\ ~i ',~, ~ 
formula for the percentage area increase, after, extensive 
~'->' .;':. i •• :1,;"'~ .. ' :v~ ~:.,.t~:i:~-\I~:_-n :~.",", ,,: ... i'. :'~~~>..:- \'Z.,:"; \\ :~~~;~: ,;::;:~'~:'/. ',,,, ~ j 
experimentation with different liquids. ~ Thei~ formula reads: 
~),' '~":, ~\ : .. ,~,,: ~,-,.,,.,.t~. ~~; c .. ~~:~! ~'-.,; t];!~~ ~'.;\':~">'~l;·:j <~ (~~rt~!~~;:.~f<";:.~ t".:>,~ "",: 
'. " , v2 ., Re 213,_ ;: \ .' IlA % = 374(A, 413 g) c.'~ > .... , 
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where, v, A, and g are the liquid's kinematic viscosity, the wave length, 
and the gravitational constant respectively. Accordingly, the interfacial 
area increase for water at Re = 100 is less than 0.2%. Therefore, to 
attribute the amplification of the heat and mass transfer rate solely to 
the interfacial area increase is, obviously, not satisfactory. 
At present the literature suggests that the improvement is primarily 
due, at lower Reynold's Number, to the presence of the vertical 
component of the velocity and the convection heat and mass transfer 
associated with it, and as the Reynold's Number increases and the wave 
characteristics develop, circulation currents and eddies start to evolve 
and further enhance the heat and mass transfer. 
Ibrahim [26] suggested that for flows with Re < 100 a model with 
regular wave characteristics and no mixing should be applied to estimate 
the improvement in heat and mass transfer. 
Penev et al [24] solved the complete Navier-Stokes equation for a 
falling liquid film assuming the waves to be regular and two 
dimensional i.e., the thickness of the film does not vary with its width. 
They found that under such conditions the liquid elements travel along 
unclosed trajectories and there can, be no surface renewal, and the 
improvem~nt is primarily' d~e to the ve~ticai component of the film 
, I,' ., '# _ ,c :" , 
velocity. However, they noted that the assumption of uniform wave (velocity) " . .' ';, : .. c.' ., '·'c. , ' 
celentyvniafnot exist in real film systems and recommended that more 
detailed description of wavy, film flow should,be based on taking into 
account a discrete spectrum o~) under which description. they 
noted, it is possible to account for, the formation of circulation currents 
of liquid elements in the film .. ' " ~!.. ", " ;.:; < ' 
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Howard and Lightfoot [38], having de~eloped a method of predicting 
rates of gas absorption into laminar rippling films, suggested that 
depending on the wave amplitude and its celerity there is a region 
around the wave peak where a reverse flow (with respect to coordinates 
moving at the wave velocity) is possible i.e., circulation of the liquid 
elements. Brauner and Maron [19] who recorded time traces of 
simultaneous local film thickness and mass transfer rate in a falling 
liquid film found them to have the same periodicity with the mass 
transfer rate having a small phase lag behind the film thickness. They 
interpreted the sudden relaxation of the wall shear stress just before the 
wave front and its subsequent steep rise as being the result of the 
picking up and mixing of the thin substrate into the following wave 
front. According to the above observations, and as mentioned earlier, 
they later [20] devised a theoretical model for the hydrodynamic 
. ..,.' 
, . 
mechanisms associated with rolling waves based on a periodical 
distortion of the hydrodynamic boundary layer in the wave front 
followed by a recovery in the wave trail. Maron and Brauner [39] 
offered a piecewise approach whereby the wave is'viewed in terms of 
composite zones' for each a characteristic mechanism 'is suggested. 
According to them and depending on the !.wave 'characteristics, there 
exists a: region engulfing the wave> peak where the: local :interfacial 
velocity exceeds that of the wave. As a consequence eddies take place 
. 
It must be noted, following the a~ove review, that the improvement 
j ..~' < .: (_, r \,. •• ' ": ~ ,{ i_~ ':,.: -. - ') .. ~: ... ;! .: <' f « : ' _ • ~ ~ ~"; ;; : ~ :' •• ~ i~. ~; ~ .: "~ ; , \; ;; ~ j • ' :. .' 
of mass transfer due to the action of waves r,?ported by Pokusaev et al 
'- '" ,.,." ~:_~ ~'r/;"~"! .t:~I', :.-: £ I..'~-~:: \"A··:~C ~:'-~ '; >, 1 n~~,,,::!~ ~-.:: '.,':" .. ::ft ~<::~,t :.-:: ... ~\t.w,~;lr lc> 
[34] at more than five f~lds is an ove~estimation since most investigators 
:"~ . :', . _' i: -, ... :' _. ~ ,:: . ,-- \~ : ~ ~ ~< ~: ~ :, ~ ~,,~) ~ <' • 
estimate the range of improvement between 100% and 200% . 
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i.e b d t the mixing '. 0, ecause of the enhanced heat and mass transfer ue 0 
of the r °d ° °d es 
. IqUl and the agitation of the vapour by the hqUl waY 
Following the literature review and the fact that improvement in heat 
and mass transfer were recorded for wavy flows over a wide range of 
Reynold's Number, it can be concluded that for flows with low 
amplitudes and wave velocities the heat and mass transfer are improved 
by means of convection associated with the perpendicular (to the' 
direction of the flow) component of the velocity, and as the amplitude 
and celerity increase, circulation and mixing take place and contribute 
to improving the transfer rates. 
The broad picture which has emerged from this review on wave 
effects is that while the enhancement of heat and mass transfer due the 
mixing effect of the waves is obvious~the enhancement due to the 
vertical velocity is less clear and is not substantiated enough from the 
literature. It was, therefore, considered necessary. to clarify this point. 
Thus, the findings of Penev et al [24] will be applied to find the heat and 
mass transfer in a low Re wavy. flow in order,· to validate their 
hypothesis. 
, , - - 1" ~ ": " ~-~ ~ , 
It is also felt that the current methods of absorber analysis are very 
complicated and there is therefore a need for a much simpler model for 
~ 
design work .. To fill this gap, such a method,will be developed in this 
work., This simplified;method should , have good, agreement .with the 
,- ~ , 
2.2.4-Effect of Non-Condensable Gases:. U (:;;1\ , . '" . ~ - ~ 
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, . The presence of a non-condensable gas m a condensmg vapour is 
'.~.~ ·--~~.t~,: 1'('. ,t'-~ ~'~~-~!.~;, '~'~: {':"~.l~:",~:~~·~~ -{cr ~ ;'< '" ,:'%J \'~ ~< 
kDown tocieate 'diffu'si6n resistance which must be taken into account as 
!;.. " 1, #''t _ c' >~ '. ~". ',~ < -" w}" . ,~,~' ,." r-';. ~ >-< > -,;: 1 ~ ... <Jo. ~. f~, "! ~ ': ~ ; I' • _"lo t ~ ,,~, • ~ ,,", t ? 
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The little work done in this area is .primarily concerned with the 
effect of non-condensable gases on the condensation of vapours into 
liquid films, and perhaps the first effort to quantify the effect of the 
presence of such gases on the performance of falling film absorbers 
came in 1980 when Burdukov et al [41], conducting an experimental 
study on the absorption of water vapour by thin films of aqueous 
Lithium Bromide, observed the effect of the presence of air on the mass 
transfer of vapour into the liquid film. They concluded that an air 
content of 0.5% in the vapour reduced the mass transfer coefficient 
almost in half. 
Lee and Rose [42] carried out experimental work to study the effect 
of non-condensable gases on condensation of vapours· into liquid films 
flowing along a horizontal tube. They used combinations of steam and 
R113 as vapours with air and hydrogen as gases. They concluded that 
the presence of gases greatly impairs the heat and mass transfer of the 
vapour. They also noted that vapour velocities, even at small values, 
helped eliminate the building up of the gas at the interface hence 
improved the transfer rates. 
Kotake [43] analyzed the effect of small amounts of non-condensable 
gases on the film condensation of vapours from a vapour/gas mixture. 
He concluded that the effect of gas is to reduce the condensation rate. 
Galamba et al [44] investigated, analytically and experimentally, the 
melting of solid wall due to the.condensation of a vapour on it. They 
used naphthalene and 'Wood's metal respectively for the solid wall 
material and steam with air content as the vapour/gas mixture. >Their 
analytical model predicted heat transfer rates within a range of -7% to 
+ 18% of their experimental data. However, the experimental data 
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showed that the effect of the air on the heat transfer rates was much 
greater in the case of Wood's metal than in the case of naphthalene. 
They explained this from the fact that Wood's metal has a small thennal 
resistance and so the added resistance in the vapour/gas mixture due the 
presence of air presents a larger percentage, while the naphthalene has 
large thermal resistance and the extra resistance introduced by the air 
does not produce the same effect. 
Bologa et a1 [45] performed experimental work to test the effect of 
an induced electrical field on the heat transfer in a vapour condensation 
into a liquid film in the presence of a non-condensable gas. They used 
combinations of Rl13 and hexane for vapours with air, carbon dioxide, 
and helium as non-condensable gases at volumetric concentration range 
of 0%-47%. They concluded that the deciding factor in the 
determination of heat transfer intensity is the ratio of the molecular 
mass of the gas to that of the vapour, the higher this ratio is, the greater 
the effect on the heat transfer. 
Abdollahi [46] reported, after conducting an experimental work, a 
remarkable decrease in the heat transfer coefficient of a dropwise 
condensation of a vapour stream due to the presence of a small quantity 
of air. 
Some experimental work on the effect of ~on-condensable gases on 
the overall performance of absorption systems has been found in the 
literature. Leibundgut et al [47] calculated the reduction of the overall 
heat ratio of NH31H20 absorption heat pump with hydrogen and found 
that at 0.4 bar (40 kPa) of hydrogen partial pressure the reduction was 
more than half. It is also been reported by Young and Makiya [48] that 
35 
the heat carried by the hydrogen from t?e absorber to the evaporator 
will decrease the cooling capacity. 
It is apparent from the literature that non--condesable gases will have 
a very significant effect on the heat and mass transfer processes in 
refrigeration components. However, the literature lacks good analytical 
studies on this effect. An effort in this area is therefore needed and will 
be presented in this study. 
~ V" • 
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~.rY a1t~~~ ~o l (/ 3-0verall Solution~for a LiBrIH10 Absorption System: 
3.1-Introduction : 
In this chapter a computer simulation of a LiBr/H20 water chiller is 
introduced. The model uses heat and mass effectivenesses to describe 
the performance of the various components of the system. The use of 
the absorber's heat effectiveness is unique to this simulation. It enables 
the characterization of the absorber's heat performance by a single 
parameter. 
3.2-Basic Absorption Cycle: 
Fig (3.1a) shows the basic non-volatile absorption system which is 
J , ~ -
composed of five basic components: the condenser, the evaporator, the 
absorber, the heat-exchanger and the boiler. In addition there are two 
expansion valves and a solution pump. Fig (3.1b) is the absorbent's 
cycle on the temperature-concentration (T -C) diagram. 
, 
The refrigerant (water vapour) produced ·in the boiler enters the 
condens~r at point [!j, looses '~ts latent· heat to the cooling medium 
(usually water) and co~denses.·: ~he co~de~~ate then passes through the 
expansion valve, mounted. between, points,~ and 0, to reduce its 
!, ~~;< .. <';'i:'""". ,~-.. :: 
. pressure to the evaporator's level. The low pressure liquid enters the 
evaporator at point @] where:'ifextracts the heat from the cooled 
medium and re~evaporates. again. . Th,e. vapourJs. attracted to the 
absorber at poi~t [iJ tob~~~;i;~~;b~d':bythe-;ich"~~i~ti~n coming from 
the heat-exchanger hence forming the poor or weak solution. This 
process of water vapour absorption into a solution of LiBr/H20, 
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Fig (3.1a) 
Qb 
B,~_-+-_ 
Schematic representation of the LiBr/H20 system 
Solution 
Temperature 
(T) 
Concentration (C) 
Fig (3~lb) . 
Temp/Con equilibrium 
at condenser's pressure 
Temp/Con equilibrium 
, at evaporator's pressure 
. The absorbent cycle on the T -C diagram .. 
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represented hy the 'process ~ to ~ on the T-C diagram of fig (3.1h), 
is an exothermic process during which heat is released, and for the 
process to continue this heat must be removed by means of a cooling 
medium. If the absorber is not cooled the absorbent will quickly 
approach equilibrium conditions at a much higher concentration than 
the case when cooled. This means smaller concentration variation and 
refrigerant mass flow rate which will result in a lower cooling capacity. 
This is represented on fig (3.2) where the concentration variation 
achieved by the adiabatic (no cooling) process is shown to be less than 
that achieved with cooling. 
, ' 
Temp 
(f) 
j :~ .<~. ~ ,r-< .-"'~ " . , .. , -," c;,.,', 4' " 
Ccool . Cad Cs Con (C) 
~~ ~;} i;J~'~'~; t< t~J,~~.: ~:~::',)~~->-i~~ ("~":~ .. ~!,~,,~ !'~;i.: : ",~\~:t~:: ~', ~. ::'~~~ ,~ ~:1 -'. 
Effect of cooling on concentration variation in the absorber 
I, .. r ·c<· ~ ~--; ~;; ~ : ~_, _ 1· ... ~ {r ~;,: 1: ~ ,-' . ~ .;.,,~.: .t, ~ __ A ~! ~ ~ l' t: :_- c:;:; 0 d.> } :'.>" 1 t -, \' '; ~ <;t : "1 n!. '1,' ,;~ 
<-; I'The sol ution~;: having ,. abs~rbed ,"'the I vapour"refrigerant,~<is:' th'en 
pumped to the heat-exchanger to be preheated by the rich solution 
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coming from the boiler. This is represented by process ~ to ~ on the 
T -C diagram. It then enters the boiler where heat is added to boil off 
some of its water content that goes to the condenser and repeats the 
vapour cycle. The solution having given off water vapour becomes rich 
in LiBr, as represented by process ~ to [2]. It must be noted that the 
boiling process is less complicated than the absorption process in that 
the phase change and the heat addition occur at the same surface (the 
heating surface), whereas in the absorber the heat and mass transfer take 
place at two different surfaces. Returning to the cycle, the rich 
solution, having left the boiler, passes to the heat-exchanger, gets 
precooled by the weak solution and goes to the absorber through the 
expansion valve (process [2] to ~) where it absorbs the water vapour 
coming from the evaporator an~ repeats the, absorbent cycle. 
iS'important 
The role of the heat--excnange-fVaslt-aids the absorption process in 
the absorber by cooling' the rich solution below the equilibrium 
temperature corresponding to its concentration before entering the 
absorber. It also aids the generation of the refrigerant vapour in the 
, , '." ~ . (' ~ , . " , 
boiler by heating the weak solution above the e9uilibrium temperature 
, , > , ~ .. .1. " -;: .' > ~ ~ 
corresp~mding to its concentration. 
3.3-Analysis : 
" :The following analysis and the subsequent ,solution of the governing 
equations:: of .the system enables the prediction of the system's 
performance given its input heat and pumping capacity, its components' 
~ ~ • ~ _l ~~:' ':, : \ <,':,. { '"' '~~",: ~ ~ -: >' ~ i.. <": ,~; -, ,: ~-~ "-~ f -~ 1'" (: ~) 
effectivenesses (which include their sizes, heat transfer coefficients, and 
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mass transfer coefficients), and its external conditions i.e., the mass 
flow rates and temperatures of its cooling media. 
3.3. I-Components Heat And Mass Balance 
3.3.1.1- Condenser: 
A block diagram of the condenser is shown in fig (3.3) and the state 
points correspond to the diagram of the overall system shown in fig 
(3.1a). 
2 1 
- --Condenser mr 
... .... 
-
~ 
mw c Twci Twco 
Fig (3.3) 
The Condenser 
The superheat, being only about 4% of the condensation heat, is 
, ":/ ',,' . ,) -r ~\ ~: ':'~'1 
neglected and the enthalpy balance on the refrigerant side gives 
(3.1) 
where the terms of this and all other equations are defined in the 
nomenclature at the end of the chapter. This is also the case in the rest 
of the chapters. 
The enthalpy balanceo.i thec~oIing\vater side gives 
(3.2) 
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From the definition of the heat-exchanger's effectiveness [49] as seen in 
eqn (3.19a) 
Twco - Twci 
Ec= T T c - WCI 
So substituting in eqn (3.2) to obtain 
. . 
Qc = mwc Cpw Ec (Tc - Twci) (3.3) 
Combining eqns (3.1) and (3.3) gives the equation that describes the 
condenser i.e., 
. . 
mr (hI - h2) - mwc Cpw Ec (Tc - TwcO = 0 (3.4) 
3.3.1.2-Evaporator : 
The evaporator, ~here the cooling duty is performed, is shown 
schematically in fig (3.4). The state points correspond to the diagram 
of fig (3.1a). 
3 4 
-
.. 
Evaporator 
" _, < ~~:1::,~ ' ... :~, .~~ ~ '-~,' J,~ 
mr 
mwe 
-- Tweo 
Fig '(3.4) 
The Evaporator 
On the refrigerant side the enthalpy balance is 
(3.5) 
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and on the heating water side 
. . 
Qe = mwe Cpw Ee (fwei - Te) (3.6) 
where from the definition later developed in eq!! (3.19b) it can be 
written that 
Twei - Tweo 
Ee= T T wei - e 
For the throttling process across the expansion valve 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Combining e~ (3.5) and (3.6) and substituting eq!! (3.8) gives the 
evaporator's equation 
. . 
mr (~- h2) - mwe Cpw Ee (fwei - Te) = 0 (3.9) 
3.3.1.3-Absorber : 
Heat is rejected from the absorber, sho~l1, schematically in fig (3.5), 
'" "' . .-' " 
to keep the ~ temperature of the abs"orberit below the equilibrium 
, . 
-' , 
temperature corresponding to its' concentration hence maintaining the 
absorption process. 
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Fig (3.5) 
The Absorber", J /} 
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Given infinite length, the absorber will yield concentration Ca which' is 
the equilibrium concentration for the evaporator's pressure and the exit 
bulk temperature of the absorbent. 
C 
Cs 
Cw 1----;......;;::::.,...._ 
Ca ---...:.--- - ... ~~ 00 
. /~ 
., /' -" ) 
, 'j , ~. , 
Fig (3.6) 
Concentration variation with time length in the absorber 
'." . '. 
For a finite time, however, a measure of deviation from equilibrium 
is the "Mass Effectiveness" defined as : 
Cs - Cw 
Ema=C C s - a (3.10) 
It is noted that in chapter 4 an absorber's "Overall Effectiveness" is 
defined as the ratio of the actual amount of vapour absorbed to that 
absorbed by an ideal absorber. A method of calculating this "Overall 
Effectiveness", as well as the mass effectiveness (eqn (3.10» and heat 
effectiveness (to be defined later) of the absorber is also presented in the 
same chapter and the data from it is used later in this chapter. 
From eqn (3.10) 
Cw = Cs - Ema (Cs - Ca) (3.11) 
From the conservation of mass : 
••• ".:<- ~ 
where mp', ms, and ml are .~~e m,~.s f1~'.':' ~~~~~, of t~e ~eak solution, the 
, , -".. > -"'. ., ", 'J. ~< T'''" ~~, ' 
LiBr salt, and the liquid water respectively .. ' I ' "",. 
:, 'to ~' ' ,1~~, ... 1,; .• ~~ 'c ' .. J •• l • < " , ,{ ,,~ i.:;~1 t 
(concentrations) ;-' 
"The.weak and strong massrnirosvare-defined respectively,as : '.;~,/ '''' 
ms 
Cs=-~-
m~ _ mr 
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(3.12) 
/ (3.13) 
Substituting eqn (3.13) in eqn (3.12) to o~tain 
mp _ mr 
Cw = Cs ----"-.--
mp 
(3.14) 
Combining eq,lli (3.11) and (3.14) gives the mass balance of the 
absorber 
. . 
Cs mr - mp Ema (Cs - Ca) = 0 (3.15) 
Now the overall heat balance for the absorber yields 
. .. . . 
mr ~+ (mp - mr) hai - mp hao + mwa Cpw (Twai - Twao) = 0 (3.16) 
At this stage, in order to proceed, it is necessary to define a heat 
~ffectiveness for the absorber similar to those applied to the condenser 
and evaporator. 
The effectiveness of a heat-exchanger is related to the maximum 
possible heat transfer rate ,(qmax)~ w~ich' 'could i be achieved· in 'a 
counterflow heat-exchanger of an infinite length:' In such an exchanger 
the fluid with the minimum mas~ fl~~ rate-specific heat product 
• ~. !.- : '\ ~. .' . '. ),~. '; !'; ~ 
(mCp)IDin~ would experience' 'the'-inaximum'-possible temperature 
~ . ' '~ ,'! \ • ,'W ~ ~ ~ "-" 1 ~ ~ : 1:' ~) ~ J: " : {~ -" ! './ " . 
difference .. Iri the case illustrated by' fig (~.7), (mCp)min = (mCp)h and 
,. -
. , 
, , 
... '" 
I ; 
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Temp. 
(f) 
T· 
T"t 
"-----= ---__ Tho 
--~~~----------____ Tci 
Length (x) 
Fig (3.7) 
Temperature profiles in a counter flow 
heat-exchanger 
Consequently 
. 
qmax = (mCp)min (Thi - T ci) 
The heat effectiveness of the exchanger (E) is' then the ratio' o'f the 
" 
actual heat transfer rate to the maximum possible rate 'i.e., 
. . 
(mCp)h (Thi - Tho) ,(mCp)c (T co - TcO ' 
E= =. 
(mCp)r,nin(Thi - Tci) (mCp)min (Thi - TcO 
where the subscrip~ h and ~d~~~tes the,~~t an? cool fluids, respectively. 
_ J \~- J ,t. < 1., '. " ~" .' " - ~ - t ~ "",') \..,> • > -~ .'- ' • > '" ~ ~ 
. . 
And if (mCp)h ,,:: (mCp)min as in fig (3.7) then 
Thi - Tho 
E = T· T· 
, hI - CI 
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(3.17a) 
. . 
or if (mCp)c = (mCp)min, then 
Tco - Tci 
E = Thi - Tci (3.17b) 
It can be shown [49] that and expression for E in terms of the 
physical conditions of the heat-exchanger denoted by the number of 
transfer units (NTU) is : 
. . 
E = ____ l_-e_x..:-p{..:--NT_U.....;[;;...l-.....;.( (.;..m_C...L.,p;;..;.:)nu=·n.:..,.'(.;....m_C.&..;p)..;:m=ax.:.;..;)];;.;;..} __ _ 
.. .. 
1-«mCp)min/(mCp)max) exp{-NTU[I-«mCp)min/(mCp)max)]} 
(3.18a) 
where 
NTU= 
UA 
(mCp)min 
In the case of a heat-exchanger with one fluid undergoing phase 
change as is the case of the condenser and evaporator, one temperature 
gradient is flat as shown in figs (3.8a) and (3.8b). In this case Cp of 
. . 
such fluid is effectively infinity and the ratio «mCp)min/(mCp)max) is 
equal to zero and the formula for effectiveness is then reduced to : 
E = 1 - exp(-NTU) (3.18b) 
I! is noted that equations (3.18a) an~ (3.18b) are valid only if the 
. 
. mCp's are constant. 
- ----- ~----- ~ ---------------
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T Tc 
Twco 
Twci 
x 
Fig (3.8a) 
Temperature profiles in 
the condenser 
. 
qrnax = (mCp)w (T c - T wci) 
E = Twco - Twci 
Tc - Twci (3. 19a) 
T Twei 
Tweo 
Te 
x 
Fig (3.8b) 
Temperature profiles in 
the evaporator 
qrnax = (mCp)w (T wei - T e) 
T . T E = wel.- weo (3.19b) 
Twel - .Te . 
Now in the case of the absorber, because of the difference in nature 
between vapour absorption and pure condensation, the total heat 
transfer is a result of the combined effect of latent and sensible heat 
transfer. So the solution undergoes phase change and experiences 
temperature change at the same time. 1, The absorber, therefore, lies 
between the two cases of heat-exchangers represented in figs (3.7), and 
" . - " , 
(3.8a). 
The heat effectiveness of the absorber. is based on" thei coolant 
• ... .,.-~ -:: I ~,\ ' ... '.,~ 
, ..... " 
capacity (mCp)w and; d,~fined in te~ms ~f the absorbe~~~I' inlet 
, I 
temperature and the coolant's inlet and outlet temperatures i.e., t , 
Twao - Twai 
Eha = Tai - Twai (3.20) 
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. .,.. that ~ . t Also note ~ Note that the mCp for the absorbent is not constan . 
. , ' .' . ht lineS, 
the lines in figures (3.9a) and (3.9b) are not in reality stralg 
. they are drown so for simplicity. 
~--------...........- . 
* 
Unfortunately, it has not been possi~le 'to obtain an expression for 
Eha in terms of the physical conditions as was possible in the case of 
heat-exchangers (eqn (3.18a)) or condensers/evaporators (eqn (3.18b)). 
The value of Eha can only be obtained by numerical analysis. This is 
examined further in chapter 4. 
From the definition of eqn (3.20) the heat effectiveness will have a 
. ". .' . (mCp)absorbent 
maximum value of umty when Twao=Tah I.e., when >1 
. 
(mCp)coolant 
as shown in fig (3.9a). . . (mCp)absorbent. However, If the ratio IS less than 
, (mCp) coolant 
unity the maximum heat effectiveness will be reached when T wai = Tao, 
and will have a value of less than·unity .. This,case is shown in fig (3.9b) 
and it will be clear from the results of chapter 4 that this is the case for 
typical LiBr/H20 absorption systems. 
T Tai 
Twai 
Fig (3.9a) The possible temperature Fig (3.9b) 
Emax = 1 profiles in the absorber Emax < 1 
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Returning to eqn (3.16) and introducing the heat effectiveness into it, 
the absorber's heat balance equation is obtained as : 
. .. . . 
mr 14 + (mp-mr) hai - mp hao - mwa Cpw Eha (T ai-T wan = 0 (3.21) 
3.3.1.4-Heat-Exchanger : 
A block diagram of the heat-exchanger is shown in fig (3.10). The 
purpose of the heat-exchanger is to aid the absorption and the boiling 
processes by cooling the strong solution down to a temperature where 
absorption can take place and heating the weak solution to a temperature 
where generation can occur. 
Tbo Tbi 
, rnp-mr mp 
Tai Tao 
Fig (3.10) 
The Heat-Exchanger 
The heat balance for the heat-exchanger yields':, 
~ '" ;?, . ~. ' ~ ,1 "' ~ 1 : " • ~ ~ " -; <, ; ( 
, ; 
.' , ; (3.22) 
,', 
~ -, 
, ,"; 
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. . 
The mass flow rate of the strong solution (mp - mr) is smaller than 
. 
that of the weak solution (mp), and the specific heat of the strong 
solution Cpss is less than the specific heat of the weak solution Cpws, so 
" . 
(mp - mr )Cpss < mp Cp~s, and the temperature profiles in the heat-
exchanger, therefore, will be as represented in fig (3.11). 
Temp. 
(f) 
Tit _ ~ -----__ Tai 
- ...... ~-:------___ Tao 
Length (x) 
, '. Fig (3.11),;. 
Temperature profiles in the heat-exchanger 
In terms o( ~emperature, the heat~x~h~nge~ .. ,e~fec!iven~ss is defJnt:~, by 
", ; }~. t . ,~". '.' ~~ ... }, •.• ~" ~ .. ; ·l,;~::.:: ~! ... . ~ 'I. "'J "; I:' .:I:.~",.~\ .. ;' 
E Tbo - Tai 
x = Tbo - Tao (3.23) 
, _~ r ~ ........ - ~,~_ .. t.x( ; (; : 
Alternatively, 'Ex is also given by eqn (3.18a) as a function of the 
- ,(mc)· 
properties \ofthe he~t':'exchan'ger;i.e.~' Ex -~ '-f(NTU,. P mIn)': 
:<>' :, .. ,;", ,':;_ ':i ;; <,,'. '. d. ,/:,': ;'';; ;"': ;~ t:·; ~ \(mCp)m~<1 
T .; A., • I : • ~ " '.'.; v ". ';, '.' ' 1.. ' 1 ~ ~ .,'.. ~ '\ ,. •• 7' ~ '. ~ ~ ~ From eqn'(3.23) the heat-exchanger's equatIOn IS wntten as:'~" , ... , ' .... !. 
, A • ~ 
. ,. 
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~I 
B I 
Ex (Tbo - Tao) - (Tbo - Tan = 0 (3.24) 
3.3.1.5-Boiler : 
Heat is added to the solution in the boiler, shown schematically in fig 
(3.12), to boil off some of its refrigerant's content. 
mr 
J~ 
1 
--
m p-mr 
Ir 7 6 J Il mp ,
.,rho ., hi 
Cs Cw 
Fig (3.12) 
The Boiler' 
The heat balance for the boiler is written as 
.. . .. 
Qb + mp hbi - mr hI - (mp - mr) hbo = 0 
Qh 
(3.25) 
)"' , ,', ' 
A mass effectiveness for the boiler similar to that of the absorber is 
defined as: 
0, ,Cs - Cw 
Emb=C - C 
, ,~ ,b /, w, 
1 , 
" f ,~~ + ~ (./ ~ :- .. ~ ; 
(3~26) 
1- '. j. 1-,', ~ ~ , '~, ' ' • , '!, • f t ~ ~ ;:! ' • ~ f> " , <; . ~-'.r '- f ~ t<"" , 
which', as in the case of the absorber;ts a measure of'devlation from'the 
equilibrium 'concentration:Cb. Where C6 is the equilibrium 
concentration of the boiler at the condenser's pressure and the exit bulk 
I temperature of the liquid . 
. __ ._----' 
53 -----------. 
ill 
Cs ~ ________ ~ __ ---------
Cw 
Fig (3.13) 
Concentration profile in the boiler 
From eqn (3.26) 
Cs = Emb (Cb - Cw) + Cw 
Length 
( --; 
(3.27) 
Manipulating eqns (3.11) and (3.27), two separate equations in Cw and 
Cs respectively are obtained 
~ :;" " 
Cw(EmaEmb - Ema - Emb)+(EmbCb + EmaCa - EmaEmbCb)~O (3.28) 
'." f 
----------
. 
Cs(EmaEmb - Ema - Emb)+(EmbCb + EmaCa - EmaEmbCa) =0.(3.29) 
~--~- ---- --- --
. '; 
- i 
~ .. ,~~ ~~.:.t;;., :'~~'. !:~ ~)~. ;,(~:_. ~:~ :-'.i;.~~. ..:1._. 
Equations (3.4), (3.9), (3.15), (3.21), (3.2?), (3.24), (3.25), (3.28), 
!, ',e' 
and (3.29) are the nine equations describing the absorption system and 
should be solved simultaneously to find the system's operational 
conditions i.e., mr, T e, Tc, T ah Tao, Tbi, Tbo, Cs, and Cw for given 
outside and design conditions i.e., the cooling media flow rates and 
S4 
il 
temperatures, the cooling load, the heating and pumping capacities of 
the system and the effectivenesses of its components. 
The solution's specific enthalpy and equilibrium concentration can be 
obtained from the data [50]. However, it is more convenient, from the 
computational point of view, to find, and use, an accurate fit for this 
data. It can be shown [51], [52] that the specific enthalpy of the solution 
can be approximated to a good deal of accuracy by a double quadratic 
function of its temperature and concentration , i.e., 
(3.30) 
The same approximation can be applied to the equilibrium 
concentration of the solution being a function of the solution and 
refrigerant temperatures [52], i.e., 
where T d = T s - T r and A-I and a-i are constants. The use of the 
reduced temperature T d gives a' more accurate correspondence than 
using the solution temperature T s oirectly. ' . t '- ,';: ,L ", . :" 
, . ~,~ ! .' ", 
"Tht? d~ta .fro~ ,[50], ,was :u~~d .. t~: ~a,l~ulat~ ~t~.~. ~~thalpy.a~d 
concentration constants of eq~ (3.30) and (3.31) ~respectively Jor 
• '.. .." ~ .. ' ) ,-' _ , ~, " ~ - "- '" _ • •• ~ .... < .... ,. \",. ')'t ... •• • .. !' ,t t .,. " ,( -",_ 
,LiBr/H20 , and the val,ues obtai,neq .ar~ listed, in, ~~ble.s (,~~~tand(3~~) 
." ...... ,':.' ',.",,+ ... _~"".c, .~,t ~,l,~ ,~."", ... '#~ .... "'-...... t..,-, -1 .. :. "_,,, t,." J.~""~ 
Constant Value 
A 346.1483 
B -2125.558 
C 1917.998 
D 2.43394 
E 4.832 E-3 
F 1.295926 
G -3.8 
H -1.84E-2 
I 2E-2 
Table (3.1) 
Enthalpy constants 
for LiBr/H20 solution 
Constant Value 
a 39.0963 
b .5361985 
c -2.103 E-4 
d -.1335454 
e 7.784 E-4 
f 4.794 E-3 
g -7.475 E-5 
h -4.526 E-5 
1 6.113 E-7 
Table (3.2) 
Concentration constants 
for LiBr/H20 solution 
Some of the governing equations are nonlinear which means that an 
, . '!,'" , 
explicit solution is not possible 'and an iterative method is required. The 
Newton-Raphson iteration method was used for, this purpose .. It was 
, ....".. < ,,- ,,-,I , 
coupled with Gauss ~limi.n~tio~, te.c~nique, [53] to solve the above system 
of equations. This method needs solution seed values to start the 
~ _ ~ "'~, ...• ,.~,f,~ H,,f '~'l$ ..... , r .... ~ ''''~ ~ ,~, '" t~ : 
iteration process and it is' imperative that~these seed values be 'chosen 
. ~ ,'" ~ t': ~ .. ," .. ~~~";' -'i,"" f'\: >t \. " .. < ... >: ," 1', I ,'~~ "'''r'''''' 
carefully' bec'ause Con' this" choice will depend 'whether" or not" the" 
-i'- , ~; ~ -~ ..... ; ;. ~ '".. 1: <. ~ ," ," ...' " ...... ~. ~ • ... ~:, - '" '" t ; ..... ,',' ~ ; j~ 
procedure converges mto' the' sol utlOn . and mdeed the speed of this' 
-....." _,.-' t·~ ~ . ~ ~. _ ~ . ... , . ~. . t ~ ~.. .. \ ' .' 
convergence. Fortunately in this case the functions are well behaved 
and the \~al~es 'or'the seed solution are not very critical. They need, 
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. ;l'II;I: 
, . .. -. ,,- '""" "' ... ,. , ;' ents 
'VOt cle(1l '* Pivoting (whether partial or total) is only possible if the pI tOP 
. d with a S 
are nonzeros. Therefore the programme was eqUlpe eed 
t of S 
statement should this condition is encountered and a neW SC 
values is used. 
however, to be within the range of typical working conditions of the 
LiBr/H20 system. 
The partial derivatives used by the iterative method were evaluated 
numerically using central difference method for more accuracy. 
Partial pivoting was used in conjunction with Gauss elimination 
method to solve the 9 x 9 system of matrices. This saves time and 
memory as it needs approximately 50% less calculations than the full 
pivoting.~A graphical representation of the procedure and a det;iled 
illustration of the Newton-Raphson method are presented in the 
appendix. 
" 3.4-Sample Input to Computer: 
---"'-- -- --- " ---" -- -- - - -----~~--------
To illustrate how the method works, a LiBr/H20 system operating 
under the typical conditions listed below is considered. 
*10 kw input heating power. 
* 0.05 kg/s solution pump flow rate (weak solution). 
* water having a flow rate of 0.2 kg/s is used to cool the condenser and 
to provide the cooling load for the evaporator. 
* The heat transfer coefficient and the area will be given the typical 
. 
values of of 1.5 kW/m2 K and 1 m2 respectively for the evaporator and 
condenser. The NTU for these components is calculated to be 1.6 which 
gives an effectiveness of 0.84. The effectiveness of the heat-exchanger 
is taken to be the same. 
57 
* Using the data produced at chapter 4 it is possible to determine both 
the heat and mass effectivenesses of the absorber. Taking the same 
values for the heat transfer coefficient and area as those of the other 
components and a cooling water mass flow rate of 1.2 kg/s an NTU of 
0.3 is calculated. The heat and mass effectivenesses are then calculated 
as 0.118, and 0.29 respectively. The temperature of the cooling water 
to the components is taken to be 23°C, and the mass effectiveness of the 
boiler is taken to be 0.5. 
It is now possible to feed these values into the programme which will 
produce all the unknowns of the system and compute the capacities of 
the various components and the system's heat ratio. A copy of the 
programme output is shown in fig (3.14). 
Table (3.3) shows the set of seed values used in the sample 
calculation introduced above together with the solution values they 
produced. Two facts are evident from the table; (1) the seed values 
were chosen within the range of working conditions of a typical 
LiBr/H20 system, and (2) the model was able to converge to the 
solution despite the differences between the two sets. This shows that, 
in this case, the process of converging to a solution was not very 
sensitive to the values of the solution seeds. 
,'; 
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= K~/S 
= C 
= C 
= C 
c 
= C 
~etr~~erant M2SS Flow 
::vaporator Tamp 
:ondenser Temp 
~bsorber Inlet Temp 
~bsorber Outlet Temp 
30iler Inlet Temp 
30iler Outlet Temp 
Strong Mass Ratio 
weak Mass Ratio 
= 
= 
= 
3.2839091E-03 
11.87110 
34.32632 
39.66087 
29.73921 
76.46214 
91.74956 
0.6177129 
0.5771425 
C 
K~/Kg 
Kg/Kg 
rleat Ratio = 0.7815158 
System Capaci ty . = 7.815158 ' , KW 
:ondenser Capzcity= 7.953791 KW 
Absorber Capacity = 9.861366 KW 
::3oiler Capacity = 10.00000 KW 
: on"e rged To Solution In 5 Iterations 
The Set Of Conditions For The Ab~ye ?esults Is : 
Pump Flow Rate = 
evaporator Heatin; Water Flow Rate = 
Condenser Coolins Water Flow Rate = 
Absorber Cooling Water Flow Rat~ = 
:vaporator Heating Water Temp. = 
:ondanser Coolin~ Water Temp. = 
Absorber Cooling Water Temp. = 
:vaporator Effe~tiveness = 
~ondenser Effectiveness = 
~.Exchange Effectiveness = 
Absorber Mass Effectiveness = 
~bsorber Heat Effectiveness = 
30iler Mass Effective~ess = 
.~'",~~~' \" < I~ l,,~;¥.\ ·~r:~:,.~ ','!;, 
, " 
Fig (3.14) 
r __ ~::C' \}~"i:;,"".: 't-:".'{ >-~';f~:,~c:-~ ( .. 
5.0000001E-02Kg/S 
0.2000000 
0.2000000, 
1'.200000 
23.00000 
23.00000 
23.00000 
0.8400000 
0.8400000 
0.8400000 
0.290000'0 
0.1180000 
0.5000000 
K~/S 
K~/S 
Kg/S 
C 
C 
C 
Compute~ ptint,~ut of "~h,~. sample'~~ialcul~t~~~ ,: .. , " 
., "'_;. ~:' _ > ~ • J ( .0\ ' .. ~, ,.l' ... .~ _ ~ " • ~ ~ ~ ~: \. >, 'c,::' "\ l ~ "j"-" • ':, 
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Quantity mr Te Tc Tai Tao Tbi Tbo Cs Cw 
Seed Value 0.05 5 50 50 40 80 100 0.68 0.57 
Solution 0.003 11.9 34.3 39.7 29.7 76.5 91.7 0.618 0.577 
Table (3.3) 
Seed values and solution of the sample calculation 
For average working conditions of a LiBr/H20 water chiller, the 
code required approximately 4 to 6 iterations and took few seconds, on 
a main frame computer, to converge to a solution. 
3.5-Results and Discussion: 
The effects of different inputs on the system's heat ratio (Hr) are 
shown in figs (3.15) to (3.19) , where Hr is defined by : 
In fig (3.15) Hr increases with the weak solution's mass flow rate 
(solution pump's flow rate) up to a maximum and drops steadily 
afterwards. This is explained by the fact that the increased flow rate 
corresponds to more water being evaporated in the boiler, hence 
. . 
increasing the refrigerant mass flow rate mr. The sensible heat 
required to warm up the solution to the boiling point is increased with 
the increased flow rate until a point is reached where this starts to 
reduce the heat available for evaporation, hence reducing mr and 
60 
the 
. . . betWeen * This low value is attributed to the fact that the difference tbe 
. . 11 r than 
inlet and outlet temperature of the cooling water is sma e 'leo 
, , . det31 
difference in the absorbent's inlet and outlet temperatures as '1~ 
. ' . latlVe ) 
earlier. The need to keep the absorbent's inlet temperature re the 
-. . ness of 
high, to combat crystalization, also lowers the heat effective 
. . . 
absorber. 
causing Hr to drop. There is, therefore, an optimum flow rate at which 
the solution pump should be adjusted in order to maximize the system's 
performance. For the conditions of this exercise this optimum flow rate 
is approximately 0.007 kg/so 
Fig (3.16) shows the variation of Hr with the absorber's heat 
effectiveness. Hr rapidly increases with increasing Eha, but shows less 
response as Eha gets larger which is a typically expected behaviour 
since absorption diminishes as the equilibrium conditions are 
approached. 
The effects of different component effectivenesses on Hr is shown in 
fig (3.17). The reason why the curves converge in and diverge out at 
the point where effectiveness equal to 0.7 is that this is the point chosen 
to be the design point, i.e., while one of the effectivenesses is been 
varied all the rest are kept at 0.7. The effect on Hr vary in importance 
between different effectivenesses, with Ex having the most effect (over 
the range shown in the figure) follow~d by Ema then Ee then Ec then 
Emb· 
It is noted that the design point of Eha is 0.3 as this is a more typical tJ 
value for the heat effectiveness of the absorber.*it is also noted that 
while it is true that Hr is sensitive to Ex over the range of 0.5 to 1, it is 
even more sensitive to the variat~on in Eha over its practical range of 
values, i.e., between 0.1· and 0.3. It is, therefore,: more useful to invest 
in improving' the heat effe-ctiveness of the absorber t~an in any; other 
component. . , 
. , 
'\" ~ f ' 
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Fig (3.18) shows the effect of the cooling water mass flow rates to 
the condenser, absorber and that of the heating water to the evaporator 
on Hr. Again the effect vary between the three flow rates with the 
absorber's flow rate having the most effect followed by the evaporator 
then the condenser. Increasing the mass flow rates beyond the value of 
about 0.3 seems to have little effect on Hr, i.e., the water mass flow 
rates have a diminishing effect on Hr as that of Eha. 
The temperature of the cooling water to the absorber and condenser 
and of the heating water to the evaporator have linear effect on Hr as 
shown by fig (3.19). Hr is slightly more sensitive to the change in the 
water temperature of the evaporator than to that of the condenser and 
absorber. The effect on Hr of the water temperature of the latter two 
components is very close. Again the design point}s 20°C as can be seen 
from the figure. 
3.6-Conclusion: 
In this chapter a computer code to simulate a complete LiBr/H20 
'- ' , , "~;! ''''',. "", .. ~ , ~", 1'·· ~'·f·~ 
absorption refrigeration system is' developed., The' performance of the 
various components was characteriz~d by th<?ir effectivenesses. The 
! ': .. ; ."l ~ 
definition and use of the absorber's heat and mass effectivenesses is an 
important effort in facilitating the design of absorbers. To complement 
this work, a method of calculating the heat an,d mass effectivenesses of 
the absorber is developed in chapter 4. As was anticipated in the 
review, there was no need for the temperature constraints used in [4] as 
the chosen seed values were within the range of physical conditions of 
the typical LiBr/H20 water chiller. 
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0.85~---------------------------------------
0.84 
... 
== 0.83 
0.82 
0.81+-----~------.-----~----~------~----~ 
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 
mp (kg/s) 
"". • ~, 1 j ( • ~ " fr ~' , : f t '-, i:"':' '" ' . 
Variation of Hr with th<e p'ump flow rate 
Fig (3~15) 
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... 
== 
0.90~--------------------------------------~ 
0.86 
0.82 
0.78 
0.74 
0.70*-------~--~--,---~--~--~--~--~--~ 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
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Nomenclature: 
A area (m2). 
Ca absorber's equilibrium concentration. 
Cb boiler's equilibrium concentration. 
Cp heat capacity (kJ/kg °C). 
Cs strong concentration. 
Cw weak concentration. 
E effectiveness. 
Ec condenser's effectiveness. 
Ee evaporator's effectiveness. 
Eha absorber's heat effectiveness. 
Ema absorber's mass effectiveness. 
Emb boiler's mass effectiveness. 
~. • > 1 , 
hl,h2 refrigerant's specific enthalpies at point 1 and 2 respectively 
hai 
hao 
hb'i 
hbo"" 
Hi ' 
(kJ/kg). 
refrigerant's specific enthalpies at point 3 and 4 respectively 
. ::,".~: i - j.-'\~ "~~ '--.' 
(kJ/kg). 
• _ ~ ,; • y '; r ' N .. ~ ... ;" ~ : -'-", :~:., 1 • ~ I ~, • " 
enthalpy of the absorbent at absorber inlet (kJ/kg). 
enthalpy of the absorbent at absorber outlet (kJlkg). 
; '"':. • '~'" : _: ,,~' ; .' -l .... ~ .. , ,,~.' J '.' : ~, :.. : ~ • : _: 't', '; ~:. ~.~ J~::.} r ~ _' f - '/ 
enthalpy of the absorbent inlet to the hoiler (kJ/kg). 
'~ tr '~-'-'''':l .-' (/,' .:;,' :"':'"'' ~,,"i _"~_:~"~ :!. II 'l,,';:"~! 'h)",~ i<:--r, ;t';. :t,,,J i 
enthil1py of the absorbent outlet of the boiler (kJ/kg). 
:' '.) ~ :! \ . -'~ 1, :. ~ . ~ (, ~'" :: - :~, . ~ i' : \ > ~ ~:.. 7 ~ ~ t ': 1. '", t ~ ,~~ ;~. ~ ~ ~ : '. ~ .... ~ ::: : {:' ': ,,,' } ~ 
system's heat ratio. ' . ' 
~~.:~'I~:··r! ~ i,~~ ~:f ~~:~-\:~l:r: '.~ .. -:~"~' ~ i, t>-~ ,: .... .<.#'~ ~:. ~ :~~;'.-~:$.':~;'J«~i. ~ 
<' , 
mass flow rate of the liquid water in the absorbent (kg/s). 
~ -,.:: _.~:.:[-~ ~3: ("' <, j i.;l_j~: ~ .. ~" ~.,.;- ~~' 
absor~ent pump flow rate (kg/s). 
refrigerant's mass flow rate (kg/s). 
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ms mass flow rate of the LiBr salt (kg/s). 
mwc mass flow rate of cooling water to condenser (kg/s). 
mwe mass flow rate of water to evaporator (kg/s). 
NTU number of transfer units. 
Qb boiler's capacity (kW). 
Qc condenser's capacity (kW). 
Qe evaporator's capacity (kW). 
T ai,T ao absorbent's inlet and outlet temperatures to the absorber (OC). 
Tbi,Tbo absorbent's inlet and outlet temperatures to the boiler (OC). 
Tc 
Tci 
Tco 
Te 
Thi 
Tho 
Twai 
Twao 
condenser's temperature (OC). 
temperature of the cold fluid inlet caC). 
temperature of the cold fluid outlet (OC); 
evaporator's temperature (OC). 
temperature of the hot fluid inlet caC). 
temperature of the hot fluid outlet (OC). 
_... . ' ;~, . . r -' .. ' 
temperature of the cQ(~ling wate~ in'iet to the 'ab's~;ber (Oe)'. 
, . ~. .,' - ... ~ ,~" ~. ~, \ ... ' !. i' 
temperature of the cooling water outlet from the absorber 
(OC). 
T wci i te~perature of cooling water inlet to the condenser (OC). ; , 
T wco te~perature of cooling water outlet from the condenser eC). 
Twei' ,te'mperature of the heating water inlet to the evaporator,(?C). 
T weo temperature of heating water outlet from the evaporator (OC). 
u , heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2 °C).:; ,~; ,1 
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4-Simplified Method for the Analysis of Falling Film 
Absorbers: 
4.1-Introduction : 
It is seen from the analysis of chapter 3 that the absorber is the single 
most important device of the absorption refrigeration system. It is 
complicated in that it must have a free surface of the absorbent in 
contact with the refrigerant vapour and another surface for cooling the 
absorbent. The purpose of this chapter is to develop a simplified 
method of estimating the performance of the film absorbers which, as 
pointed out earlier, achieve high performance due to the thin film flow 
of the absorbent. The data used here is of a smooth laminar falling film 
LiBr/H20 type absorber. The method, however, is not limited to such 
condition and can be equally applied to other, refrigeration pairs as well 
as other flow types. 
It can be shown [54] that for a smooth and laminar flow of a liquid 
film down an absorber plate the concentration and temperature are 
respectively governed by th~' equ~tio~s : ' . 
ae a2e 
Vxax=D ay2 (4.1) 
(4.2) 
, ;:. These equations have been solved using a hybrid techniqu~, [26] 
• ..... _. ~ < • # .... ~ (,'''' h "-, ~. \. " ~ ',/ ... , \. :' 
which consisted of an analytical solution at the entry region and a finite 
difference method thereafter. However, this requires extensive 
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! : ,I' 
. , ~ 
. uteS on 
'* It was found that while the hybrid method needed about 15 min 3 
h . f .. ·tl take about t e mam rame the slmphfied method proposed here WI 
. t' d' fl .. mmu es, I.e., a re uctlon 0 '5 In time. 
computing time. This chapter provides an alternative simplified method 
which is much less demanding in terms of computational time and 
memory hence is more suitable for use on personal computers~ 
However, the method will need a prior data on heat and mass transfer 
coefficients and is not, therefore, a direct replacement of the hybrid 
method. * 
4.2-Analysis : 
The essential simplification in this method is that the concentration 
and temperature of the absorbent bulk at any point, x, along the 
absorber's length are represented by a single value each and that another 
pair of values represent the concentration and temperature at the 
liquid/vapour interface. " ,. ,-, -, . 
The governirig equations are produced by penorming energy and 
mass balance for an element along the absorber's length. 
4.2.1-Enthalpy Balance for the Abs~rbent : 
Considering fig (4.D, .the, enthalpy ,balance for an element dx of the 
" 1 \' ~ _ , ' ' i' ,_ ~', 
absorbent can be written as : 
dH = (~v hfg - qw- 'Ii) w dx 
§;) ,; ,: ,:' $ f .... -+-::. ~ 7 5' 
or 
-j 
. 
dH . 
dx = (mv hfg - qw- qi) w , (4.3) 
. 
where H = rna ha 
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and w is the absorber's width. 
vapour " 
---t----~L-----_r~---~-- vapourlliquid 
interface 
. 
mal 
. 
maZ absorbent 
solid wall 
qw ~---f--- coolant 
TC2 
. 
me Tel 
----x--~~~ l~~----..-..--- dx 
Fig (4.1) 
The absorber's element 
4.2.2-Mass Balance: 
, ' 
From fig (4.1) the mas~ balanc~ for the absorbent is 'Yri~en as: 1,',' '~' ,i 
or 
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dma 
dx. =myw (4.4) 
4.2.3-Enthalpy Balance for the Coolant: 
As shown in fig (4.1) the coolant is assumed to be flowing in a 
counter flow to the absorbent and the enthalpy balance for it can be 
written as : 
or 
(4.5) 
4.2.4-Transfer Rates: 
The mass and heat fluxes are written as : 
. 
my = p Gli (Ca - Cj) (4.6) 
qw= Uw (Ta - Tc) (4.7) 
(4.8) 
where the absorbent's concentration Ca is defined as the mass ratio of 
the LiBr salt to the liquid absorbent i.e., 
ms 
Ca =-.-
rna 
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. 
n-'" 
. ed frolll '* It was found that the heat and mass transfer coefficient obtatn d 
d'fons an 
the hybrid method do not vary much with the operating con I I 
can be used in the simplified method for varying conditions. 
Gli is the mass transfer coefficient fro~ the bulk of the liquid to the 
interface. Uw is the heat transfer coefficient from the bulk of the 
liquid to the coolant which combines the heat transfer coefficients across 
the bulk of the liquid (Ua), across the solid wall (Us), and through the 
coolant (Uc) .. Ui is the heat transfer coefficient from the interface to 
the vapour. These coefficients can be obtained either from 
experimental data or from analytical results e.g the hybrid method [26] 
where these coefficients are produced as a part of the analysis. The heat 
transfer coefficient from the wall to the coolant (Uc) can be obtained, 
for example, from the Dittus-Boetler equation [49]. * 
4.2.5-S01ution : 
Equations (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) can be put into a more convenient 
non-dimensional fonn by using the non-dimensional length X and the 
capacity ratio Cr defined as: 
X= 
x Ua w which is the formula used in [26] and [59],without 
proof, but had to be used here to be able to compare 
the two methods at the same points, and X = 0.294 x. 
- --, - , •• J' 
where Nu is the Nusselt Number, 'based on the' heat transfer coefficient 
across the absorbent, Ua, ana' 
-- ~-- - .- 11- - - - - - -. --.- - -. ~-- - - - -
Cr = (m Cp)c . Cr is based on the inlet (m Cp)a 
. 
(m Cp)a 
A typical absorber would have a dimensionless length, X, of about 10 
fL ~~{~:~~: 'l~"r~~", lh:"'~, t;,_~-:(~i~:<_~: 
and a capacity ratio, Cr, between 40 and 60. The equations then become 
(4.9) 
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* The origins of this equation is found from the replot of the Duhring 
plot for LiBr/H20 presented in [26]. The replot represents the Duhring 
data in axes of solution temperature and solution concentration with the 
vapour pressure as parameter. This is similar to figures (3.1b) and 
(3.2) of this work. The actual LiBr/H20 data shows the vapour 
.pressure lines to be almost straight over a wide range of values which 
covers the practical working conditions of LiBr/H20 systems. This 
suggests an approximately linear dependency of temperature and 
concentration at equilibrium conditions. This approximation which was 
adopted by [56], [57], and [26] can be written in the form. 
Ti =aCi + b (i) 
In order to obtain eqn (4.13), the constants a and b must first be 
found. This can be done by writing eqn (i) for the initial conditions, 
. I.e., 
Te = aCin + b (ii) 
Tin=aCe+ b (iii) 
where Te is the equilibrium temperature at the initial concentration Cin 
and Ce is the equilibrium concentration at the initial temperature Tin. 
Solving eqns (ii) and (iii) gives: 
Tin -Te 
a = -Cin _ C
e 
and b = Cin Tin - Ce T e 
Cin - Ce 
Substituting in ecm. (i) and using the definitions (4.14) and (4.15) gives: 
Tdi(Te-Tin)+Tin=-~~n-~e(Cdi(Ce_C· )+C. ) CinTin -CeTe (iv) 
lO-e 10 10+ C.C 10- e 
• 
d~a (~Cp)c Nu . 
~= Cr Ua mv 
dTc Nu 
"dX=Cr Va qw 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
Equations (4.9), (4.10), and (4.11) are a set of ordinary differential 
equations that can be solved numerically by a standard technique. In 
this case the four point Runge-Kutta method [55] was used for this 
purpose. 
To obtain the rate of absorption from equation (4.6) requires the 
calculation of the equilibrium interface states from the known bulk 
states. This is done iteratively by solving the non-linear implicit 
equation for enthalpy balance at the interface which is : 
P hfg Gli (Ca - Ci) + Ua (Ti - T a) = 0 (4.12) 
in conjunction with the linear equilibrium state equation of the 
interface: 
Ccli + Tdi = 1 (4.13) 
where, Cdi and T di are the interface dimensio~less. concentration and 
temperature defined respectively by : 
~. - C· (""~. '-1 In 
'-01 = C _ C. ,and 
e In 
Tdi = Ti - Tin 
Te - Tin 
-. 
(4.14) 
'; : .(4.15) 
which are the standard forms of dimensionless concentration and 
temperature ~espectively as defined for the interface conditions. These 
forms are used in [23] and [26] as well as in chapter 5 of this work. 
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The subscripts i, e, and in designate the interface, equilibrium, and 
initial conditions respectively. The equilibrium concentration and 
temperature Ce, Teare in tum obtained respectively from the double 
quadratic fit of the concentration seen in the previous chapter, i.e., eqn 
(3.31). 
4.3-Comparison with the Hybrid Finite Difference Method: 
In order to assess the accuracy of the simplified method it was 
compared to the hybrid method [26] and for this reason it was necessary 
to restrict the solution with the same assumptions as the finite difference 
method. These are : 
(a) the specific enthalpy of the absorbent is a linear function of 
temperature only, 
(b) the vapour absorption rate is negligible compared to the absorbent 
flow rate, Le., rna is constant, and 
" (c) the heat transfer across the vapou~/Iiquid in~erf~ce is negligibl~, i.e., 
Qi = O. 
When these assumptions are introduced the only change' is that to eern 
(4.9) which becomes: 
dTa Nu . ' dX= Ua (mv hfg - qw) (4.16) 
The comparison between the two methods was conducted as follows: 
A set of dimensionless bulk concentrations and temperatures along the 
absorber's length were produced using the hybrid method which at the 
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same time produced the corresponding heat and mass transfer 
coefficients. These coefficients together with the conditions that 
produced them were used to obtain several sets of results from the 
simplified method for reducing values of the step size dX until a 
solution independent of the step size was finally obtained. These results 
were then compared with the original results obtained using the hybrid 
method. Unfortunately when compared they were found to be 
different. It was first thought that the method of Runge-Kutta was the 
source of error so it was replaced by the Predictor-Corrector method 
[55]. However, the results from the latter method completely agreed 
with those of the Runge-Kutta. Despite much thought no obvious 
reason for the discrepancy was found. One possible explanation, 
however, could be the approximation of the bulk conditions at any 
location x by a single pair of concentration and temperature while in the 
finite difference method that bulk was divided into a mesh with large 
number of elements with corresponding values of concentration and 
temperature for each element. Typical results are shown in table (4.1) 
where the concentration and temperature of a LiBr/H20 absorbent from 
all three methods are compared. For convenience the concentration and 
temperature are presented in dimensionless forms defined by : 
C = Ca - Cin T _ T a - Tin 
Ce - Cin' - T e - Tin 
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* It must be emphasized however that since the error increases with X, 
I • 
therefore, for typical absorbers (with X~lO and NTU~D.l ) the error IS 
small and the method can be applied {ithout any correction. This is 
shown on the figures below where the overall effectiveness of the 
absorber is plotted for both corrected ind uncorrected cases for X of up 
t010 and·NTU values of up to D.l. Joth curves are plotted for Cr=200 
~ O.21ir============~----------------------l 
=:::.. --0- Eo (correct.) / 
= · Eo (uncorreJ.) 
~ , 
~ 
':2 
u 0.1 
~ 40i 
~ 
-e 
~ o O.O'-~~~~~m=~~~~~~~~~---r 
.0001 .001 .01 .1 1 10 
j' Dimensionless Length (X) 
""""" ~ O.2Tr===~========~------------------
....... ~ Eo (correct.) 
tl 
~ 
~ 
':2 
u 0.1 ~ ~ 
• if Eo (uncorrect.) 
.001 NTU .01 
.1 
Dimensionless Dimensionless 
. ~oncentration_(Cl Teml?erature(T) 
dlmenless hybrid Runge predict. hybrid Runge predict. 
len2th (X method Kutta method Knffa 
1 .049.048 .016 .077 .022 .076 
10 .274 .240 .234 -.168 -.177 -.170 
20 .477 .375 .368 -.230 -.216 -.210 
40 .791 .576 .570 -.294 -.253 -.250 
60 1.0 .728 .723 -.334 -.278 -.277 
80 1.138 .847 .843 -.360 -.299 -.298 
100 1.230 .942 .939 -.377 -.314 -.314 
200 1.388 1.210 1.210 -.408· -.358 -.361 
400 1.413 1.354 1.358 -.413 -.382 -.388 
Table (4.1) ..J 
Comparison between the results of the three methods at Cr = 2~0 
The persistence of the difference between the solutions was 
l!,nfortunate ~ut because it appeared to be consistent it was felt that the 
-ll -
p,r9blemcould' be circumvented by including a correction factor in 'the 
I~~nge-~utta method. It was found, by comparative analysis of the 
. re~ults;' that a correction factor for the heat and mass transfer 
coefficients that is a linear function of the absorber's length produced 
good agreement between the different solutions. This has the form : 
cf= 1 + .03 X ~4.17) 
* 
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The agreement was found to improve sightly with the capacity ratio. 
This is illustrated in figures (4.2) and (4.3) where the values of 
concentration and temperature obtained using both the corrected and 
uncorrected Runge-Kutta method are compared to those obtained by the 
finite difference method at Cr = 40 and 200 respectively. Although it is 
evident that the agreement is better at Cr = 200, the disagreement at Cr 
== 40 is not very large and considering the large difference between 200 
and 40 it is concluded that the correction is largely independent of the 
capacity ratio and will be used in the rest of this analysis. 
Equations (4.6) and (4.7) consequently become: 
my = cf p Gli (Ca - CO 
and the set of equations that describe the system is : 
dTa Nu . dX= Va (mv hfg - qw) 
. 
dma _ (m Cp)e Nu . 
dX - Cr Va mv 
dTe Nu 
-ax = -C-r ';"'V-a qw 
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(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
IlliIIlr.! I ~ • 
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Fig (4.2) 
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4.4-Effect of the Simplifying Assumptions: 
Because the simplified method does not need the simplifying 
assumptions used by the finite difference method it is useful to see their 
effect on the solution and hence judge the accuracy of the finite 
difference method. 
The effect of the assumption of the specific enthalpy of the absorbent 
being a function of the temperature only on the solution is shown in 
table (4.2) where the results 'obtained ~sing such assumption is 
compared to the real case. The comparison is made in terms of the 
overall effectivenesses Eo defined as the ratio of the amount of vapour 
absorbed by the absorber to that absorbed by an equivalent absorber at 
equilibrium conditions with the absorbent leaving at the entering 
mv . 
coolant's temperature, i.e., Eo = -m . It is quite evident from the 
ve 
table that the assumption has negligible effect on the solution. This is to 
be expected since for LiBr/H20 combination the value of the specific 
enthalpy. is small compared to th,e heat of absorption hen,ce its 
, ~ , . 
contribution to the solution will also be small,. In fact, the case can be 
. , 
further simplified by assuming the specific en,thalpy to be constant. In 
~ , . _ , • 1 '. • •• 
this case ecm (4.16) becomes the simp~e algeb~ic ~quation : 
'Ii ,_ " ", '... -". "t _. 
(4.23) 
• • > ';. " 
'" ,. \' ~ 
Even the intr.oduction, of. this ~ further simplification. made. almost no 
difference to the solution as also sho~n in table (4.2).where .the overall 
-,' ... 
effectiveness obtained for this case isalso listed in the table. ~"'Z. ' 
, t oJ: 
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Overall Effectiveness 
Dimensionles~ 
ha=f(Ca,Ta ha=f(Ta) ha=Const. Lem!th (X) 
1 .032 .0324 .031 
10 .17 .17 .173 
20 .288 .29 .291 
40 .503 .504 .506 
60 .679 .679 .682 
80 .808 .808 .810 
100 .894 .896 .895 
200 .998 .997 .998 
400 .9999 .999 .99999 
Table (4.2) 
Effect of simplifying the absorbent's enthalpy at Cr = 200 
The effect of assuming constant absorbent's mass flow rate is 
presented in table (4.3) where results obtained using constant and 
variable mass flow rates are compared. Again, the table clearly shows 
marginal differences between the two sets of results despite the fact that 
the entry conditions of the absorbent used to obtain these results were 
set at the somewhat unrealistic values of 66%' concentration and 40°C 
. 
temperature to maximize the absorption and consequently the change in 
mass flow rate which amounted to 22.5%. In reality these values would 
not be possible because it will result in crystallization and a maximum 
I • ~ ~' • ~ , 
change in mass flow rate 'would be apPf()ximately 10%. However,~ven 
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m
e, 
I' 
,I, 
at these unrealistic conditions the solutions remained virtually 
unchanged. 
It can be concluded from this investigation that the finite difference 
method is accurate and additionally there is no reason for the 
simplifying assumptions to be used in the simplified method. When 
using the finite difference method, which may stilI be used to obtain the 
heat and mass transfer coefficients, it is of considerable benefit to know 
that the effects of the assumptions are negligible and so the results are 
reassuring in that respect. 
Overall Effectiveness 
Dimensionless 
ma=Const ma=Var. Length (X) 
1 .032 .0317 
10 .17 .169 
20 .288 .286 
40 .503 .50 
60 .679 .678 
80 .808 .808 
100 .894 .896 
200 .998 .9999 
400 .9999 • .9999 
Table (4.3) 
Effect of assuming constant absorbent's mass flow rate at Cr = 200 
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Following the above discussion the, set of equations which will 
produce acceptable accuracy and good agreement with the finite 
difference method is : 
mv hfg - qw= 0 (4.24) 
. . 
dma _ (m Cp)c Nu 
dX - Cr Va mv (4.25) 
dTc Nu 
"dX=Cr Va qw (4.26) 
where: 
mv = cf p Gli (Ca - CO (4.27) 
qw= cfVw(Ta - TJ (4.28) 
, '~ , j 
These equations, provided the appropriate heat and mass transfer 
coefficients are available, can be applied to any type of flow, e.g wavy 
or turbulent. In fact, the calcul'ationmethod of' the' wavy flow 
.-
introduced in chapter 5 can be used to produce such transfer coefficients 
which may then be used in them. 
< '. - '! ' 
4.S:"'Heat and Mass Effectivenesses : 
j. 
It was noted in chapter 3 that the simplified method presented, here 
was used to produce the ab~o.rber'~, ~eat.and mass effectivenesses which 
~ere us~d' the're.; Recall' that' these effectivene'ss'es are defined 
! " -
re~pectively by : 
~. f 0'" 
8S 
E _Tco-Tci 
h - T' T' at - Cl 
E Cs - Cw m-
-Cs- Ce 
The absorber's heat, mass, and overall effectivenesses should be 
independent of its entry conditions, i.e., its temperature and 
concentration, and dependent only on the physical conditions 
represented by Cr and NTU. NTU represents the area of the absorber 
for a constant heat capacity and heat transfer coefficient of the coolant 
and is defined by : 
NTU= Uw w L 
(m Cp)c 
The independence of the effectivenesses from the entry conditions was 
confirmed by obtaining solutions for varying inlet conditions of the 
absorbent ranging between 50°C and 30 °C for temperature and 0.66 
and 0.50 for concentration. It was found that the solution remained 
unchanged throughout. 
In fig (4.4) all three effectivenesses
f 
a.re plotted against NTU for a 
, . 
capacity ratio, Cr, of 200. It is clear from the figure that while both the 
mass and the overall effectivenesses have a maximum value of unity, the 
heat effectiveness has a maximum of about 0.25. This is because, as 
. 
. (mCp)absorbent . I h . dIScussed in chapter 3,. IS ess t an umty, therefore 
(mCp)coolant 
AT absorbent> AT coolant' and at equilibrium T ci = Tao which results in 
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Fig (4.4) 
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0.65 0.70 
Absorbent's Concentration (kg/kg) 
_ Absorbent and coolant paths inside thC? absorber at Cr=200 and inlet 
conditions of Tai=40 °C;Tci=33.3 °C, and Cs=O.66 kg/kg. 
Fig (4.5) ~.-! 
'~ ; I ~-" 
, , 
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a maximum effectiveness of less than unity. The actual changes in the 
absorbent's concentration and temperature and in the temperature of the 
coolant, as they flow counter to each other, are shown in fig (4.5). The 
absorbent enters the absorber at temperature T ai and concentration Cs 
and leaves, if it reaches equilibrium, at temperature and concentration 
of T ci and Ce respectively. In practice, the absorbent will leave the 
absorber at temperature and concentration of Tao and Cw respectively 
which are higher than the equilibrium conditions. The heat and mass 
effectivenesses will be measures of the deviation of the actual 
temperature and concentration from those at equilibrium. The initial 
surge in the absorbent's temperature in the entry region is due to the 
sudden release of the heat of absorption which, at this particular 
conditions, is such that the cooling effect is not enough to keep the 
temperature down. It must be noted that the plotting of the coolant's 
temperature curve on the diagram of fig (4.5) is not entirely 
- '\ 
appropriate since the figure is a Temperature-Concentration diagram 
and the coolant does "not undergo a concentration ch~ge. Th~ points on 
the coolants curve are temperature points that correspond to the 
temperature/conce~tration points on i the abs~rbent'~ 'cu~~:· However, 
this was done to illustrate the typical'beha~io~r or'the' abs~rb(mt and the 
. ~' ~ . , 
coolant in relation t~ each :other. 
~ , ,. ,,~ . 
4.6-Effect of the Step' Si~e: 
, v' ,-", ~, ' '" ,i ( -<~, I . i- ; 'r : ~ , ,I 
" " Earlie~ in' thi~-chapt~i it ~as mentioned that a solution independent 
of the step size was obtained.- Now. the effect of step size on the solution 
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can be discussed in greater detail. In table (4.4) the overall 
effectiveness obtained using different non-dimensional step size (dX) is 
Overall Effectiveness 
X dX=0.0035 dX=O.035 dX=O.l75 dX=0.35 dX=0.7 
.1 .00831 .00825 
1 .03205 .0320 .0324 .0346 .0350 
10 .1687 .1687 .1690 .1729 .1770 
100 .8940 .8950 .8950 .8951 .8967 
200 .9981 .9982 ' .9983 .9983 1.050 
Table (4.4) 
Effect of the step size on the accuracy at Cr = 200 
listed to show the effect on accuracy of varying the st~p size. It is seen 
that the solution is consistent up to a step size of 0.175, and is still 
, > ,~, , 
acceptable at dX = 0.35. At step size.of 0.7 the solution is stilI stable 
• ~ r .. _ • 
but less accurate. Further increase in the step size causes instability and 
, , , , ' '<, L, ' , ' , 
th~ code fails to output any solution aft~r, ~ ~hort, I~ngth. In this analysis 
, ,< , : ',' '''~., , ,j " (.' ,. ~! , 
a ~tep size of 0.035 is' used through<?~~. " 
( ~ ,: ( ,':.. ". _, ,.'. ;' , 'l... - " 
4.7-Results and Discussion: ' 
r' '~';(':':' _ " 
4.7. I-Transfer Area and Cooling Rate: .. ' _, ,.:' '. , 
, .... L- • '. .~ '"- . ~ .... - .. i.. ~ ; - ~ '." /' .. ~ ., 
.. : The absorber's performance 'can be improved by increasing the areas 
of heat and mass' transfer 'and by increasing' the rate' of flow of the 
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coolant at a given inlet temperature. ~n the following analysis the 
contribution of each factor to the overall effectiveness of the absorber is 
discussed based on the results obtained for LiBrIH20 combination. 
In fig (4.6) the overall effectiveness for different capacity ratios is 
plotted against the number of transfer units NTU. As expected the 
effectiveness improves with the increased NTU. However, this 
Improvement diminishes as NTU is increased by, for example, 
increasing the absorber's area. For example, at Cr = 60 doubling NTU 
from 4 to 8 only increases the effectiveness by a mere 10% from 0.89 
to 0.99. It is noted the values of Cr are much greater than those 
common in heat exchangers. This is to cater for the heat of absorption 
of the refrigerant. 
In fig (4.7) the effectiveness is plotted against the capacity ratio for 
different area ratios (Ar), where Ar is the ratio of the absorber's area 
(A) to that corresponding to equilibrium conditions (Aoo) i.e., Ar = AAoo 
, and is a measure of the relative size of the absorber i.e., the area of 
heat and mass transfer. In this case Aoo was taken at X = 1000 and is 
equal to 170 m2• The figure combines the effects of both the coolant's 
flow rate and the absorber's area on the effectiveness, but does not give 
information as to what Cr-Ar combination is best to achieve certain 
effectiveness. It does, however, show what combinations are to be 
considered. For example at Ar = 0.2 there is little point of increasing 
the coolant's flow rate beyond a capacity ratio of 80, whereas for 
smaller areas e.g. at Ar = 0.03 increasing Cr beyond 60 is even less 
useful. The improvement of effectiveness with capacity ratiQ increases 
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steadily with Ar as the curves grow mor~ steeper up to Ar = 0.2 then 
the curves start to flatten out again until an area ratio of 0.7 where the 
equilibrium conditions are reached for all capacity ratios and the curves 
become straight flat lines. This means that at Ar = 0.2 the effectiveness 
responds more strongly to the change in Cr than to any other smaller or 
larger area ratio. This is because at Ar < 0.2 the small area limits the 
benefit of large cooling flow rates, and at Ar > 0.2 the equilibrium 
conditions are approached and the effectiveness becomes less sensitive to 
changes in Cr. 
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4.7.2-Temperature Variation: 
In heat exchangers the only point where the temperatures of the hot 
and cold fluids are equal is at infinite length. This is seen in fig (4.8) 
where the two temperature curves will only touch at x = 00 and 
now here can the two curves cross each other because this will mean that 
the cold fluid is heated to a temperature higher than that of the heating 
source (and vice versa). 
Temp. 
en 
Thi 
Tho 
~--------~::::::==- -
- == I:::: ,.... • 
'~ , 
Fig (4.8) 
Tci . 
---.~~OO 
~ 
, ~; . ,.-~ ~ -.:.,' '{", - ~"" 
Temperature curVes' in' co1inteiflow heat-exchangers 
. . ,- , : ' ," " ;' - ~ : , ! ", ~ . : ' .".:' • -;':,' !. 
. 
, ,S urprisingly, such, a ,crossing o~, t~e ~emperatur~. pr9files ,can occur 
in absorbers and ,results to illustrate, this,are, displayed in fig (4.9) to 
~ " • ~ _ • r ~_ 
(4.12). 
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This phenomenon seems to be exclusive to absorbers and happens 
because the phase change occurs at varying temperature. The release of 
the heat of absorption causes the absorbent's temperature to rise before 
decreasing again due to the cooling effect of the coolant. This creates a 
hump in the absorbent's temperature curve and, because the coolant 
flows in the opposite direction to the absorbent, its temperature curve 
can cross that of the absorber. This is an interesting phenomenon but is 
unlikely to happen in practice because it needs high temperatures of the 
coolant andlor low capacity ratios. Either of these conditions are 
unlikely in reality. 
4.8-Conclusion: 
In this chapter a simplified method of predicting the performance of 
the absorber has been developed. The method is simpler than the 
existing finite difference methods but requires the knowledge of the heat 
and mass transfer coefficients which can be obtained from either 
analytical or experimental. data. ;The method was corrected to give 
better agreement with the finite difference method. The performance 
was found to improve wit'h increasing the coolant's mass flow rate and 
the absorber's area. It was also found that the temperature of the 
coolant can exceed the absorbent's temperature at the same point of the 
absorber's length. This is due to the fact !hat in the absorber the phase 
change occurs at varying temperature. However, this is only likely to 
happen at high coolant's temperature andlor low Cr. 
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Nomenclature: 
A absorber's area (m2). 
Aoo absorber's area at equilibrium (m2). 
Ar area ratio. 
V x dimensionless velocity of absorbent in the x-direction. 
C dimensionless concentration of LiBr in LiBr/H20 absorbent. 
Ca concentration of the absorbent. 
~i dimensionless concentration at the interface. 
Ce equilibrium concentration. 
cf correction factor. 
Ci interface concentration. 
Cin initial concentration. 
Cpa heat capacity of absorbent (kJ/kg °C). 
Cpc heat capacity of cooling water (kJ/kg °C). 
Cs strong concentration. 
Cw weak concentration. 
Cr capacity ratio. 
n diffusion coefficient (m2/s). 
dx absorber's element length (m). 
dX non-dimensional element length. 
Eo absorber's overall effectiveness. 
Gli mass transfer coefficient (mls). 
H total enthalpy of the absorbent (kJ). 
ha specific enthalpy of absorbent (kJ/kg). 
hfg Specific heat of vaporization (kW/kg). 
L absorber's total length (m)~ 
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I 
rna mass flow rate of liquid absorb~nt (kg/s). 
mc mass flow rate of cooling water (kg/s). 
Ins mass flow rate of LiBr salt (kg/s). 
mv total amount of vapour absorbed (kg). 
mv vapour absorption rate per unit absorber's area (kg/s m2). 
mve total amount of vapour absorbed at equilibrium conditions 
(kg). 
NTU number of transfer units. 
Nu Nusselt number. 
qi heat flux to vapour (kW/m2). 
qw heat flux to coolant (kW/m2). 
T dimensionless temperature. 
T a temperature of absorbent (OC). 
T ai temperature of absorbent at inlet to absorber eC). 
Tao temperature of absorbent at outlet from absorber (OC). 
T c temperature of coolant (OC). 
Tei temperature of coolant at inlet to absorber (OC). 
T eo temperature of coolant at outlet from absorber (OC). 
T di dimensionless temperature at the interface 
T e equilibrium temperature (OC). 
Ti temperature at the interface (OC) • 
Tin initial temperature eC). 
. 
Tv temperature of vapour (DC). 
Ua heat transfer coefficient across the bulk of the absorbent 
(kW/m2 °C). 
Ue heat transfer coefficient across the coolant (kW/m2 DC). 
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Ui heat transfer coefficient from absorbent to vapour(kW/m2oC). 
Us heat transfer coefficient across the solid wall (kW/m20C). 
Uw heat transfer coefficient from absorbent to coolant(kW/m20C). 
w absorber's width (m). 
X dimensionless longitudinal dimension. 
x longitudinal dimension (m). 
Y dimensionless vertical dimension. 
Greek: 
a thermal diffusivity (m2/s). 
P density of absorbent (kg/m3). 
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find the '* It must be emphasized that the role of Penev et al (24] was to d 
of rfll an 
velocity profile of the wavy flow under the conditions of uUl 0 
o 0 0 '0 the 
two dlmenslOnal waves. The use of this proftle to obtai 
o d b' d beat and 
concentratIOn an temperature distributions for the com toe 
mass transfer problem is a unique contribution of this work to thiS area 
of research. 
5-Effect of Waves on the Absorber's Performance: 
S.l-Introduction: 
It is concluded from the literature survey that for wavy flows with 
sufficiently high Reynold's Number, Re, the improvements of heat and 
mass transfer are explainable by the mixing effect of the waves. 
However, it was felt that at low Re, the explanation of the improvement 
by the convection associated with the vertical compon'ent of the velocity 
needed to be investigated further and to be verified in the combined 
problem of heat and mass transfer. Therefore the data of Penev et al 
[24], who devised a velocity profile that denies the possibility of mixing, 
as quoted by Beschkov and Boyadjiev [23], is used in this chapter to 
evaluate the heat and mass transfer processes associated with the 
absorption of a vapour by a thin wavy laminar film flowing downwards 
under the action of gravity. * 
,S,.2-Analysis : 
For a thin wavy liquid film flowing down a vertical (or inclined) 
sUrface under the system of coordinates shown in fig (5.1), the diffusion 
and energy equations can be written respectively as [54] 
££ ac ac (PC a2c 
at + v x ax + v y ay = D ( ax2 + ay2 ) (5.1) 
aT aT aT a2.y a1-
at + v x ax + v y ay = a ( ax2 + ay2) (5.2) 
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The wavy domain 
i:2.I-Boundary Conditions: 
To solve equations (5.1) and (5.2), the initial and boundary 
conditions must first be obtained. The initial distributions of 
concentration and temperature are assumed to be of smooth flow i.e., 
at t = 0 c=co(x,y) (5.3) 
T = To(x,y) (5.4) 
The boundary conditions at entry assume well mixed uniform inlet 
properties i.e., 
atx = 0 C = ci (5.5) 
(5.6) 
For the y coordinate the 'concentration boundary condition at the 
Wall reflects the impermiabiIity of the solid wall i.e., 
aty = 0 iJc -0 iJy-
~ ,j 1 ,- , ; ~ 
(5.7) 
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and the temperature is assumed to be equal that of the wall i.e., 
T=Tw (5.8) 
At the vapour/liquid interface the boundary conditions assume that the 
absorbent is saturated, which from [56], [57], and [26] can be 
approximated by the linear dependency of concentration and 
temperature as shown below : 
at y = h(e) T=ac+b (5.9) 
Also at the interface, and if the sensible heat transfer is neglected, the 
heat flux is proportional to the rate of vapour absorption [26], i.e., 
at y = h(e) (5.10) 
Where e and 'Yare the dimensionless temperature and concentration 
defined respectively by : 
c - c· 
"1= 1 
Ceq - ci 
(5.11) 
T - T· e Q 1 
Teq - Tj 
(5.12) 
Ha is the dimensionless heat of absorption defined by : 
Ha == p D dh Ceq - Cj 
K Teq - Ti 
(5.13) 
~2. I. I-Smooth Aow (Initial DistributiJnl' :" : 
It is necessary to find the initial distributiorisof concentration co(x,y) 
and temperature To(x,y) defined by eqm (5.;~) and (5.4~ not only to 
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obtain the time dependant wavy distributions, but also because both 
distributions (smooth and wavy) will be compared to each other to 
assess the relative improvements in heat and mass transfer brought 
about by the actions of waves. 
The diffusion and energy equations for a smooth flow under the 
same conditions and system of coordinates as those of the wavy flow 
described earlier in this chapter, can be written as : 
ac a2C Vxa=D~ x ay. 
aT a1' Vx -;-=a~ 
uX· ay 
x , 
--........ ---~: Y 
ho 
- -~ .. 
Fig (5.2) 
The smooth flow 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
To proceed with the analysis, the following dimensionless properties are 
defined 
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)1 
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I 
di 
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II 
t 
x-- x 
-Pe ho 
It is now possible to non-dimensionalise the terms of eqns (S.14) and 
(5.15) as follows: 
££_ ~ E:L ax (ceg - Cj) E:L 
ax - (ceq - Cj)ax = (ceq - Cj)ax ax = Pe ho ax 
Similarly 
~_ (Teg - Tj) ae 
ax - Pe ho ax 
£I_ (Teg - Tj) ae 
ay - ho ay 
~_ (Teg - Tj) a2e 
ay2 - ho2 ay2 
(S.l6a) 
(S.16b) 
(S.16c) 
(S.17a) 
(S.17b) 
(S.17c) 
Substituting eqm (S.16) and (5.17) ilL eCJl!§. (5.14) and (S.lS) and 
Using the definitions of the dimensionless variables X, Y,and V x gives 
~x v0El.._ D 1::L 
Pe ho ax - ho2 ay2 
.. ~' 
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:1 
'1 
.Yx Vo ae a a2e 
Pe 110 ax= 1102 iJy2 
and multiplying by ~ 2 to obtain 
.E:L a2 Vxax ::~ 
V ~ _1..a2e 
xax - Le ay2 
where Le is Lewis Number defined by : Le = ~ . 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
Equations (5.18) and (5.19) are the diffusion and energy equations of 
the smooth film flow in dimensionless form. 
The liquid domain, shown in fig (5.3), is divided into a mesh of 
small elements with the grid points designated by i and j along the x and 
Y axes respectively, where i = 1,2,3, ..... M, and j = 1,2,3, ..... N. 
j=O 1 2 3 .•. N 
i=O 
II--J--f--t---1 
21--J--J--t---1 
3 L--J-I--iI---1 
MI--L--L--'---
'W 
.x J ' ~ -
, . 
Fig (5.3), '. 
~ Y 
• ' , " Y" ~ , 
. The finit~ difference mesh 
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An explicit finite difference scheme, was used to approximate the 
differential equations (5.18) and (5.19), which accordingly become 
V Yi+lj- Yij 1 
x dX = (AYi ( Yij+l + Yij-l - 2 Yij) (5.20) 
V ei+lj - e·. 1 I) (5.21) 
Rewriting as 
(5.22) 
e..- .. ,' 1 
I+IJ - RT (e .. 1 + e·· 1 - (2 --RT ) e .. ) u+ u- u (5.23) 
where 
Rc:: AX 
Vx (dy)2 
(5.24) 
RT:: dX 
Le Vx (dYl 
(5.25) 
Explicit finite difference schemes, are simple to construct and solve, 
but have the drawback that AX and A Y have to be chosen to satisfy the 
stability criterion that Rc and RT must everywhere be no greater than 
0.5 which means smaller mesh size than in the case of implicit methods, 
hence more calculations. This is not a d.isadvantage in this particular 
problem because, as mentioned earlier, the'smooth distributions of 
concentration and temperature will be used as the initial condition for 
the wavy distribution and will be compared to it to obtain the relative 
improvement, thus the mesh size has to be the same in both cases, and 
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with the complicated stability of the wav~ problem, its mesh size is very 
small anyway. Therefore using the implicit method to increase the 
mesh size of the smooth flow domain would not be of any benefit. 
Now from eqIlli (5.24) and (5.25) it is seen that 
RT=~~ 
and since Le is less than unity, then 
RT>Rc (5.26) 
and, consequently if RT is no greater than 0.5 neither will Rc. To 
calculate the mesh size it is noted that since: Y = ~ and since in the 
non-wavy flow: Ymax= 110· 
h Ymax tenYmax=~=l 
and so 
and if a half-parabolic velocity profile is assumed, which is reasonable 
following Penev et al [24], then 
3 L L2 
V X = 2 vo ( 2(ho~ - (ho~ ) 
and so 
vx 3 2 VX =-=-2 (2Y - Y ) vo 
(5.27) 
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From eqn (5.25) it is clear that RT has a maximum value at Vx min 
which occurs at the element adjacent to the solid wall i.e at Y = AY. 
Therefore 
V 3 2 
xmin= 2 (2AY - (AY» (5.28) 
and the maximum possible value of RT is given by 
AX 
RTmax= 2 
Le Vx min (AY) (5.29) 
Equating RT max to 0.5 enables the calculation of AX which produces a 
stable solution. Thus from eqm (5.28) and (5.29), i.e., 
(5.30) 
5.2.1.1.1 Boundary Conditions for the Smooth Flow: 
The boundary conditions for he non-wavy flow are the same as those 
of the wavy flow. They are written for the dimensionless domain as 
follows: 
at x = 0, X = 0, C = ci, Yoj = 0 (5.31a) 
and T = Tj, Boj = 0 (5.31b) 
iJc (ceq - Ci) kL .. kL 0 
at y = 0, Y = 0, iJy = ho iJY = 0, I.e., iJY = 
in finite difference form 
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Yil = YiO (5.32a) 
Earlier in the chapter it was mentioned that the temperature of the 
liquid element at y = ° is taken to be equal to the wall (Tw). For the 
sake of simplicity T w was assumed to be constant and equal to Tj, i.e 
isothermal cooling. The cooling mode makes no difference to the 
relative result as it is applied to both fields, i.e. smooth and wavy. So 
at Y = 0, SjQ = SOj = Sw 
Tj - Tj 
and since : SOj = T eq _ Tj = 0, then 
and at y = ho, y = 1 eqn (5.9) states that 
T=ac+b 
This equation translates into the dimensionless form [26] : 
y+S=l 
and is written for the interface as : 
Also at the interface 
as .E:J... 
W=Ha ay 
which ca~ be written in dimensionless interface notation as : 
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(5.32b) 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
--
Solving the finite difference equatio~s (5.22) and (5.23) gives the 
distribution of concentration and temperature in the smooth film which 
will be used as the initial distribution (t = 0) for the wavy problem. 
Both solutions of smooth and wavy will later be compared to see the 
improvement to the heat and mass transfer brought about by the waves. 
5.2.2- Wavy Distribution: 
The main difficulty in solving the problem of the wavy· flow is that 
the film surface is rippled (fig (5.1), so the' film thickness h(t) varies 
with time and along the film length. This difficulty can be overcome by 
introducing a new variable Z, where 
o therefore replacing the rippled boundary in 
Z = --Lh(~) , 0 ~ Z ~ 1 . d· . b fl t . h Z d" . ~ the y lfectIOn y a a one In t c IrcctIOn 
Hence the wavy domain (x, y, t) could be transformed into, in effect, 
the smooth domain (x, Z, t). 
To facilitate the transformation of the equations into the smooth domain 
(x, Z, t), the following notations are made for any arbitrary function 
f(x,y,t) 
af af ax (x,y,t) = ax 
and the same for y and t 
and for the transformed function f(x, Z, t) 
af ax (x,Z,t) = f' x 
and the same for Z and t 
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Now 
af af af df=-;-dx + ~dy +-dt 
uX uy at 
also 
df = f'x dx + f'z dZ + f'tdt 
where 
az az az dZ=-dx+-dy+-dt ax ay at 
Substituting eqn (5.40) in eqn (5.39) gives 
az az az 
df = f' x dx + f'Z ( ax dx + ay dy + at dt ) + f't dt 
and rearranging as 
az az az 
df = (f' x + f'z ax ) dx +f'z ay dy+(f't + f'z at) dt 
Equating the coefficients of eq~ (5.38) and (5.42) it is seen that: 
(5.38) 
(5.39) 
(5.40) 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
af az ax = f'x + f'z ax (5.43) 
iJr az 
ay = f'z ay (5.44) 
af az 
at = f't + f'z at (5.45) 
Using eqn (5.43) the,second derivative ,w.rJ: x is, evaluated as 
~ , ~ { __ " '"' " • 1~.Ol " f ' • -,' ~ , > 
a2f a az 
a?"=ax-( f'x +,f'zax:) .': " ,', ,.,;', ,', '," '.' (5.46) 
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az az az 
== ( r x + rz ax \ + ( r x + fz ax )z ox 
'= f"xx+f"z.x ~; +f'z(~~x +(f"xz+f"zz ~ +f'z(~~z)~ (5.47) 
and from eqn (5.44) the second derivative w.r.t. y is evaluated as 
1:£ a az az az oZ 
oy2 == ay ( fz ay )= ( fz ay)y + ( fz ay )z ay (5.48) 
az but (fz -) = 0 ay y . h 1.1 az . ~ because nelt er 1 Z nor ay IS lunction of y, so 
eqn (5.48) becomes 
1:£ az az 
ay2 == ( fz ay)z oy 
,oz oZ oZ 
== ( f 2Z ay + fz( ay )z) ay (5.49) 
. az az 
and SInce ( oy )z = 0, because ay is a function of x and t only, eqn 
(5.49) becomes 
a2f 
- - f' (O~\2 ay2 - 2Z 7iY' 
Eqns (5.1) and (5.2) can both be written in the general form : 
of of of o2f a2f , 
a;+ Vx ax+ Vy ay = const.( iJx2 + iJy2) 
, " 
. ' . ., 
Where f == c andconst. ~ 0 in the diffusion eq'uation, and 
f = T and const:: == a in the energy equation 
SUbstituting for the derivatives, the left hand side becomes 
'. ~ 
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(5.50) 
and rearranging as 
~ af af az az iJz. 
at + Vx ax-+ Vy ay = f't+ vxf'x + f'z{-at+ Vx ax + Vy ay) (5.51) 
Dividing eqn (5.40) by dt gives 
g, aZdx az~ az 
dt = axili+ BY dt + at 
dZ az az az 
"dt= axvx + ay vy + -at (5.52) 
Substituting in the last term of eqn (5.51) the equation becomes 
~ iJf af dZ 
at + VX"ax-+ Vy ay = f't+ vxf'x + dt f'z (5.53) 
Using eqns (5.47) and (5.49) to substitute for the right hand side of eqn 
(5.50) gives 
cPf a2f az az. az az az az ~2+iJy2-f"xx+f"aiJx +f'Z(a"X)x +(f"xZ+f"zzax+f'Z(ax~z) iJx +f"zz(ay~2 
and since f"xZ = fllzx the above equation can be written as 
a
2f a2f az iJZ 2 iJZ 2 , az az az ~2+ay2 =f"xx+2f"xzax+f"zz(rx) +f"zz(ay) +f Z(a"X)x + f'z{ax)z ax 
H az az. 
owever, the last term: f'z{ax)z ax IS equal ~o zero because 
~ a2za az .. 
(ax)z = axaz = ax (az) = 0 
so the equation becomes 
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a
2
f a2f az az az az ~ +--r =f" +2f"~ +f"zz(-)2+f"zz(-::-)2+f ,z(-) ux ay xx ax ax ay ax x (5.54) 
Equating the right hand sides of eq.ll§. (5.53) and (5.54) will produce the 
general diffusion and energy equation in the transformed domain (x,Z,t) 
f' f' dZ 2f" az f' (aZ~2 fIt (aZ~2 f' liz 
t + v x x + dt fz =const.(f xx+ xz:ax + zz ax' + zz ay' + zax2) 
or 
(5.55) 
As before this equation has to be non-dimensionalised. This is achieved 
by defining the dimensionless time "t as 
.,.-~ 
" - 2 flo (5.56) 
and using this definition together with the other non-dimensional 
variables, to write 
~ af ih: D af 
at - a:tat" = flo 2 iJ"t 
2! afax 1 af 
ax =a-xax= Peho ax 
2 • 2 
a f a afax a af 1 1 1 a f ~ = axe ax ) ax = axe ax Peho) Peho = (Peho)2 ax2 
az 1 
---ay - h(e) 
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(5.57) 
(5.58) 
(5.59) 
(5.60) 
az az ih D az 
at:: ~at= h7a:r 
_a2f 1 a2f 
axa2:: Peho axaz 
az 1 az 
---ax - Peho ax 
£.2Z _ 1 a2z 
ax2 - (Peho)2 ax2 
(5.61) 
(5.62) 
(5.63) 
(5.64) 
v 
Substituting e~ (5.57) - (5.64) and the definition: V x :: ...! in eern 
vo 
(5.55) gives 
£f~ VxVo af dzaf D 1 a2f iif aZlax 
iTt 1102 + Peho a5[+ cttaz 1102 = const.( (Pe11o)2 ax2 + 2 axaz (Peho)2 
, a2f aZ/ax 2 a2f 1 ar ;iZlax2 
+ az2 (' Peho ~ + az2 h(£)2 + az (Peho)2 
Multiplying by ~2 and using the definition: Pe:: ~o one obtains 
~ af dZ af const. 1 iif a2f aZlaX a2f 
iTt + Vxii5[+ dtaz= D (Pe2 ax2 + 2 axaz Pe2 + az2 
iJZlaX 2 a2f 1 ar a2Z/ax2 , 
( Pe ) :- az~ H(Ei,+ az, ,:Pe~ : ,/ , (5.65) 
:'Where H(e) is the no~-dimensional film thickness defined by: 
' . 
. ~-'- ........ , '" 
, , 'i.e: 
R const. . ~_arranging eqrr (5.65) and putting B =. D' gIVes :,'L:. (,' : :"~,:: " 
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In this problem Pecklet Number, Pe, is large, and terms containing' 
Pe
2 
in the denominator are justifiably neglected from the equation above 
(in this case Pe2 = 25.108). Equation (5.66) hence becomes 
M af dZ af 1 a2f 
Ut +Vx a5[+(d;) az = B( H(e)2 az2 ) 
However, to confirm the neglegibility of such terms a solution for 
the complete equation (5.66) (applied for both concentration and 
temperature) was obtained and compared to that of the above equation. 
The difference between the two solutions was found to be negligible. 
The diffusion equation can be obtained by substituting y for f and 
putting B = g = 1 giving 
£r + 2:L dZ E:L 1 t:L 
in: Vxax + ~ az = H(e)2 az2 ' (5.67) 
, ~ $" • 
Similarly, the ener~y equatio~ 'is obt~in~d by substituting e for f and 
Putting B '= 5-= ie to give 
(5.68) 
Eq~ (5.67) and -(5.68);' are the final non-dimensional equations' for 
.. V dZ ~hiph solution, is sought. ,To d<?/so"fi_r~,t, th~;qua.nt~t~~s, ,x, 'dt' and 
. . ,. - .... ~ .< 
H(e) should be evaluated. 
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v x is calculated from the velocity profile ,of Penev et al (24) : 
Vx:: aI (e)1{ + ~(e)1{2 
2 
Vx:: Lak(e) 1{k 
k::l 
where, 
or, 
aI (t )::a10 +a11 sin(nt )+a11 cos(nt )+a12sin(2n£ )+a12 cos(2ne) 
a2( e )::a20 +a21 sin(ne )+a21 cos(ne )+a22sin(2ne )+a22cos(2ne) 
£ :: ( X - 0) vot) /110 
non-dirnensionalising the last equation as 
£ = ( X - 0) 't' ) Pe 
(5.69) 
(5.7oa) 
(5.70 b) 
(5.71) 
. Substituting alee), a2(£) in eqn (5.69), after calculating £, will give the 
. V x profile across the 1{ itxis. Pe is calculated from the relation : 
Pe =Re Sc 
, 
- ';' , 
~ " -, ~ 
·,T~ calculate ~; , eqn (5.52) is quoted 
, . , 
f ; ~ 
'~- ~ 
,g_ az az az 
dt - ,ar.t,.~x ax + Vy ay 
":.--' 
(5.72) 
'Defiirlng,~y, the non-dimensional velocity in the direction of y, a;;.' , 
I 
/' I 
I 
" 
II 
/, 
(I 
and substituting into eqn (5.72) together with the other non-dimensional 
quantities gives 
~ D az D vo az vo az 
<it 1102 = a-r: 1102 + VXPe ho ax + Vy Pe ho ay 
multiplying by ~2 one obtains 
dZ az az az 
'dt=a:;+ Vxax + Vyay 
and since 
Z--L 
- h(E) 
and 
Y -L 
-110 
then 
y 
Z=-
.. H(E). 
i 
t.h~refore " .,' 
122: 
. , .. ~ 
, : " 
. ~ :' ,~ :~, . 
(5.73) 
(5.74) 
• 
which when divided by ho and truncated at j = 2, following Penev et al 
(24), R(E) is obtained, i.e., 
R(E) = 1 + A sin(nE) + b2 sin(2nE) + ~ cos(2nE) 
where A = (hmax - 110)/ ho 
differentiating with respect to 't gives 
.QH(E) . aE aE. aE 
a,; -nAcos(nE)a,; +2nb2cos(2nE)a-r-2ndzsm(2nE)ai 
and differentiating eqn (5.71) gives 
aE 
a:t= -00 Pe 
substituting eqns (5.77) and (5.78) into eqn (5.75) one obtains 
az y n 00 P e '2 ) 2rL . (2 » a:t = H 2 (Acos(ne)+2b2cos( nE - owzsm nE (E) 
(5.76) 
(5.77) 
(5.78) 
(5.79) 
The partial derivative ~~ is evaluat~d ~y. ,differentiating ~cm (~.74) with 
- ••• < ~ - " ~ } : ' , • 
respect to X, i.e., 
";. " 
~... . '; 
(5.80) 
Following the same ·proced~r~;· ~ fimil' expr~s~ion for' thederivati~~ is 
obtainedas "._' ~>'- ,i,;[ ',! ,,;;,~::.·.\i ,/f',,' '. . (,' ..... :: . 
az -Y n Pe ) d . (2 » ax = 2 (Acos(nE)+2b2cos(2nE -2 2sm nE R(E) (5.81) 
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The nonnal component of the velocity ~y is computed by first writing 
the ~ontinuity equation: 
avx avy 
ax + ay = 0 in the dimensionless form : 
-vo avx Vo avy 
Pe ho ax = Pe ho ay ,therefore 
v =-J avx ay y ax 
using e'l!! (5.69) and integrating gives 
~ak(E) V =_ _yk+l y K+l =1 (5.82) 
The coefficients at and a2 a~~ o~tai~e~, by differentiating eqns 
(5.70a) and (5.70b). Substituting the partial derivatives of Z, and Vx , 
and V y in eqn (5.73) will enable the evaluation of ~~. R(e) is 
calculated from eqn (5.76). 
The constants of eq!!§' (5.70a), (5.70b), and (5.76) together with the 
Wave parameters n, ru, and Ai as calculated ," .. r by Penev et al and 
quoted by Beschkov anq Boyadjiev [23] are used in this work. 
; 
The boundary conditions remain the s~me as in the case of smooth 
f1ow~'while, as ,mentioned before, the solution to the smooth flow 
pr~blem becomes the initial distribution of the wavy flow problem. 
\ ' "'~'" ,: ,.' ::' j:;, ;'-.. :': ': ;"~, 
"r It. l ' • "; _l • ~~'!", 
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5.2.2.1-The Finite Difference Method: 
As in the case of the smooth flow, a finite difference method was 
used to approximate the partial differential equations (5.67) and (5.68). 
However, in this case, because of the size of the problem an implicit 
method is used to reduce the computational work. This was chosen to 
be the Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) method of Peaceman-
Rachford [58]. This method amounts to taking a half time step ~'t using 
backward difference approximation which is implicit in the X-direction 
only using the past values in the Z-direction along the grid line X = Xi. 
The next step of the ADI method counters the bias introduced above by 
using a backwards difference approximation that is implicit in the Z-
direction only, using the past values in the X-direction along the grid 
line Z = Zj to advance the final half step in time. Thus a full time step 
is completed. 
Considering eqn (5.67) and putting 
~1 =Vx 
dZ 
F2 = d't 
~~; . 
:"~~~'i> ,\~ 
eqn (5.67) becomes., .' '.: ' .. ,:.' ;<. ',': :J'~ j, ,." "', 
,;'i 
> ~ ~'J·"",~:;:\~i~·\r: .. : ~" ..... '.Ei..~:.:~' 2i:
'
:-";;:ily' ',.:;".,' '; '" " 
ih,+,,~lcJX ~j~~cJZ;~~3.cJZ2~; i;,: '::.;;' "", .:!;', 
.. ,. 
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'j 
(5.83) 
Denoting the intermediate values calc~lated at 't = 'tk+ ~'t with * 
(asterisk), and applying the ADI method to eern (5.83) one obtains 
y* .. - yK F F II ij 1 2 
!xt/2 +2AX (Y*i+lj - y*i-lj)+2AZ(yKij+l - yKij_l) = 
F3 (K 2 K K (AZ)2 Y ij-l - Y ij + y ij+l) (5.84) 
Putting 
F6 = -F4 
F _ F2 F3 
7 - 2AZ + (AZ)2 
F _.1.. 2F3 
8 - A't - (AZ)2 
P, _ F3 F2 
9 - (.12)2 - 2AZ 
and rearranging eqn (5.84) becomes 
.' . F~ Y*i-lj+FS'Y*U+Fi; Y*i~li:F7yKij~~+F~ yKij:+F9yKij~1";';': -; (5.85a), 
'"~" .: :," .~', ~"\ \'~::'1;:~"~',:';1" 
Eqn (5.85a) is the first; s~ep of} ~he: ADI ~ethod and is used to 
, r, .: .~,_. .:,-~" .;'1 ,,' 1 -, '; 'f.:' ---:: i ' '~~ ~·f; 
calculate all the intermediate values y*. The' procedure by which this is 
accomplished is referred to as the "horizontal sweep". In particular for 
each fixed index,j, 1 ~J~.N-l:the.t~~.iag.ona,1 syste~ (5:~5a) is/solved 
for Y*I. Y*2~"" 'y;*M"'t"·· Thu~ i~ 'order 'tC)coinp'lete a"horiz~ntal J' ~, .....• , -J 
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sweep an N-l tri-diagonal systems each of the size M-l is solved 
obtaining (N-l) (M-l) intermediate values. 
Upon completion, the second and final step of the ADI method 
known as the "vertical sweep" could be executed. Equation (5.83) can 
be wri tten as : 
F3 ( K+1 2 K+1 K+1 ) (AZ)2 Y ij-l- Y ij+Y ij+l 
which is rewritten as 
Where 
Ecm (S.8Sb) is an M-l tri-diagonal systems each having N-l 
equations. So for each index i, 1 ~ i ~ M-l eqrr (5.85b) is solved for the 
final I K+1 K+1 yK+1 va ues at't -= 't+8't, Y i1' Y i2, .••.• , iN-l . 
The same procedure is applied to the energy equation whereby the 
final pair of equations is reached 
. 
F~e*i_lj+Ft5e*ij+F16e*j+1j=Ft7elCij_1+Ft8elCij-F1gelCij+1 . (5.86a) 
and 
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b 
where 
Fts:: FS 
Ff() == - F6 
Ft7:: Ft2 Ft3 
2£\Z + (/lZ)2 
Ft _~ 2Ft3 
8 - £\'t - (/lZ)2 
F == Ft3 Ft2 ~ (/lZ)2 - 2ilZ 
Ft _~ 2Ft3 
10 - £\'t + (£\Z)2 
and 
Gauss elimination technique' was used to solve the tri-diagonal 
systems (5.85a), (5.85b), (5.86a),' and (5.86b). 
At a given location, X,! both y '~nd e 'Oscillate with time at a fixed 
., . ',' , , . 
amplitude and with" the same' frequency as that of 'the wave. The 
amplitude of oscillation diminishes with increasing X as the .driving 
forces Ceq - Ci and T eq ~ Ti decrease, with the length: . The amplitude of 
the concentration variation is larger than that of the temperature as the 
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effect of waves on mass transfer is larger than their effect on heat 
transfer. 
The results are presented as non-dimensional concentration (y) and 
temperature (8) averaged over the film thickness (h(e) in the case of 
wavy flow and 110 in the smooth film) and over one complete periodical 
time. The latter is calculated from the following sequence: 
The wavelength, ')... = 2 1C 110 
n 
the wave velocity, Vw = co Vo 
th . d·· A 2 1C 110 e peno Ical tIme t = - = --~ 
'w Vw n ~ Vo 
D t 
the -d. . I . d· I . w 2 1C non ImenSlOna peno Ica tIme, 'tw = ho 2 = n Pe fi) 
This non-dimensional periodical time, "tw ' was divided into a one 
hundred small ~'t's and as mentioned above the solution was averaged 
" ~, , '~', ,~.,~ :'~;'t-! . t .1- ... ' . 
over the whole period. 
Due to the limitations of the'resource sharing on the computing 
facility, the solution could not be obtained as a continuous field and the 
X, Z, 't domain had to be broken into segments along the X-axis with 
, ,:, . _' _ ,,:,,; t,_.~ .... ,:.,... ,~l". .. 1 ';-)~\;'4 !:,,,,:,,,~,,::' i~,,? '~""~ ,"(I 
only the values' at the end of each segment stored ~nd used as inlet 
'::" "t~",., "< :'~','.', :~,: ,J't,~_)' i,;., .:P'~~: t,J .. 1 ~:"':":". !".~ .. ;-,: ;~,:.':.C! 
conditions to the next one. The segmen~,~~llfig~ratlo~ ,~s~~~~~,tra.ted by 
.~" ,I' ' ''' ~ ~ {, "".',,~ ~.1., ... ~ ....... 1 'ii .:. ... f"- ~< ,..\0'" f.', 
fig (i4).' . ," .." . 
. ' '",.," '-~::.:~~-":1 ~: I 1i, ;.~~ ~~.;~:, ,)~;.~,~:;j~, ,'t ~'~, 'l: 
.. 
In this analysis ~Z and ~X were typically 0.01 and 2E-8 respectively 
and the solution needed, on average, 24 hours of process time on the 
·· .. ~. ____ ~A~.main frame computer. 
----- --~- .-~-----. ------- ------------- ------~--- -. -- ·--_~4_. _ _ _. ___ .. ________ _ 
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The segment configuration 
~.3-Results and Discussion: 
x 
~.3.1-Improvement of Concentration and Temperature: ' 
The results present, a compari~on .. b~.tween th,?, ,sm~oth and wavy 
flows in terms ~f the average J and e defined above. The Reynold's 
Number and the Schmidt ,Number ,were .taken. to, be 100 and 500 
1 _~ >' '" ... ~ - ' ,< • • 
respectively. 
" 
, Figs (5.5) and (5.6)' ~how the iielatiVe !mprovemen~ 'of ~~s' a~d heat 
• 4~ .. ~" , ... "" l-'" ,~~ •• ,"j!{ t~~"l<" :Ii, ,':::"'~' <' ,,' • 
transfer of the wavy-: flow" over the':Smooth' one~ Le.,' a' higher 
• •• ' _,' ,~l. ; c;> {-~ ""."- ~ ! ~ ," ;'.,. !:' ~! ,,~~ .~~~ ,! ~:'''~>''~;''''''~ .. , ~""l ;',f;~ " , -"r'lo 
comparative coricentration 'and lower comparative temperature~ The 
• t.'" .. _! : _ ,. to. '. /~;'~ :-.~. ~ •• I·:~ '., :!-.f r-:t, :: ~I!~~i "'l'l"~' -:~ 't~ ~ ~' "'" 
Irnproveme'nt is' greate"r in ' coricentration than In temperature:' which 
\. ' j ~ • "\ ... , ••• ", '>, '" 1 ~ ,,' '1..- ' .,. c ", ~.' • ~ .-' ~ .. " ~ ." :, f' -, ~ ,> 
agrees with t~e published'data [13], [36]. ' This is explained by the, fact 
th~t' themas~ 'is 'transf~~red across the gas liquid interface where the 
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Waves have greater effect, while heat is transferred across the solid wall 
from the solution to the cooling medium where the effect of waves is at 
minimum. The concentration curves rise gradually towards equilibrium 
While the temperature curves rise steeply at the beginning due the rapid 
absorption and the heat release associated with it, then they start to cool 
down after reaching a maximum and decay gradually towards the 
equilibrium. 
S.3.2-Effect of the Heat of Absorption and Lewis Number: 
It is evident from figs (5.7) to (5.10) that the concentration improves 
When decreasing the heat of absorption, Ha, and increasing the Lewis 
Number, Le. The figures also show that while the temperature 
increases with increasing Ha, it reacts in a mixed way to Le. The low 
Le curves rise sharply to high temperature peaks before falling rapidly 
to low values. This is explainable by the fact that low Le means higher 
thermal diffusivity which means that the change in temperature travels 
qUicker across the absorbent's film, therefore resulting in sharp slopes. 
In practice higher concentrations and lower temperatures are desirable 
Which sugge~ts the d~sirability ~~,l~w~r.H~ .. ~nd higher.Le .. ,However, in 
~~ntext of the scope of; thi~ ~<?r~, ;!~e,.effe.ct o.n, t~e ~efrigeration 
.c~pacjty needs to be addressed. ,Ibrahim a~~ V~~~icoJ?b~ [59] stated that 
> ~ ¥ " ." ¥ ~ V • < >,}.,." " "- " ~ 
"th~ refrigeration capacitY is more ~tr~~g~~ p'~oporti~~al.to Ha than it is 
, • < ....' ~. - I _~ 
to Le and it is dependant on Le only by the oependency of Le on the 
concentration variation. They concluded that although increasing Ha 
will decrease the concentration variation its net effect will be to increase 
the refrigeration capacity. 
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The effect of Ha and Le on smooth flows is the same as their effect 
on wavy flows. This is illustrated by figs (5.11) to (5.14) where the 
concentration and temperature are plotted for varying Ha and Le in a 
smooth flow condition. 
The independent increase and decrease of Ha and Le is not, in fact, 
possible as they are both properties of the absorbent at given conditions 
and are, therefore, interrelated. Eqn (5.11) states that 
Ha = p D.dh Ceq - Cj 
K Teq - Tj 
and from the definition of thermal diffusivity 
u= k 
p Cp 
so it can be written that 
H ah Ceq - Cj a=- - Le Cp Teq - Tj 
i.e., Ha = f(Le) 
'; , ~ i ~ ,1; t" 
This direct proportionality, which means ,that a higher Le will produce 
a higher Ha, is fortunate from the' ref;ig~iition point of view since, in 
the light of the findings of Ibrahim and Vinnicombe [59] and the 
findings of this work, a higher Ha and a higher Le are desirable. 
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b 
5..3.3-Velocity Profile: 
To investigate the possibility of the existence of circulation currents 
under the assumption of uniform, two dimensional waves, Penev et al 
[24] found the trajectories of the liquid element in a coordinate system 
travelling downstream at the velocity of the flow. Under this system of 
coordinates the differential equation of the trajectories is 
I!!l IL IL3 y L2 ii; de -[al(e)2<ho)2+~(£)J(ho) ]/L~-al(e)n;;-ai£)(ho) ] (5.87) 
and When integrated gives: 
al(E) ~ (~i + ~(E) ~ (~)3 - OJ(~) = constant (5.88) 
Which is a family of tortuous unclosed curves rarefying under the crests 
of the wave and condensing in the dents, i.e., no circulation hence no 
mixing or surface renewal. See fig (5.15). 
y 
Fig (5.15) 
Trajectories of liquid elements 
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5.4-Conclusion : 
The analysis of the effect of absorbent's waves on the heat and mass 
transfer carried out in this chapter supports the hypothesis that at low 
Reynold's Number the improvement of concentration and temperature 
is not due to the mixing effect of waves, since the velocity profile used 
denies such possibility, but rather due to the vertical component of 
velocity (which is absent in smooth flows) and the convection associated 
with it. The effects of Ha and Le on the mass and heat transfer were 
studied and it was found that a lower Ha and a higher Le result in a 
better concentration variation. However, for a higher refrigeration 
capacity a higher Ha is recommended. 
" , , , 
.... ' '<, 
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5.4-ConcIusion : 
The analysis of the effect of absorbent's waves on the heat and mass 
transfer carried out in this chapter supports the hypothesis that at low 
Reynold's Number the improvement of concentration and temperature 
is not due to the mixing effect of waves, since the velocity profile used 
denies such possibility, but rather due to the vertical component of 
velocity (which is absent in smooth flows) and the convection associated 
with it. The effects of Ha and Le on the mass and heat transfer were 
studied and it was found that a lower Ha and a higher Le result in a 
better concentration variation. However, for a higher refrigeration 
capacity a higher Ha is recommended. 
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Nomenclature: 
A 
c 
Co 
Cp 
D 
Ha 
ho 
h(E) 
R(E) 
K 
Le 
n 
Pe 
t 
dimensionless wave amplitude; A = (hmax - 110) / 110 
function of E 
mass concentration of the liquid (kg/kg) 
equilibrium concentration (kg/kg) 
inlet concentration (kg/kg) 
initial concentration (kg/kg) 
heat capacity (kJ/kg °C) 
diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 
dimensionless heat of absorption 
average film thickness (m) 
local film thickness (m) 
dimensionless film thickness; H(E) = h~) 
thermal conductivity (W/m °C) 
Lewis Number; Le = .Q. a 
dimensionless wave number; n = 2 1C 110 / Iv 
vo 110 
Pecklet Number; Pe = D 
time (s) 
periodical -time (s) 
local temperature (OC) 
equilibrium temperature (OC) 
inlet temperature (OC) 
initial temperature (OC) 
wall temperature (OC) 
average velocity of the liquid (mls) 
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Greek: 
local velocity of the liquid along the x axis (mls) 
dimensionless velocity of the liquid in the direction of x 
local velocity of the liquid along the y axis (mls) 
dimensionless velocity of the liquid in the direction of y 
dimensionless x and y coordinates respectively 
dimensionless vertical coordinate in the wavy field 
a thermal diffusivity (m2/s) 
y, 8 dimensionless concentration and temperature respectively 
dh 
v 
'tw 
p 
c.o 
vapour's specific heat of absorption 
-- -. - -- - -
parameter ; £ = ( X - w 11ot) / ho 
wave length (m) 
kinematic viscosity of the liquid (m2/s) 
. I. D t dimensIOn ess tIme ; 't' = flo 2 
dimensionless periodical time 
density (kg/m3) 
dimensionless phase velocity 
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(kJ/kg) 
6-Effect of Air Entrainment on the Absorber's Performance: 
6. I-Introduction: 
It is generally believed that vapour absorption systems must be "air 
tight", especially systems with sub-atmospheric working pressure e.g 
LiBr/H20 systems where air entrainment is a risk and the performance 
is seriously affected by the inward leakage [41]. In this chapter the 
effect of such a leakage on the performance of the system's absorber is 
analyzed. 
!j.2-Analysis : 
'To understand the mechanism by which the presence of a non-
condensable gas affects the p~rformance of a faIling film type absorber, 
an element of such absorber is shown in fig (6.1). 
Mv 
~t--__ 1.0 -+---11-. 
vapour/gas mixture bulk 
Mai 'vapour " liquid 
~--~~-~-----~interface 
-, ; ~ 
. ' 
pv 
pt-r--~ 
. pal 
liquid bulk , 
"'~~"""IIJI!III"""""~""""'" , coollalnt V))/))»»7/7;//7/7///j/h1 
wa . 
... '. 1 • ! ; "~ ,..... 
" ~(a) " '. ~ 
.. " . '" " 
Fig (6.1) .(b) , 
. Absorber's element 
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Fig (6.1a) shows the gas and refrigerant vapour mass fractions at 
the bUlk of the vapour/gas mixture and at the vapour/liquid interface 
and the concentration gradient of the liquid refrigerant in the absorbent. 
Fig (6.1b) shows the partial pressures of the gas and refrigerant vapour 
at the same zones. 
When no gas is present then pa = 0 and pv is constant every where at 
the evaporator condition. In this case there is no resistance in the 
vapour to absorption and the only resistance is that in the actual 
absorbent. However, when a gas is present there will be resistance in 
the vapour and in the absorbent and the total resistance to absorption 
will be the sum of these two. Thus it is expected that the presence of a 
non-condensable gas will reduce the performance 
Initially, and before any absorption takes place no mass or partial 
pressure gradients exist in the bulk of the vapour! gas mixture and the 
values of the mass fractions and partial pressures in the bulk equal those 
at the interface. Once the first quantity of vapour is absorbed (at the 
interface), the mass fraction of the refrigerant vapour at the interface 
(Mvj) and its partial pressure (pvj) drop and mass and pressure 
gradients develop, and the amount of absorption will depend on these 
gradients. As the liquid travels downstream it becomes more 
conce~trated with refrigerant and its capacity to absorb more vapour 
decreases, so the vapour's mass fraction at-the interface (Mvi) increases 
, 
and so does its partial pressure (pvi), provided that the refrigerant 
vapour is constantly replenished. This continues until the solution 
reaches the equilibrium state and the values of Mvi and pvi are restored 
once again to their'initial values. 
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In this chapter a method of calculating the effect of air entrainment 
on the perfonnance of the absorber of a LiBr/H20 refrigeration system 
is undertaken. The procedure consists of solving the simultaneous 
equations obtained from the mass and energy balance of an absorber's 
element and the equilibrium state assumed at the vapourlliquid interface . 
.6.2. I-Mass Balance: 
The mass flow rate of the water vapour from the bulk of the 
vapour/gas mixture to the interface is proportional to the gradient of the 
mass fraction that exists in the vapour mixture i.e., 
mv = PvGv (Mv - Mvi) (6.1) 
where Gv is the mass transfer coefficient 'of the vapour, and the mass 
fractions Mv and Mvi are found from the equations: 
Mv = Pv Nv 
Pv Nv + pa Na 
(a) 
M . _ pvi Nv 
VI- p . N . N VI V + pal a 
(b) 
The same mass flow is absorbed by the absorbent and is proportional to 
the concentration, gradient that exists across the liquid film i.e., 
mv = PI Gli (Ca - Cj) (6.2) 
where Gli is the mass transfer coefficient of the liquid at the interface 
and th~ ~onc~ntiations Ca and Ci are defined as the mass ratios of the 
LiBr in the absorbent in the liquid bulk and at the interface respectively. 
Equating the two vapour mass flow rates gives the first equati(~m i.e., 
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Pv Gv (Mv - Mvi) = PI Gli (Ca - Ci ) (6.3) 
2:2.2-Energy Balance: 
The enthalpy balance for an element at the interface yields 
Fv (Tv - Tj) + ~v hfg = FJi (Ti - Ta) 
where Fli and Fv are the heat transfer coefficients from the bulk of the 
solution to the interface and from the interface to the bulk of the 
vapour/gas mixture respectively. The free convection term Fv(T v - TO 
is very small compared to the enthalpy of phase change [60]. In fact, 
for the particular case of LiBr/H20 absorber under ~onsideration the 
ratio of the two terms does not exceed 1 %. The free convection term is 
therefore ignored and the enthalpy balance consequently becomes: 
mv hfg = FJi (Ti - Ta) (6.4) 
6.2.3-Interface Equilibrium: 
Assuming equilibrium state at the interface the saturated vapour 
pressure will be related to the temperature by [50] 
10 = 7 05 _ 1596.5 _ 104095.5 
g Pvl· T . T .2 VI VI 
(6.5) 
Where _; Pvl is in units of kPa and Tv l,lS in.u,nits of K., 
.\ 
Also at the interface 
Tvi = f(Ci,TO (6.6) 
which is the double quadratic fit of eqn (3.31). 
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~ These equations together with equations (a) and (b) of page 149 and 
the fact that Pvi + Pai = Pt enable the calculation of the unknowns: Mv, 
Mvi, Ci, Ti, Pvi, Pai, T vi, 
6.2.4-Caicuiation of the Transfer Coefficients: 
The heat and mass transfer coefficients can be obtained from the 
appropriate analytical or experimental data. In this case the free 
convection heat transfer rate in the vapour Fv was found from the 
L_~le!~~ equation [49] and from it the vapour's mass transfer coefficient 
, Gv was calculated using the Lewis analogy. Gli and Fli were 
respectively calculated from Sherwood and Nusselt Numbers taken from 
[26]. 
~2.5-SoIutjon : 
The set of governing equations is : 
Pv Gv (Mv - Mvi) = PI Gli (Ca - Cj) 
~v hfg = FH (Ti - Ta) 
log Pv' = 7 05 _ 1596.5 _ 104095.5 
l' Tvi Tvi2 
. " 
T vi = f(Ci,Tj) 
~. These governing equations were incorporated' and solved by the 
programme simulation of the smooth, falling film type absorber 
described in chapter 4. The solution enabled the assessment of the effect 
of ,different values of ~ir p~rt~al p~essur~, (Pa) and. mass. transfer 
~oefficient ,of the vapour. (qv) on. the i p~rformance of. the absorber 
characterized in the following discussion by the overall effectiveness 
already introduced in chapter 4 and defined by : :. >'. : ;.; '" 
" - . - .,- ,.,. . ", 
I ~. • 
.' 
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· where mv is the total amount of vapour absorbed in the absorber, and 
Inve is the maximum possible amount of absorption . 
.2:3-ResUlts and Discussion: 
§.3.1-Absorber's Performance: 
In this analysis the effect of the partial pressure of air (Pa) and the 
mass transfer coefficient of the vap~ur (Gv) on the performance of the 
absorber is discussed. 
Typical value of the partial pressure of air (Pa) in absorption 
refrigeration systems is about 0."1 mm Hg (0.013 kPa) [61J. The mass 
transfer coefficient of the vapour. (G,,) for this case, which is 
representative of the average working conditions in LiBr/H20 systems, 
is calculated (49J at 0.006 mls. The'result's shown in the following 
discussion are obtained for values of Pa and Gv at and around those 
"~Iues to cover a realistic range of wo;ki~g 'conditions. 
The effect of Pa on the performance~f the absorber is shown in fig 
,(~.,2) ,where the partial pressure of air i~ ~aried around the value of 
~.013 ~Pa (which is typical f~r refriger~ti?~ sy~te~s [61]) ,beh~een 0 
, .' ~ . 
and 1 kPa (the corresponding, values of air m~s fraction. are, shown in 
,brackets) and the overall effectiveness is plotted along the NTU axis . 
. ~~'~ ~ffect i~ irnmediat~IY. ~~iden; fr;m ;h~ fig~re where the,presence of 
, ,. - .'. " ~., '. ' .... ~.' ~ - • \,. ' ~ j 
~~Iy 2% air (Ma =7 0.02) causes a remarkable reduction in effectiveness, 
,~~~ i~~h~r:in~r~~s~"i.~:Pa ~~~~~~7s ~he.·f~re~~ive~,e~s fu~ther. " ,: J 
> ~, ,. - • ~ , , , • 
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As for the effect of Gy on the performance, this is shown in fig (6.3) 
where the overall effectiveness is calculated and plotted for three values 
of Gy starting with a low value of 0.002 mls and ending with a high 
0.04 mls which is calculated [49] for a forced convection condition 
aSSuming the vapour is circulated by a fan at a speed of 10 mls. The 
0.006 mls value in between these two extremes is the value calculated 
for the natural convection conditions of this case. As expected, the 
figure clearly shows that the effectiveness is improved with the increase 
in Gv with a very significant improvement due to the introduction of 
the forced convection mass transfer in the vapour/gas mixture region. 
It can be seen that the performance of the absorber could be 
. 
Improved by : (a) decreasing the amount of air, i.e., decreasing Pa by 
creating and maintaining higher levels of vacuum, or (b) increasing the 
mass transfer coefficient of the vapour Gv by introducing a forced 
convection device in the absorber chamber e.g. a fan. This means that 
the same values of effectiveness could be achieved by different pa-Gy 
combinations. This is illustrated in figures (6.4), (6.5), (6.6), and (6.7) 
Where the overall effectiveness is plotted against Pa for the three 
different values of Gy at NTU = 1, 10, 40, and 80 respectively. The 
choice of any particular pa-Gy combination to achieve certain 
effectiveness will depend on the optimum economy and design. For 
example it is evident from the figures that the values of effectiveness 
obtained in the presence of air at partial pressure of 1 kPa and Gy of 
0.006 mls are comparable to those obtained at an air partial pressure of 
0.013 kPa and a mass transfer coefficient of 0.002 mls. The choice of 
Which combination will be a matter of optimization since, on one hand, 
the harder the vacuum the higher the cost of creating and maintaining it, 
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and on the other hand increasing the vapour's mass transfer coefficient 
will involve the extra cost of mounting and operating an extra device (a 
fan) inside the absorber's chamber. 
It must be emphasized that the presence of air, or any non-
condensable gas, wiIl also affect the performance of the rest of the 
refrigeration system's components i.e., the evaporator, condenser, and 
boiler. Thus the effect on the overaJI performance of the whole system 
will be larger than that obtained here. 
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.6:3.2-Vacuum Considerations: 
Air free absorbers are practically impossible, not only because 100% 
air tight joints and sealants are nonexistent, but also because an absolute 
vacuum is impossible to create initially, however a pressure of 0.1 mm 
Hg (0.013 kPa) absolute is considered to be sufficient initial vacuum in 
the field of refrigeration [61]. Vacuum systems are classified according 
to their working pressures. One method of classifying that is widely 
accepted is the following [62] : 
Rough vacuum 760 to 1 mm Hg (100 to 0.13 kPa) 
Fine vacuum 1 to IE-3 mm Hg (0.13 to 0.13E-3 kPa) 
High vacuum IE-3 to IE-6 mm Hg (0.13E-3 to 0.13E-6 kPa) 
Very high vacuum lE-6 to lE-9 mm Hg (0.13E-6 to 0.13E-9 kPa) 
Ultra high vacuum lE-9 mm Hg and less (0. 13E-9 kPa and less) 
There are several means by which ~acuuni is created. Perhaps the 
jl . " '. 
most common is the oil sealed rotary pump, this has a vacuum range of 
abo~t 2E-S to 5 mm Hg. This w~ the one used in the experimental part 
of this work where a,Vacuum of about 0.1: mbar was achieved. Other 
deVices include vapour pumps where hot yapour is used to eject gases 
from ~he system. These have a vacuum ~evel .. 'of up tOjabo~t lE-7 mm 
j. -.' "" f"'" ,l ~. " ,'/, 
Hg. There is als~th~;~~re'c~i~r pu~p~ with ~ vacu~~ ~apacjty of a~ut' 
iE~6"rn~'Hi,t a~d the~((are other typ~s' of ~ac'u~~: pu~p~'beside those 
~ : 'i :~. • ~ "" 7.' • l; • : ' ! , ;, ~ ,> ! .. ,. _ 1 .,' I " ~ - "'.': '~ A t -
mentioned here. " , i . 
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Along with the problem of creating t~e initial vacuum and keeping 
air from leaking into the system, there is also the problem of the 
materials used in the absorber releasing various gases into the 
absorber's chamber due to chemical reactions, diffusion, etc. which 
have the same effect as entrained air. 
The harder the initial vacuum the more expensive the vacuum pump 
needs to be and the more costly the operation will be since it requires 
more power to remove an air molecule at a lower pressure than to 
remove it at a higher pressure. This limits the degree of the initial 
vacuum in the absorber and a small amount of air and/or gases will have 
to be tolerated. Typically, a value of about 0.1 mm Hg (0.013 kPa) is 
allowed. 
~A-The Platen Munters System: 
, This analysis, though concentrated on the effect of air in a LiBr/H20 
system, can in fact be used to assess' the effect of any other non-
condensable gas in any other absorption system by using the appropriate 
properties of the gas, refrigerant, and absorbent. . 
. , " 
. . - _. 
v' 9ne particlllar, verYintere~ting, systemi~ the Platen-Munters system 
\\',~erea non-condens~'bi,e' ~as is r~quiredin the system to satisfy its 
'functionality. '."" 
.. ,'Th~ system ~as i~v~~t~~'b~ ~altzar'/~~~'pi~t~~ a~d Carl Munteis in 
.... " {\ \ ~ ~ t t t r ~ ~. ,.' ,_ ; ,- -< '." .. ... :.< .. ' . "-. • '; .J E".'" .> ... ,!: '''~ . . _ ~ , r't· i " ~ . ~ ~ J 
~t~,e, 1920s. It used hydr~gen gas in the evapo~ator and~he absorber of 
.. i ~ . y ;:' " • ' "~. ~. j <. -r~ }' •. " '. -t, \ r- _ ,< , _" :.. 1 , 
,an Aqua-Am~'o~iaabs~rption cycle to equalize the pressu!e throughout 
";--"'·"0 -'~~,<~ .. !.~.::::~_.:_'J .. '-: ". ' .'-' '"~.~,,,,,, -", _.""¥ ,'.; > 
, . 
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the cycle thus eliminating the expansion valves and the solution pump 
[63]. ' 
The system's vertical generator combines the effect of a boiler and a 
stripping section. The vapour produced in the generator is fed into a 
combined rectifier and a reflux condenser where it partially condenses 
t~ further enrich it before it condenses. The condensate then passes to 
the evaporator through aU-tube Jiquid seal. The seal prevents the 
uncondensed ammonia from getting into the evaporator and increasing 
its pressure and consequently its evaporating temperature. The seal is 
protected from being blown off by a rising condenser pressure by a 
pressure equalising vessel. In the evaporator the liquid ammonia 
evaporates, rather than boil, into an atmosphere of hydrogen and the 
vapour is carried away from the surface by diffusion, therefore the 
name diffusion-absorption system is sometimes used to describe the 
system. The mixture of ammonia vapour and hydrogen passes through 
a gas heat exchanger where it cools down the hydrogen coming from 
the absorber. The ascending 'vapour mixture counterflows the 
descending weak solution in the absorber and most of the ammonia 
vapOur is washed away by the solution. The hydrogen passes back to 
~he evaporator, while the strong' solution is carrie'd' to the top of the 
~enerator by the bubble pump. ' . , '. 
> • 
. , . qbviously, becaus~ of the presence ~f~he non~onden~able gas, part 
~f the, efficiency of the cycle is~ompromised to sa~isfy the pri.nciple of 
()P~ration, and to indicate the" amo~~t ~f. reduction in. the performance 
• - - < 
of Such a system a LiBr/H20 system with hydrogen gas present in it is 
considered in the following analysis. 
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Taking an evaporation temperature, of 5 °c and a condensing 
temperature of 40°C, the difference of pressure that need to be 
compensated for by hydrogen is about 6.5 kPa. This value was used in 
the programme together with the hydrogen properties to obtain the 
values of the absorber's mass and heat effectivenesses. These were in 
turn Used in the programme that solves for the overall output (described 
in chapter 3) to obtain the final effect on the heat ratio and compare it 
to that of the same system with no hydrogen. The results are presented 
. 
In table (6.1) for two absorber lengths. However, the absorber's 
. length of a real Platen-Munters system will be much less than 10 m. 
----- . 
Absorber'~ Heat ratio 
length (m) H2 at 6.5 kpa NoH2 
10 .414 .76 
20 .550 .79 
Table (6.1) 
Effect of hydrogen presence on the heat ratio 
It is noted that this analysis takes into consideration the effect on the 
absorber's performance only without regard to the effects on the 
performance of the evaporator where hydrogen is also present thus the 
values in the table overestimates the actual heat ratio of the system. The 
table already shows that there is, in this system, a price to pay for the 
simplification engendered by using the non-condensable gas. 
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.6:5-Conclusion : 
As noted in the literature review, the main body of literature in this 
area is concerned with the effects of non-condensable gases on pure 
condensation rather than absorption [42], [43], [44], [45], and [46]. 
Therefore, it is hoped that the work done in this chapter will provide a 
suitable analytical approach to understand the problem and to predict 
the absorber's performance under various levels of vacuum and to 
optimize this performance by introducing forced convection in the 
vapour/gas mixture. However, there is much need for experimental 
validation of the analysis to cover the gap in the literature. 
, ) t ", • 
: • ~ f • , ,'" '; _ ~ ~ 
, ~ . ,I" 
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Nomenclature: 
FI I• 
GIl· 
my 
my 
mye 
Myi 
Na 
NTu 
Ny 
Pa 
Pai 
concentration of LiBr at the liquid bulk. 
interface concentration of LiBr. 
absorber's overall effectiveness. 
free convection heat transfer coefficient in the bulk of the 
vapour/gas mixture (W/m2oC). 
heat transfer coefficient from the bulk of liquid to the 
interface (W/m2oC). 
mass transfer coefficient of the liquid water at the interface 
(mls). 
mass transfer coefficient of vapour (mls). 
specific heat of phase change (kJ/kg). 
mass fraction of air in the bulk of the vapour/gas mixture. 
mass fraction of air at the interface. 
mass fraction of the vapour in the vapour/gas mixture bulk. 
mass density of the vapour (kg/m2s). 
total mass of vapour absorbed (kg). 
total mass of vapour absorbed at equilibrium conditions (kg). 
mass fraction of the vapour at the interface. 
molecular mass of air (kmol/kg). 
number of transfer units. 
molecular mass of vapour (kmollkg). 
partial pressure of air in the bulk of the vapour/gas mixture 
(N/m2). 
partial pressure of air at the interface (N/m2). 
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Pt 
Pv 
Pvi 
Ta 
Ti 
Tv 
total pressure of the vapour/gas mixture (N/m2). 
partial pressure of vapour in the bulk of the vapour/gas 
mixture (N/m2). 
partial pressure of vapour at the interface (N/m2). 
temperature of liquid at the bulk (Oe). 
temperature of liquid at the interface (Oe). 
temperature of vapour in the bulk of the vapour/gas mixture 
COC). 
T vi temperature of vapour at the interface (Oe) . 
.Greek: 
PI density of liquid (kg/m3). 
Pv density of vapour (kg/m3). 
" 
<' , ; " ., J 
... 
J 
" . . ~ 
•• " , f'I , 
~ ,;, ' ,; -' .... !' . ~ , -' !,;.' .., 
f J' • 
, ~ -.' - .. 
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Pt total pressure of the vapour/gas mixture (N/m2). 
Pv partial pressure of vapour in the bulk of the vapour/gas 
mixture (N/m2). 
pvi partial pressure of vapour at the interface (N/m2). 
T a temperature of liquid at the bulk COC). 
Ti temperature of liquid at the interface caC). 
T v temperature of vapour in the bulk of the vapour/gas mixture 
(OC). 
T vi temperature of vapour at the interface (OC). 
Greek: 
PI density of liquid (kg/m3). 
Pv density of vapour (kg/m3). 
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7-The Experimental Work: 
7.I-Introduction : 
The experimental work was undertaken to further the understanding 
of vapour absorption systems and to test the validity of the overall 
simulation described in chapter 3. The work involved building and 
testing of a complete LiBr/H20 refrigeration system. 
The system, shown photographically in fig (7.1) and schematically in 
fig (7.2), was built and equipped with various control and measurement 
devices. It consisted of a boiler, condenser, evaporator, absorber, heat 
exchanger, and a solution pump, along with two throttle valves, several 
regulating and shut-off valves, different measuring devices, and 
pipeworks of different sizes. 
Three flow meters were fittC?d in the three water circuits (condenser, 
evaporator, and absorber water circuits). Thermocouples were used to 
measure temperatures around the absorption cycle and the water 
circuits. The boiler was fitted with an electrical heating element which 
was connected to a power variac and a voltmeter to control and measure 
the heat input to the system. The solution concentration was measured 
at the inlet and outlet of the absorber. i.e., at the strong and weak 
solution points. Pressure was measured at-the ~wo pressure levels of the 
cycle by two vacuum gauges. Detailed description of the components 
and the measurement devices is given below. 
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Fig (7.1) 
Photograph of the LiBr/H20 test system 
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7.2-Components Design and Description ': 
The system is primarily made of proprietary glass vessels and copper 
tubings. The glass being the containing vessel of the main components. 
Glass was selected because it gives clear sight of the solution, its level, 
and the physical processes it undergoes which help identify and solve 
any problems that may arise. The copper tubing formed the connecting 
pipework and the water circuits inside the condenser, evaporator, and 
absorber. 
The main comp~nents will now be discussed in detail. 
7.2.1- Condenser: 
Sizing: 
The condenser was sized using the following typical conditions: 
* The effectiveness (Ed was selected to be 0.5 
. 
* The cooling water flow rate (mwe) and temperature (fwd are 0.04 
kg/s and 20°C respectively 
* The condensation temperature is 40 °C 
* 6.4 mm copper tubes with negligible thickness and thermal resistance 
circulate the cooling water in the condenser 'and on which condensation 
takes place 
* The cooling water properties were taken at its inlet temperature. 
The Reynold's Number calculated from the formula: 
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4 mwc 
Re = N jt D f.t was found to be 2122 ' 
where N is the number of parallel water tubes. 
The Dittus-Boetler equation [49] for the Nusselt Number 
Nu = 0.023 ReO.8 Pr°.4 gave a value of 24 
The heat transfer coefficient from the cooling water to the tube wall 
was then calculated as : 
Nu Kw 2 
hci = D = 2400 W/m K 
The heat transfer from the tube wall to the condensate film was obtained 
from the formula [49] : 
3 [g PI (PI - Pv) Kw hfg]O.25 
hco = 0.728 M ~l (Tcsat - Tcs) D 
which gave a value of .12224 W/m2 K 
where Tcsat is the saturation temperature of the condenser, T cs is the 
temperature of the tube surface, and M is the number of vertical tiers of 
horizontal tubes. 
The overall thermal resistance was then calculated as : 
112 Rc=-+-=5E-4m KlW hci hco 
, . 
and the overall heat transfer coefficient was obtained as : 
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1 2 UC =Rc=2000W/m K 
The surface area of the cooling water tubes needed was then : 
NTU mwc Cpw 
A= Dc 
where the number of transfer units, NTU was calculated from 
NTU = -lnCl - Ec) = -lnCl - 0.5) = 0.69 
2 
and A = 0.06 m 
Description: 
Mounted horizontally, the condenser is made of a glass tube 500 mm 
long and has an internal diameter of 50 mm. Each end of the tube is 
fitted with a teflon O-ring that is pressed against a brass disc by means 
of six M6 bolts and nuts that join the disc to the flange which encircles 
the tapered end of the glass tube. By tightening the screws the O-rings 
seal off the tube and hold the operational sub-atmospheric pressure. 
Soldered to one of the brass discs are two copper tubes which carry 
the cooling water in and out of the condenser. The two 12.7 mm diam. 
pipes lead, through two small chambers, to two sets of pipes, each set is 
composed of four 6.4 mm diam. copper pipes, these pipes circulate the 
cooling water in and out of the condenser .keeping the entrance and exit 
of the cooling water at one end of the condenser and therefore easing 
the vacuum sealing problem. The copper tubes have enough surface 
area to perform the required duty. 
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The refrigerant vapour coming from the boiler enters the condenser 
at one end and occupies the space inside the glass tube, and when it 
contacts the cold water tubing it will condense and drips to the bottom 
of the glass tube. When the condensate reaches the level of the outlet 
port at the other end of the condenser it will flow out towards the 
evaporator through the expansion valve mounted in the connecting 6.4 
mm copper tube. See condenser configuration in fig (7.3). 
7.2.2- Evaporator: 
Sizing: 
Taking an evaporation temperature of 3 °C and using the same 
criteria adopted to size the condenser, the internal heat transfer 
coefficient was calculated as : 
2 hei = 2829 W/m K 
The heat transfer coefficient from the tube wall to the surrounding 
condensate was obtained from the correlation [49] : 
heo = 5.56 (AT)3 (l!-)O.4 = 3874 W/m2 K Pa 
where (AT) is the difference between evaporator's saturation 
temperature and the surface temperature-of the tubes, and (l!-) is the 
e • Pa 
, " 
ratio of the evaporator pressure to the atmospheric pressure. 
The overall thermal resistance was calculated. as : 
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112 Re = -+ -= 6E-4 m KIW hei heo 
and the overall heat transfer coefficient was given by : 
1 2 Ue=Re = 1666W/m K 
The area needed was therefore 
. 
NTD mwe Cpw 2 
A= De =0.07 m 
Description: 
The evaporator, seen in fig (7.4), is very similar to the condenser in 
shape and size. It has the same glass tube body, the same sealing 
arrangements, and the heating water is circulated in the same manner. 
The only difference is that the heating water is circulated in six 6.4 mm 
diam. copper tubes-three in each direction of the flow-and they occupy 
the lower semi-circle of the glass tube allowing enough space for the 
riSing refrigerant vapour and having enough exchange area to match 
that calculated above. 
, . 
The refrigerant enters the evaporator at one end and starts to build 
up 'a head. When it' reaches the heating water tubes it starts to 
evaporate. The vapour leaves the evaporator through the 12.7 mm 
• # 
diam~ port positioned higher than the inlet port at the other end. 
1 
. ' 
, ... , 1: \\\~,,~ ~"" ",,' 
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7.2.3-Absorber : 
Sizing: 
The following conditions were adopted to facilitate the sizing of the 
absorber: 
* the heat effectiveness of the absorber was taken to be 0.12 
* the mass flow rate of the cooling water and its temperature were 
chosen to be 0.25 kg/s and 20°C respectively 
It is noted that the small value chosen for the heat effectiveness of the 
absorber was based on the knowledge of typical values of such 
effectivenesses gained from the absorber simulation analysis of chapter 
4. The relatively large coolant mass flow rate, on the other hand, was 
necessary to cope with the heat of absorption. 
NTU was obtained from the absorber's simulation programme of 
chapter 4 as 0.15 and Ua was obtained from the finite difference 
method [26] as 1.21 kW/m2 K. 
The absorber area was then calculated to be 
NTV mw Cpw 2 
A = Va = 0.13 m . 
Description: 
The absorber, designed to be of the falling film type, was made of a 
glass tube 1000 mm long and'lS0 mmbore.' It was mounted yertically 
and had the same sealing arrangements as the condenser and evaporator. 
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The absorption tube was a 41.3 mm diam. copper pipe chosen to give 
the area calculated above. The tube was sealed at the top end, while its 
bottom end was soldered to the bottom brass disc. The absorption tube 
was situated at the centre of the glass tube. The absorbent flows 
downwards on the exterior of this tube while the cooling water 
circulates inside it. The vertical mounting of the tube was chosen to 
improve the wettability of the absorber tube since it will decrease the 
minimum wetting rate of the solution [64]. 
The cooling water enters the absorption tube through a hole drilled 
in the bottom disc. It rises to fiU the whole tube before leaving through 
the 12.7 mm diam. outlet copper pipe which is concentric with the 
absorption tube. This arrangement ensures that the inside surface of the 
absorption tube is always in contact with cooling water and the cooling 
is done in a contra-flow mode. 
'" .'~,' 
At the top of the absorber is the distribution chamber, sealed with an 
O-ring and screwed to the top' brass disc.' It· was made of two 
concentric brass cylinders.' The inner cylinder had eight 1 mm diam. 
holes distributed at its' bottom -around, the circumference. It encircled 
the top of the absorption tube with a' small clearance in between. 
The strong solution coming -from th .. e l heat exchanger enters the 
distribution chamber, from the top, and ,builds up a head inside, this head 
drives the flow out of the distribution -holes in a jet. form directly into 
the surface of the absorption tube. The solution then flows down the 
length of the tube in a thin film. The vapour from the evaporator is 
admitted to the absorber through a 12.7 mm diam. copper tube which is 
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extended to about half the height of the absorber, to ensure even 
distribution of the vapour, and bent at the top to prevent any liquid 
solution from getting into the vapour line. 
The water vapour is absorbed by the descending film producing a 
weaker solution of LiBr in water. The diluted solution is then pumped 
out of the absorber through an 12.7 mm diam. outlet tube which was 
raised about 20 mm above the base of the absorber to maintain a small 
solution head necessary to keep the tip of the concentration measuring 
cell immersed. The absorber configuration is shown in fig (7.5). 
7.2.4- Solution Pump: 
The solution is pumped from the absorber to the boiler through the 
heat exchanger by means of a prestaltic pump. the pump is driven by a 
variable speed motor that has a range of 50-600 RPM. The pump head 
has three stainless steel rollers that press a plastic tube against the pump 
head casing, and as it rotated it pushed t~e solution in the direction of 
rotation. The tube had a thickness/bore ratio of 2.6/4.8 mm which was 
. ~ ; ;" 
thought to be enough to withstand the pressure difference across its 
wall. However this was later proven to be not entirely true and will be 
~ ~ ( 
discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. 
The pump covered a wide range of fl~w rates and being a positive 
displacement type the flow is linearly proportional to the speed of 
rotation. This is shown on the calibration curve of fig (7.6). 
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7.2.5- Heat Exchanger: 
Sizing: 
Allowing a 50 °C difference between the temperature of the solution 
leaving the absorber and that of the solution entering the boiler and 
taking a solution mass flow rate of 0.01 kg/s, the heat capacity of the 
. 
heat exchanger was calculated as : Q = m Cp AT = 900 W 
Description: 
The plate heat exchanger, mounted between the boiler and the 
absorber, was a proprietary device with a contact ~rea of 0.5 square 
meters and an exchange capacity of 1 kW. In the heat exchanger~ the 
cooler weak solution pumped from the absorber is preheated before 
entering the boiler, and the hotter strong solution coming down from 
the boiler is precooled before going into the absorber. 
7.2.6- Boiler: 
The boiler, shown in fig (7.7), was a vertically mounted glass tube 
sealed at both ends, in the same way as the other co~ponents. The 
electrical heating element of the boiler was soldered to the base disc and 
, • ,.: " :;. , - ~ ~ .. <' • 
was connected to a power variac and a vol,tmeter. The use of the power 
"!' '. ~ "" f ", 
variac allowed the heat inp~t to be varied between 0 and 3 kW. 
~=, ( ~ .~ 
The weak solution enters the boi~er at the bottom, gets heated and 
boils off some of its water content. The solution then leaves the boiler 
, '.. >. '<-" 
\'. , .. ';. ,: ... " ., 
through an outlet pipe that was raised above the base disc by ~20 mm to 
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ensure that the heating element was 'completely immersed in the 
solution. The vapour given off by the solution leaves the boiler through 
a top pipe and passes to the condenser to repeat the refrigerant's cycle. 
The system was fitted with a connection between the absorber and 
the solution pump to feed the LiBr/H20 solution and the distiled water. 
Another connection, fitted in the vapour line between the boiler and the 
condenser, was used to connect the vacuum pump. Both connections 
were fitted with shut-off valves. 
7.2.7-Water Circuits: 
The system was fitted with three water circuits to cool the condenser 
and absorber and to provide the cooling load for the evaporator. 
The three circuits were connected to the hot and cold water supply to 
allow the control of the temperature and in parallel to each other to 
enable separate control of their mass flow rates. 
7.3-Measurements : 
The measurements of various quantities were taken in the following 
manner: 
The temperatures were measured b~ CrNi/CrAI thermocouples 
connected to two multichannel thermocouple amplifiers with digital 
display. 
The Pressure was measured at the two levels of the cycle by two 
EDWARDS-GC16 dial gauges with pressure range of 0-1050 mbar 
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absolute. The low pressure gauge was fitted to the vapour line 
connecting the evaporator to the absorber, while the high pressure 
gauge was connected to the vapour line entering the condenser. 
The cooling water flow rates were measured by three float flow 
meters connected to each of the three water circuits while the solution's 
flow rate was obtained from the calibration line of fig (7.6) after 
measuring the speed of rotation of the pump by a flash tacometer. 
Concentration measurements were taken by two Russell-CDC 
conductivity cells one of which was mounted at the distribution chamber 
to measure the strong concentration while the other was placed at the 
bottom of the absorber to measure the weak concentration. The cells 
were connected to a Russell-CD800 conductivity metre. The 
concentration cells, though not normally used for high concentrations, 
were used here because of their convenience, in relation to other 
" 
methods e.g. weighing and titration, and for their reasonable price, as 
,> , "' , 
1 ~ ~ ~ .. ' 
compared to densometers. The conductivity readings were converted 
< >;. _ .. ~ ... <-j , • ,-
into mass concentration using the' calibration chart (fig (7.8)) produced 
,~ ~ I.- < , ~ _, '.. ), _ 
by Ibrahim [26] who used the cells for the'same range of concentrations. 
7.4-Rig Operation: 
, '. ~ - ; ~ ... ~. ,,~!,: ~~ ! );,.,~ ~. '_<; j ... -. .1. I ~: : ~ , '; y , ., , , ' 
Air was evacuated from the system using ~n oil vacuum pump to a 
. , " ., ~ . >,., .. ~ '. , . . <I': .. 
vacuum level of about 0.1 mbar (0.075 mm Hg) which, as discussed in 
chapter 6, is sufficient for this' application.' ,After, many, trials ,The 
system was thought to be reasonably sealed and the vacuum tests of the 
system ~howed acceptable rates of pressure' increase due" to· degassing 
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and minor leaks. Typically, it would ~ake about five hours for the 
pressure to increase one mbar. This seemed reasonable considering that 
the low level working pressure of the system was calculated at about 12 
mbar (corresponding to a saturation temperature of 10 DC for water 
vapour). 
A LiBr/H20 solution at a concentration of 52% was fed into the 
boiler and the absorber before the boiler's heating element was switched 
on and the test started. 
During the course of the test several problems became evident. One 
of which was, as mentioned earlier, the plastic tube of the solution 
pump. This was chosen on the basis of durability, chemical 
compatibility with the solution, and the ability to perform under 
vacuum as recommended by the manufacturer. However, during the 
test the section of the tube that was in the pump head and subject to the 
pressure from the rollers tended to deform permanently, lose its 
elasticity and decrease its cross sectional area and hence decreasing the 
flow rate of the solution. This problem was overcome by regularly 
changing the position of the tube with respect to the pump head putting 
a new section of it in the pump head and relieving the old one. 
Fortunately, there was enough length.in the tube to last the whole period 
of the test without having to change t~e tu~e completely. However, this 
• , l > ~ _ ~ ~ , " , ... • 1 " 
was a considerable inconvenience. ' ,-
~ I ,: ,:: ~ " , , ~ -' .. ' • 
Another problem was the blockage of.the distribution holes of the 
absorber by LiBr salt crystals and corrosion:residuals.- This interrupted 
the test and the distribution chamber had, at one point, to be dismantled 
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to be unblocked and cleaned before the t~st could continue. However, 
the blockage continued to affect some of the holes during the running of 
the tests which affected the wetting of the absorber's tube by the 
absorbent. This contributed to the poor values of the absorber's mass 
and heat effectivenesses as will be discussed later. 
The loss of vacuum also presented a problem. The low pressure 
built up to about 40 mbar and no evaporation could take place below a 
temperature of about 30°C. This was accounted for by adjusting the 
temperature of the load water to the appropriate level. However, this 
measure affected the temperature of the cooling water to the condenser 
and the absorber because they were connected to the same water circuit 
as the evaporator which meant that they had to be cooled at the same, 
relatively high, temperature. 
Another problem was the condensation of the vapour in the pressure 
gauges. This was due to a positioning error whereby the gauges were 
connected at low points with respect to the' condenser and evaporator 
which allowed the condensation to accumulate. However, since this did 
not have an apparent effect on the pressure readings, and since the 
• , ( \ ". ~. ; • ,1 ~ " • J 
gauges were used only as an indication rather' than accurate 
, ; , ~ ~ ~ .. ~ , .~. '.~ ~ ,:": ,'" " . >": 1':, • ,:. 
measurement devices, no effort was made to eradicate this problem. 
f '{ ,,,.,.,t~"'~~.\.~l."~\,~l., ',~ >";~:<~', 
A number of tests were unde'rtaken.':, H~wever,' the number was 
restricted because of the very ',limited" time 'available to complete the 
work. The results from some were, most unreasonable in' that the inlet 
concentration of the absorber was lower :than. that at the outlet, i.e., 
~ 'I : • " ;, -, :. > 7\,." 
- '",' 
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negative concentration variation. The results presented here are 
representative of the reasonable sets obtained. 
7.5-Results and Discussion: 
The input and output data of the representative tests are presented in 
tables (7.1) to (7.5). The input data is presented in the (a) tables, this 
data consists of the measured input, e.g the cooling water mass flow 
rates and temperatures, and the calculated system's properties, namely 
the components' heat effectivenesses calculated from the various 
temperatures of the cooling water, refrigerant, and absorbent, and the 
mass effectiveness of the absorber and the boiler, calculated from the 
concentrations of the absorbent.and the equilibrium concentrations at 
the corresponding temperatures. These values were used in the overall 
simulation programme of chapter 3, to obtain the analytical output 
results shown on the second column of· the (b) tables .while the 
experimental outputs are shown on the,first column. The complete test 
results and the.printouts of the programme. results are presented in the 
appendix. 
The first thing to note is the fairly. good estimate of the experimental 
evaporation and condensation temperatures by the programme. In all 
five tests the analytical evaporation temperat~re·stayedwithin less than 
three degrees of the experimental: t~mpetatu~e keeping' the difference 
between 0.7% and 5 % in. four I tests and < 10% in the worst case test 
(based on the experimental} results: as; reference). ~ ~The; analytical 
condensation temperature in three of;the five , tests was ,within less than 
1.5 degrees from the exper~mental temperature keeping the -difference 
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at about 3%. The difference perce~tage in temperature in the 
remaining two tests were 16% and 8.6%. There was a disagreement 
between the two sets of results in the absorber's inlet temperature 
ranging between 10% and 35% this is thought to be due to the lack of 
insulation of the heat exchanger which caused the loss of temperature at 
the absorber's inlet. At the absorber's outlet however the agreement 
between the two results was better ranging between 1 % and 9% in four 
tests with the fifth test having a difference of about 18%. The 
difference between the analytical and experimental results in the boiler's 
inlet and outlet temperatures were the largest ranging between 2.5% to 
77% and 6% to 66% respectively with the experimental results 
consistently smaller than those of the analysis. This could be explained 
by the large heat losses associ~ted with the high temperatures of the 
boiler and the heat exchanger and indeed the accuracy of the measuring 
equipments. The concentration showed good consistency between the 
two results in three of the five tests where the difference stayed below 
5%. In the other two tests the analytical concentrations were quite high. 
The effectivenesses of the ,v,arious c~mpo,nents calculated from the 
, - , ... ~ . ~ . ~ 
experimental data of tempera~ure~ and, concentrations showed various 
, .' ~c..t ,.. ~, ~ , , • 
-
degrees of fluctuations. . T~e '- e~f~ctivenesses of the evaporator, 
• • ," ...... < ~."... " ~ ~ " "t,:; " ". ", , 
cC?ndenser, boiler, and absorber were, generally ,lower than the practical 
~ , .,' "" \.. - ~''',.r f!. ~ \;., ' . - ~ < t i' ,~ ~ ,. < 1 ' 
values. this is contribute4 to b~, the, presence 9~ air. VI hich,. as discussed 
..- ... ~ ~" ... ' _ ':";; , "I" 1 , _ ~ , >--. ~ , l '.' , 1 ~ 
earlier, has huge impact on, heat ~nd ,mass transfer. I The evaporator's 
- ' •• , • >",: ,''iJ. ''< .. i '.< '.f -_: ( "~,,,~_ ~),- ....... , "~_ ( .i 
, , \ 
effectiveness varied between; 0~27., and. 0.64, and the condenser's 
-. .' ,e • f '.'~" "",·1 _ "~'"c '~",J :'~'~J: '.~, < .... ~ ... J"~~, '-,~~ ~-
effectiveness was qui~e l~w. with ,a range, between 0.023 and 0.074. 
'." " ' •• ~"~.\ ~ .' ~ ;~ '. #-~ ~ ',' t- ',' _~;<.~ :' __ '. ~i..""''':''. "~_'i ~ .. c,' . 
I?espite much thoug~t;no .~~p~~~~~i,o~,fo~ t~ese, extre~elyJow values of 
, - • .". ~ ~ y • .. ~ -,- ... c J - ,~ •• ':, <i I.. ~..... \.. .. t ,~ \ ., l} -4 
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the condenser's effectiveness could be found. The heat exchanger's 
effectiveness was quite consistent with a range of 0.76 to 0.8. The mass 
effectiveness of the absorber varied between about 0.05 and 0.15 while 
the boiler's mass effectiveness varied between 0.28 and 0.88. As 
pointed out earlier the poor values of the absorber's mass effectiveness 
could be attributed, in addition to the effect of air, to the incomplete 
wetting of the absorber's tube due to the blockage of some of the 
distribution holes. According to visual estimation, the dry area ranged 
between 20% to 40% of the total area of the absorption tube. The same 
factors also affected the heat effectiveness of the absorber which ranged 
between 0.034 and 0.1. 
Neglecting the small amount of power required by the solution pump 
the overall enthalpy balance of the system can be written as : 
. . . . . 
Qevap + Qboil = Qcond + Qabsorb + ~loss , ' " " ; 
Applying this balance, it is found tii~tltlie system suffered heat losses 
\ ' ~ ;: , ~ 't ", ~ • I 'I': , • ~ , • 
of 0.2, -0.03, 0.17, 0.5, and 0.6' kW 'in' the'respective five tests (the 
negative value is most likely t~ 't)e the re~ultt'of ~l measurement error) 
which points to an inadequ~te insulation of the system. This resulted in 
a discrepancy between ,the valu~s, ~f he,at r~tios pre~i~ted by the model 
and the actual ones. In only ~ne oftht? fiv~. tests, ;~hich possibly. has an 
.. 
erratic evaporator cap~city, the .. ,p~ogramme· underestimated the .heat 
~ ~,~" ~ ~., " > 
ratio. The rest of thee~perime.nta.I h~at. ratio~ .stayeq q':l~telb.elow;.~hose 
predicted by the m<?del. Jh.e, di~c~~pancy rflnged ~et\yeen ,15~%. to, 23% 
This is to be expec~e~. ~ince the model. d<?e~ not account for thermal 
r . ~"' '" • ",.. ~ , +.. , L , 
losses from the sy~tem. Th~ size ~f;theJ<?sses" ~f each t~S!,~~sgcncrally 
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proportional to its average temperature (defined as the arithmetic mean 
of the cycle's temperatures). However, this was found to be a general 
trend and not a strict one, for example test 4 has an average temperature 
of 45.98 °C and 0.5 kW heat loss, whereas test 5 has an average 
temperature of 45.82 °C and a heat loss of 0.6 kW. This is explained by 
the fact that the losses are functions of the temperature difference 
between the system and the ambient and are not dependant solely on the 
system's temperature. Unfortunately, the ambient temperature was not 
recorded in this experimental work. 
It is evident from the above discussion that there is some discrepancy 
between the analytical and experimental results. This is believed to be 
largely due to the heat losses from the system, through lack of 
, ~ " .. 
insulation, and the possible measurement errors. This is to be expected 
-, -! , 
given the difficulty of constructing and operating a LiBr/H20 system 
, 
with all the possible and actual pro~lems that were discussed earlier. 
• ,~, ~ _: ) • t" ~ 
Despite this, the programme succeed~d in pr~dicting to a good degree of 
",' .: • ;:,' 1 , 
accuracy some of the key quantities of the system e.g the evaporation 
, , ,' .... : ~ ~ - I. 
and condensation temperatures as well as the strong and weak 
, < , , ~, " " .; I,' ~. 
concentrations of the solution. 
The fact that the system lacked; proper insulation needs to· be 
explained. Now, while the pipework of .the system was insulated, its 
main components were left uninsulated because insulating them would 
have denied th~ visual ~~~~~~:~hi~h'~~::ih~:'~~~~~ f~r '~~king them out 
- " , • 1 .. \ '... '; ... : ';.. .. \ - i ". ;;; .> t; , ~ ": :,. f' ",' "\:' ~ : l... _ ' _ ' -
of glass. It was felt that this compromise was n~cessary in order to 
, " - ..,. "t,-'!- .. ~. " ~~,::~ ~.-,f.4 ,'- .,_{-'l-·.~;r~ :~L',"1~' '{' 
further the. understandi,ng of ,~~e. a~s~rption s~s~em and the physical 
• " - _. ,t. : ' : - ~ \ : ~ f: 2 - "C t;. '~ '7. '" '\ "~ :: : ; ~ " ; ~; , \ ~ •• ', ~ ~ "- : .. -< i, " ,~ , 
processes it undergoes. However, in order to asses the contribution of 
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the heat losses to the discrepancy be~ween the analytical and the 
experimental results an estimation of the heat loss from each component 
of the system was obtained based on a free convective heat transfer 
between the component and the surroundings for test 4 (having the 
highest average temperature). These estimations were then 
incorporated into the components' enthalpy balances in the programme 
and a set of results were obtained and compared to the original 
analytical set as well as the experimental one. The results that clearly 
show better agreement with the experimental data are presented in table 
(7.6). However, including the heat losses permanently in the code will 
require the knowledge of the heat transfer areas and coefficients, i.e., 
the size, geometry, and orientation of the different components as well 
as some information about the surroundings. This amounts to either (a) 
simulating a specific system in a specific location, as is the case in [8], 
which will contradict the generality of the code, or (b) creating a 
complex code with complicated calculations and a large number of 
inputs, to be specified by the user, which will complicate the process of 
converging into a solution. Of course, because of the experimental 
requirements, the heat losses from this rig have been large. In practice, 
where more extensive insulation would be incorporated, then these heat 
losses would be very much reduced and the programme, where heat 
losses are ignored, should give a more accurate simulation . 
.. 
Thus it is believed that the programme provides a valuable means of 
estimating the performance of the LiBr/H20 system and could be 
extended to cater for other absorption combinations. However, it is 
recommended that further improved experimental work be carried out 
194 
with further data obtained and compared. Alternatively, data from a 
commercially available LiBr/H20 refrigeration system should be used 
to validate the accuracy of the model. 
, . 
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Quantity Value 
Pump flow rate (kg/s) 
- -
6.5 E-3 
Evaporator heating water flow rate (kg/s) .0833 
Condenser cooling water flow rate (kg/s) .1 
Absorber cooling water flow rate (kg/s) .133 
Evaporator heating water temperature (C) 32. 
Condenser cooling water temperature (C) 32. 
Absorber cooling water temperature (C) 32. 
Evaporator effectiveness > 
.375 
Condenser effectiveness 
.074 
Heat exchanger effectiveness 
.8 
Absorber mass effectiveness - , 
.15 
Absorber heat effectiveness 
.081 
Boiler mass effectiveness l' 
. -. 
-
.375 
Heat input (kw) 
.816 
Table (7.1a) 
Input conditions Qf test 1 
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Quantity experimental analytical 
Evaporator temp. (C) 30.4 27.6 
Condenser temp. (C) 49.7 50.96 
Absorber inlet temp.(C) 38.2 49.88 
Absorber outlet temp.(C) '32.1 37.83 
Boiler inlet temp. (C) 66.4 83.53 
Boiler outlet temp. (C) , 91.5 98.08 
Strong concentration' , ' 58 .566 
Weak concentration .55 .544 
Evaporator capacity (kw) .21 .576 
Condenser capacity (kw) .545 .586 
Absorber capacity (kw) .28 .805 
Heat ratio .257 .705 
- Table (7.1b) , , 
Comparison between the experimental and analytical output of test 1 
~ -~;.:. ~'," .. / " ,> . ' 
~ ; 1- ,} . ,,~ ( . , • .. , 
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Quantity Value 
Pmp flow rate (kg/s) 6.5 E-3 
Evaporator heating water flow rate (kg/s) .0833 
Condenser cooling water flow rate (kg/s) .1 
Absorber cooling water flow rate (kg/s) .2 
Evaporator heating water temperature (C) 32.4 
Condenser cooling water temperature (C) 32.4 
Absorber cooling water temperature (C) 32.4 
Evaporator effectiveness 
.44 
Condenser effectiveness 
.066 
Heat exchanger effectiveness 
.76 
Absorber mass effectiveness 
.096 
Absorber heat effectiveness 
.06 
Boiler mass effectiveness 
.741 
Heat input (kw) 
.816 
Table (7.2a) 
Input conditions of test 2 
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Quantity experimental analytical 
Evaporator temp. (C) 30.6 28.98 
Condenser temp. (C) 52. 51.73 
Absorber inlet temp.(C) 44. 48.477 
Absorber outlet temp.(C) 32.8 32.52 
Boiler inlet temp. (C) 71.5 80.82 
Boiler outlet temp. (C) 93.7 98.99 
Strong concentration .57 .594 
Weak concentration .55 .574 
Evaporator capacity (kwj .28 .524 
Condenser capacity (kw) .545 .533 
Absorber capacity (kw)' .587 .806 
Heat ratio .34 .642 
Table (7.2b) 
Comparison between the experimental and analytical outputs of test 2 
,"'- ~ f , 
~ ; ~~' 't ,~. Ii , , • 'l 
Quantity Value 
Pmp flow rate (kg/s) 6.5 E-3 
Evaporator heating water flow rate (kg/s) .0833 
Condenser cooling water flow rate (kg/s) .1 
Absorber cooling water flow rate (kg/s) .233 
Evaporator heating water temperature (C) 32. 
Condenser cooling water temperature (C) 32. 
Absorber cooling water temperature (C) 32. 
Evaporator effectiveness ( .64 
Condenser effectiveness .056 
Heat exchanger effectiveness 
.77 
Absorber mass effectiveness ' 
.07 
Absorber heat effectiveness 
.034 
Boiler mass effectiveness 
.882 
Heat input (kw) 
.816 
Table (7.3a) 
Input conditions of test 3 
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Quantity e~perimental analytical 
Evaporator temp. (C) 30.9 29.9 
Condenser temp. (C) 53.3 52.2 
Absorber inlet temp.(C) 43.1 56.4 
Absorber outlet temp.(C) 32.2 35.4 
Boiler inlet temp. (C) 72.4 104.2 
Boiler outlet temp. (C) 96.4 126.7 
Strong concentration .58 .698 
Weak concentration .565 .676 
Evaporator capacity (kw~ .244 .466 
Condenser capacity (kw) .503 .474 
Absorber capacity (kw) .39 .808 
Heat ratio ,- ' , .3 .57 
Table (7.3b) 
Comparison between the experimental and analytical outputs of test 3 
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Quantity Value 
Pmp flow rate (kg/s) 6.5 E-3 
Evaporator heating water flow rate (kg/s) .1 
Condenser cooling water flow rate (kg/s) .1 
Absorber cooling water flow rate (kg/s) .133 
• 
Evaporator heating water temperature (C) 33.4 
Condenser cooling water temperature (C) 33.4 
Absorber cooling water temperature (C) 33.4 
Evaporator effectiveness .27 
Condenser effectiveness .034 
Heat exchanger effectiveness .79 
Absorber mass effectiveness 
.049 
Absorber heat effectiveness 
.055 
Boiler mass effectiveness 
.278 
Heat input (kw) 
.75 
Table (7.4a) 
Input conditions of test 4 
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Quantity experimental analytical 
Evaporator temp. (C) 30.8 30.21 
Condenser temp. (C) 51. 59.34 
Absorber inlet temp.(C) 42.5 57.65 
~bsorber outlet temp.(C) 34. 31.03 
Boiler inlet temp. (C) 75.1 133.27 
Boiler outlet temp. (C) 99.2 159.31 
Strong concentration .58 .707 
IW eak concentration .57 .69 
Evaporator capacity (kw) .294 .36 
Condenser capacity (kw) .252 .369 
Absorber capacity (kw) , .28 .741 
Heat ratio .39 .48 
Table (7 Ab) . 
Comparison between the experimental and analytical outputs of test 4 
203; 
Quantity Value 
Pmp flow rate (kg/s) 6.5 E-3 
Evaporator heating water flow rate (kg/s) .267 
Condenser cooling water flow rate (kg/s) .167 
Absorber cooling water flow rate (kg/s) .1 
Evaporator heating water temperature (C) 31. 
Condenser cooling water temperature (C) 31. 
Absorber cooling water temperature (C) 31. 
Evaporator effectiveness .625 
Condenser effectiveness .023 
Heat exchanger effectiveness 
.77 
Absorber mass effectiveness 
.077 
Absorber heat effectiveness .1 
Boiler mass effectiveness 
.384 
Heat input (kw) 
.703 
Table (7.Sa) 
Input conditions of test 5 
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Quantity experimental analytical 
Evaporator temp. (C) 30.2 30.4 
Condenser temp. (C) 53. 57.56 
Absorber inlet temp.(C) 38.3 47.6 
Absorber outlet temp.(C) 31.2 31.05 
Boiler inlet temp. (C) 82.5 84.65 
Boiler outlet temp. (C) 96.5 102.998 
Strong concentration .56 .564 
Weak concentration .545 .549 
Evaporator capacity (kw) .56 .416 
Condenser capacity (kw) .35 .426 
Absorber capacity (kw) .294 .694 
Heat ratio .79 .59 
Table (7 .5b) 
Compa~son between the experimental and analytical outputs of test 5 
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Quantity experimental 
analytIcal analytICal 
(no losses) Jwith losses) 
!Evaporator temp. (C) 30.8 30.21 31 
Condenser temp. (C) 51. 59.34 43.83 
Absorber inlet temp.(C) 42.5 57.65 45.42 
~bsorber outlet temp.(C) 34. 31.03 34.56 
Boiler inlet temp. (C) 75.1 133.27 73.93 
tBoiler outlet temp. (C) 99.2 159.31 86.25 
Strong concentration .58 .707 .56 
~eak concentration .57 .69 .55 
Evaporator capacity (kw) .294 .36 .271 
~ondenser capacity (kw) .252 .369 .248 
Absorber capacity (kw) .28 , .741 .417 
Heat ratio .39 .48 .36 
Table (7.6) 
The improved analytical predictio~s due to including the heat losses 
• ' ~_, - -, • : ~. • '. ~ I :. '.! 
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8-Discussion : 
8.I-Discussion of Present Work: 
A computer model that simulates a LiBr/H20 water chiller has been 
developed in chapter 3. The model gives the temperatures, 
concentrations, and flow rates around the cycle and will compute the 
components duty and the overall heat ratio. To perform, it requires 
only the knowledge of the outside conditions of the cycle and the 
system's data. For typical working conditions, the model will need 
about 4 to 6 iterations and will take few seconds to converge into a 
solution on a time sharing main frame computer. However, depending 
on how far the seed values are from the solution, the code may need 
greater number of iterations and time to converge. The effects of 
various parameters on the system's performance, characterized by the 
heat ratio, are presented and discussed. As pointed out in chapter 3, 
constraints of the nature described in [4] were not implemented here 
because of the limited use of the programme as a simulation of a 
LiBr/H20 water chiller and not as a general code covering a wide range 
of cycles, working fluids, and working conditions as in [4] which 
necessitated the use of such constraints to allow for the expected 
deviation of the seed values from the wide range of solutions. For the 
model presented here there has been very fe~ runs that resulted in a 
non-physical solution which, for example, had one or more negative 
temperatures and temperature differences, negative concentrations, and 
negative flow rates. The use of the heat and mass cffectivcnesses of the 
absorber and boiler'is more convenient and requires the knowledge of 
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less inputs than using the transfer areas and coefficients as implemented 
in [1], [3], and [7]. The simulation has various degrees of success in 
predicting the performance of the actual system as shown by the 
comparative analysis with the experimental results obtained from the 
experimental work that was carried out to validate the model. The 
model generally overestimates the temperatures of the actual system and 
its heat ratio with varied deviation. This supports the conclusion that 
the heat losses from the system which is not accounted for by the model 
is primarily responsible for the discrepancy. This is in line with the 
justification given by Grossman and Michelson [4]. The inclusion of 
the heat losses in the simulation of test no. 4 and the better agreement 
between the analytical and experimental data that resulted supports the 
conclusion even further. However, this discrepancy would not be much 
of a problem in practical systems because they will be better insulated. 
In chapter 4 a method of estimating the performance of the absorber 
was presented. The method, which is suitable for use on Pes due to its 
simplicity and its limited need of memory, calculates the temperature 
and concentration of the absorber and its overall effectiveness from 
given heat and mass transfer coefficients which can be obtained from 
relevant experimental or analytical data. From the computed 
temperature and conc~ntration profiles the method can then calculate the 
heat and mass effectivenesses. of t~e absorber which are used by the 
overall compu~er model,~f chapter 3, to simulate the performance of 
the absorber. The ~ethod was compared to the hybrid method of 
Ibrahim [26] and was corrected to give. good agreement between the two 
methods. The method is simpler than the finite difference method 
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approach even when this approach is reduced to solving the 
approximated equations for a single space variable by using the "method 
of lines" as was introduced in [25]. It is also much simpler than the 
exact solution presented in [22] which was obtained using a set of 
restrictive conditions. The method, by using predetermined heat and 
mass transfer coefficients, goes one step further than the simplified 
method introduced by Perez-Blanco [28] who applied energy and mass 
balances to the absorber and used values for the mass transfer 
coefficient calculated by Ruchenstein and Berbente [29] but simplified 
the heat transfer problem by assuming pure conduction across the 
absorbent film. The second method of Urakawa et al [27] in which they 
approximated the concentration and temperature profiles by non-linear 
algebraic equations is simple enough but appears to be less accurate as 
they reported some differences between this approach and their own 
finite difference solution in the temperature field at the entry region. 
Although the heat and mass transfer coefficients used by the method 
in this work represent the case of a smooth falling film type absorber, 
the method is not limited to such case and can be equally employed for 
other conditions provided that the correct transfer coefficients are used. 
The increase in the cooling water flow rate or the absorber's area were 
found to improve the overall performance of the absorber. A 
surprising finding was. that the temperature <?f the cooling water can 
. . , 
exceed that of the absorbent at the same point of the absorber's length 
and a "crossing over" of the temperature profiles occurs. . This 
1 .. ( 
behavi~ur is uniqu~ to absorbers and is attributed to the heat of 
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absorption and the variation of the absorbent's temperature. It is only 
possible at high cooling water temperatures and/or low capacity ratios. 
The improvement in the heat and mass transfer in the falling film 
absorbers brought about by the action of waves was analyzed in chapter 
5. The analysis uses the data of the velocity profile and the wave 
characteristics computed by Penev et al [24] as quoted by Beschkov and 
Boyadjiev [23]. Numerical solution for the energy and diffusion 
equations was obtained in terms of concentration and temperature at 
varying Lewis Number and heat of absorption for the wavy and the 
smooth flow conditions. The results showed that improvements in heat 
and mass transfer are attained by wavy flow without eddies and mixing 
since the data computed by Penev et al [24] denies such possibility for 
flows with two dimensional waves. The improvements are attributed to 
the vertical component of the velocity, which does not exist in smooth 
flows, and the convective heat and mass transfers associated with it. 
In chapter 6 the presence of a non-condensable gas and its effect on 
the performance of absorbers were analytically studied. The results 
from a computer simulation of the impact of air in a LiBr/H20 
absorber were presented in terms of the overall effectiveness of the 
abso.rber obtained for varying partial pressure of air (or varying 
concentration of air~n the vapour) and .for different values of mass 
transfer coefficient. The analysis showed that 'the smallest amount of air 
results in a significant reduction in effectiveness .. This is supported by 
. " ' " 
q ;:.~ , y,' 
the work of ~ur.dukov et al [41], Lee and Rose [42], Kotake [43], 
Galamba et al [44],. an~ ~ologa [45]. The study also s~owed that 
introducing forced convection into the gas/vapour mixture improves the 
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performance considerably which is in line with the conclusion of Lee 
and Rose [42]. 
8.2-Recommendations for Future Work: 
8.2.1-Overall Simulation: 
The overall simulation developed in chapter 3 is capable of 
generating numerous useful data that describes the performance of the 
LiBr/H20 refrigeration system. In this work the performance was 
characterized by the heat ratio defined for a cooling system. However, 
it is possible, and useful, to produce results that defines the performance 
in terms of other quantities such as the evaporation temperature. It is 
also of benefit to use the model to simulate a heat pump system. In this 
case the performance is characterized by a redefined heat ratio or the 
condenser/absorber temperature. It is recommended below that the 
experimental rig be made more reliable and robust. However, it is 
perhaps easier to validate the simulation by using data from 
commercially available LiBr/H20 absorption systems. 
8.2.2-Experimental Rig: 
The experimental rig, despite some deficiencies, operated in a 
satisfactory manner. There is, however, a room for improving the 
design for future work e.g better distribution ~hamber for the absorber 
with bigger holes to counteract the blockage by salt and residuals, better 
insulation, a~d better vacuum arrangements. The prestaitic pump is 
probably the best type of solution pump that can be used for such 
system; it is easy to calibrate and there is no direct contact between the 
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solution and any of its parts thus eliminating the possibility of corrosion 
and leakage. However, a tube with more and durable elasticity is 
required to overcome the problem of permanent plastic deformation. It 
is unfortunate in this respect that the manufacturer's data can not be 
relied upon. 
8.2.3-Absorber's Performance: 
Because it shows considerable potential it will be of great benefit to 
check further the accuracy of the simplified absorber prediction method 
introduced in chapter 4 and extend it to other conditions e.g. various 
flow patterns and working fluids and to see whether the correction 
obtained in the present work applies generally or if not, a universal 
correction that accounts for all conditions should be sought. An 
example for such work is to obtain the heat. and mass transfer 
coefficients from the wavy flow simulated in this work and use them in 
the absorber prediction method to determine what overall enhancements 
are obtained as a result of waves. 
8.2.4-Effect of Waves: 
In performing the calculation of the combined heat and mass transfer 
in the wavy film flow the mesh size had to be very fine to guarantee a 
stable solution. As a result the amount of calculation work was large 
.. 
which, consequently, required long execution'time and large memory • 
The memory problem was circumvented by dividing the solution field 
into several segments as described in chapter 5. However, the lengthy 
time requirement still needs to be addressed because eYen if the 
technique is replaced by the simplified method the finite difference 
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method is still required to generate, the heat and mass transfer 
coefficients. It would be, therefore, of great interest to investigate 
whether an hybrid solution, i.e., analytical at the entry region and 
numerical thereafter, similar to that introduced by Ibrahim [26] can be 
found for this problem. This would save computational time and 
memory. 
8.2.S-Air Entrainment: 
It is noted that the body of literature on the subject of the effects of 
air presence on the absorption process is very limited. Most of the 
literature found concentrates on the effects on pure condensation, 
evaporation, or melting. It is thus recommended that experimental 
work be conducted in the area of the effects of non-condensable gases 
on absorption with the results to be used to verify the analytical method 
presented in this work. This is particularly important because it has 
been shown that the effect of entrained air has a very significant effect 
on the performance. 
. , ., 
." .. 
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9-Conclusion : 
A computer simulation of the complete LiBr/H20 absorption 
refrigeration system has been successfully developed. It used heat and mass 
effectivenesses to characterize the performance of the system's components. 
The code enabled the assessment of the effects of various conditions on the 
overall heat ratio (Hr) of the system. Experimental work was carried out 
in order to validate the code. The programme was found to predict the 
condensation and evaporation temperatures as well as the concentration 
variation reasonably well. It predicted other conditions of the system with 
various degrees of accuracy. The discrepancy was attributed largely to the 
heat losses from the system. This was further supported by taking these 
losses into consideration and obtaining better predictions by the code. 
A simplified method of predicting the absorber's performance has been 
described. It was compared to the finite difference method. Differences 
were found but were eliminated by introducing a correction factor. The 
method showed clearly that increasing the Cooling ratio (Cr) or the 
absorber's area will improve the overall performance of the absorber. The 
analysis also showed the surprising phenomenon that the cooling water 
temperature can exceed the absorbent temperature at certain points. This is 
believed to be due to the unusual behaviour of the absorbent which changes 
phase and varies its temperature at the same time. 
The effects of waves and the entrainment of air on the absorber's 
performance has been analyzed. The attainment of high heat and mass 
transfer rates by wavy flows at low Reynold's Number (Re) Was found to 
be due to the existence of the vertical velocity component and the heat and 
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mass convection associated with it. Th~ investigation into the effects of 
entrained air showed that the presence of air causes a large reduction in its 
performance of the absorber. However, this reduction can be offset by 
creating forced convection in the vapour/gas mixture region, thus 
improving the mass transfer coefficient . 
• -t_ If " ... 
, - t \ t" - ~ ~ '-:.; z) ~ '.' "-
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Appendix' : 
Appendix I-Mathematical Methods: 
Appendix 1.1-Newton-Raphson Iteration Method: 
To illustrate the method of Newton-Raphson, a pair of simultaneous 
nonlinear equations are considered. 
Fl(x,y) = 0 (la) 
F2(x,y) = 0 (lb) 
Expanding using truncated Taylor series gives 
a a 
Fl(Xl,Yl) = Fl("o,yo) + h ax Fl("o,yo) + k ay Fl("o,Yo) = 0 (2a) 
a a 
F2(xttYl) = F2("o,yo) + h ax F2("o,yo) + k ay F2("o,Yo) = 0 (2b) 
where xl = "0 + h and is a better solution of x than "0, and Yl = Yo + k 
and is a better solution of y than Yo. From eqns (2a) and (2b) 
a a 
-Fl("o,yo) = h ax Fl("o,yo) + k ay Fl(Xo,yo) 
a a 
-F2("o,Yo) = h ax F2("o,Yo) + kay F2("o,yo) 
in matrix form 
aFl aFl 
--
ax ay h -Fl 
aF2 aF2 
--
k -F2 
(3) 
ax ay 
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The algorithm starts by choosing seed values for x and y, evaluating 
h f . FI d F2 d h . d' .' aFI aFI aF2 d aF2 t e unctIOns an an t elr envatlves ax ' ay , ax ,an ay 
then solving the matrix (3) for hand k. x and yare then replaced by 
x+h and y+k respectively and used to repeat the procedure until IFII 
and IF21 approaches zero or a preset tolerance. 
Appendix I.2-Gauss Elimination Method: 
Gauss elimination technique with partial pivoting is illustrated here 
in graphical representation : 
Original Matrix : 
Partial Pivoting: 
Back Substitution: 
all al2 al3 
a21 a22 a23 
a31 a32 a33' 
all al2 al3 
o a'22 a'23 
o o a"33 
c"3 
x3 = a"33 
2 - (c'2 - a'23 x3) x - a'22 
xl 
x2 
x3 
xl 
x2 
x3 
I - (cl - al2 x2 - al3 x3) x - all' 
: . 
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cl 
c2 
c3 
cl 
c'2 
c"3 
Appendix 1.3-Fourth Order Runge-Kutt~ Method: 
This is a standard method of integrating ordinary differential 
equations, i.e., for an arbitrary differential equation of the form : 
~ dx = f(x,y) 
the Runge-Kutta solution at the next x step will be : 
Ilx 
Yi+l = Yi + 6(Kl + 2K2 + 2K3 + Kt) 
where 
Kl = f(Xh Yi) 
Ilx Ilx 
K2 = f(Xi + 2' Yi + 2K1) 
Ilx Ilx 
K3 = f(Xi + 2' Yi + T K2) 
Appendix I.4-Predictor-Corrector Method: 
The method used in this text is the Adams-Bashfroth-Moulton 
scheme. For the ordinary differential equation: 
the method amounts to predicting the solution at the next x point using 
the current solution together with the functions at the past 3 points i.e., 
229 
the function fl is calculated from the pred,icted value Yl and is then used 
in the c9rrector step to calculate a better value of Yl . I.e., 
It is clear that the method needs 4 initial values to start the solution 
process. This is a disadvantage compared with the Runge-Kutta 
method. 
'" 
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A~~endix II-Ex~erimental Results: 
Quantity Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 
T1 eC) 49.7 52.0 53.3 51.0 53.0 
neC) 23.9 23.7 23.9 24.4 26.1 
T3eC) 23.9 23.5 23.5 23.6 25.1 
T4eC) 30.4 30.6 30.9 30.8 30.2 
T5eC) 32.1 32.8 32.2 34.0 31.2 
T6eC) 31.2 31.6 31.6 32.7 30.0 
TIeC) 66.4 71.5 72.4 75.1 82.5 
T8eC) 91.5 93.7 96.4 99.2 96.5 
TgeC) 43.3 46.4 46.8 46.5 45.3 
TI0 (OC) 38.2 44.0 43.1 42.5 38.3 
TIl eC) 33.3 33.7 33.2 34.0 31.5 
T12 (OC) 31.4 31.6 31.3 32.7 30.5 
T13 (OC) 32.5 33.1 32.4 33.9 31.7 
T14 eC) 32.0 32.4 32.0 33.4 31.0 
Strong concentration .58 .57 58 .58 .56 
Weak concentration .55 55 .565 .57 .545 
Pump flow rate (kg/s) .0065 .0065 .0065 .0065 .0065 
water now rate to 
.0833 .0833 .0833 .1 .267 evaporator (kg/s) 
water now rate to 
.1 .1 .1 .1 .167 condenser -<kg/s) 
water now rate to 
.133 .2 absorber (kg/s) .233 . , .. 133 .1 
Heat input (kw) .816 .816 .816 .750 .703 
Table (11.1) Experimental results 
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Schematic representation of the LiBr/H20 system with the 
thermocouples positions 
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~efrigerant Msss Flow = 
" :" apo rato r Tamp = 
:ondenser Temp = 
l bsorber Inlet Temp = 
.\bsorber Outlet Temp = 
~oiler Inlet Temp = 
:3oiler Outlet Temp = 
i tron g Mass Ratio = 
II eak Mass Ratio = 
iea1: Ratl.o = 0.7054730 
SYS1:em Capacl.ty = 
Condenser Capacity= 
~bsorber Capacity = 
30ilar Capacity = 
0.5756660 
0.5864748 
0.8051935 
0.6160000 
Con"erged To Solution In 
Z.4602606E-04 
27.59122 
50.96013 
49.88076 
37.82986 
83.53008 
98.08439 
0.5658454 
0.5444280 
KW 
KW 
KW 
KW 
4 Iterations 
Kg/S 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Kg/Kil 
Kg/Kg 
The Set Of Condl.tions For The Above Resul1:s Is : 
,lump Flow Rate 
Evaporator H~ating Water Flow Rate 
:ondanser Cooling Water Flow Rate 
~!)sorber Cooling Water Flow Rate 
evaporator H'aating Water Temp. 
I:ondenser Cooling Water Temp. 
:\bsorber Coolin~ water Temp. 
:vapora1:or Effectiveness 
:ondenser Effoactiveness 
:i.Exchange Effectiveness 
~bsorber Mass Effectiveness 
~ bsorber Heat Effectiveness 
~oiler Mass Effectiveness 
Fig '(II.2) 
Computer printout ~f test 1 
, . 
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= 6.5000001E-03Kg/S 
= a.3300002E-02K~/S 
= 0.1000000 Kg/S 
= 0.1330000 KS/S 
= 32.00000 C 
= 32.00000 C 
= 32.00000 C 
= 0.3750000 
= 7.4000001E-02 
= 0.8000000 
= O.lS000~0 
= 8.1000000E-02 
= 0.3750000 
Refri~erant ~1 CI s s Flow = 
~vaporator Temp = 
ICondenser Temp = 
~bsorber Inle t Temp = 
Absorber Outlet Temp = 
~oiler Inlet Temp = 
30iler Outlet Temp = 
S"trong t·1a s 5 Ratio = 
... eak Mass Ratio = 
r1eat Ratl.o = 0.6418501 
System Capacity = 
:ondanser Capacity= 
Absorber Capacity = 
~o11er Capacity = 
0.5237496 
0.5333257 
0.8064243 
0.8160000 
:onverged To Solution In 
2.2389671E-O~ 
28.98139 
51.73180 
48.47703 
32.52410 
80.81874 
98.99464 
0.5944183 
0.5739432 
KW 
K~ 
I<W 
KW 
5 Iterations 
K~/S 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
K~/Kg 
I<g/Kg 
The Set Of Condl.tions For The Abo~~ .. Results Is : 
?ump Floill Rate = o.5000001E-03K~/S 
:vaporator Heating Water Flow Ra"te = a.3300002E-02K~/S 
:ondenser Coolin:;; Water Flow Rate = 0.1000000 KQ/S 
:\ bsorber Cooling Water Flow Ra"te = 0.2000000 Kg/S 
:vaporator He Cltin~ Water Temp. = 32.40000 C 
: ondenser Cooling Water Temp. = 32.40000 C 
Absorber Coolin!; Water Temp. = 32.40000 C 
: vaporator Effectiveness = 0.4400000 Condenser Effectiveness = 6.6000000E-02 
~.Exchange Effectiveness = 0.7600000 
Absorber Mass Effectiveness = 9.6000001E-02 
~bsorber Heat Effectiveness = 5.9999999E-02 
30iler Mass Effectiveness = 0.7410000 
Fig (11.3) 
Computer printout of test 2 
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~efrigerant MESS Flow 
:vaporator Temp 
Condenser Temp 
~bsorber Inlet Temp 
Absorber Outlet Temp 
30iler Inlet Temp 
30iler Outlet Temp 
Strong Mass Ratio 
l'Ieak Hass Ratio 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
~eat Rat10 = 0.5705619 
System Capacity = 
:ondenser Capacity= 
~bsorb9~ Capacity = 
~oiler Capacity = 
0.4655786 
0.4739376 
0.8076409 
0.8160000 
:onverged To Solution In 
1.9906381E-04 
29.91074 
52.24682 
56.38974 
35.38928 
104.2431 
126.6956 
O.697b509 
0.6762852 
I\W 
KW 
KW 
KW 
5 Iterations 
Kg/S 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Kg/Kg 
1<.~/K9 
The Set Of Conditions For The Above Results Is : 
? ump Flow Rate :: 6.5000001E-03Kg/S 
:vaporator Heatins: Water Flow Rate = 8.3300002E-02Kg/S 
C.ondenser Coolins Water Flow Rate = 0.1000000 Kg/S 
Absorbar Coolin£ l-later Flow Rate :: 0.2330000 Kg/S 
:vapora1:or Heating Water Temp. = 32.00000 C 
:ondenser Cooling .Water Temp. = 32.00000 C 
A~sorber Coolin!; Hater Temp. = 32.00000 C 
;:vaporator Effectiveness = 0.6400000 
C.ondenser Effectiveness = 5.6000002i:-02 
~.~xchan~e Erfectiveness = 0.77"00000 
~bsorber Nass Effectiveness = 7.0000000E-02 
~bsorber Heat ~f1ectiveness = 3.4000002E-02 
. ,oiler !-Iass Effectiveness = 0.8320000 
Fig (11.4) 
Computer printout of test 3 
• j 
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~efrigerant Msss Flow 
:vaporator Tamp 
Condenser Telnp 
Absorber Inlet Temp 
Absorber Outlet Temp 
~oiler Inle~ Temp 
30iler Outlet Temp 
Strong Mass Ratio 
lIeak Hass Ratio 
= 
Meat Ratio = O.480223~ 
5ys~em Capacity = 
Condenser Capacity= 
Absorber Capacity = 
3011er Capacity = 
0.3601679 
0.3687088 
0.7414590 
0.7500000 
Converged io Solution In 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.5593458E-04 
30.20872 
59.34349 
57.64915' 
31.03030 
133.2675 
159.3120 
0.7070094 
0.6900483 
, , K\~ 
KW 
KW 
KW 
5 Iterations 
KglS 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
K.g/Kg 
Kg/K~ 
The Set Of Conditions For The Above Results Is : 
?ump Flow Rat~ = 6.5000001E-03Kg/S 
Evaporator Heatin~ Water Flow Rate = 0.1000000 KglS 
: ondenser Coolin£ Water Flow Ra"te = 0.1000000 KglS 
~bsorber Cooling Water Flow Ra"te = 0.1330000 KglS 
~vaporator Heating water Temp. = 33.40000 C 
Condenser Coolin~ Water Temp. = 33.40000 C 
4bsorber Coolin~ Water Temp. = 33.40000 C 
t:vapora~or :ffectiveness = 0.2700000 
:ondsnser Effectiveness = 3.4000002E-02 
:i.Exchange Effectiveness = 0.7925000 
~bsorber ,., ass :ffectiveness = 4'.930000'0 E-O 2 
~bsorber Heat ~ffectiveness = 5.5000000E-02 
30iler Hass Effectiveness = 0.2780000 
. 
Fig (11.5) 
Computer printout of test 4 ' 
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• 
~efrigerant Mass Flow 
:vaporator Temp 
:ondenser Temp 
Absorber Inlet Temp 
Absorber Outlet Temp 
30iler Inle~ Tamp 
~o11er Outle~ Temp 
Strong Mass Ratio 
ileak Nass Ratio 
neat Rat10 = 0.5925199 
System Capac1ty = 
:ondenser Capacity= 
Absorber Capacity = 
Soiler Capacity = 
0.4165415 
0.4257199 
0.6938225 
0.1030000 
Converged To Solution In 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.7973452E-04 
30.40211 
51.56343 
47.59861 
31.05064 
84.65353 
102.9984 
0.5643718 
0.~487661 
KW 
KW. 
K'tI 
KW 
5 Iterations 
KS/5 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Kg/Kg 
KglKg 
The Set Of Conditions For The Above Results Is : 
?ump Floll: Rat e = 6.S000001E-03K~/S 
:vaporator Heatin~ Water Flow Rate = 0.2661000 Kgl5 
:ondenser Cooling ~ater Flow Rate = 0.1667000 Kgl5 
Absorber Cooling Water Flow Rate = 0.1000000 Kgl5 
:vaporator Heatin~ Water Temp. = 31.00000 ' C 
:ondenser Coolint; Water Temp. = 3l.00000 C 
A~sorber Coo11n; Water Temp. = 31.00000 C 
::vaporator Effec"tiveness = 0.6250000 
:ondenser Effectiveness = 2.3000000E-02 
:-i.cxchange Effectiveness = 0.7700000 
I\bsorber Hass Effectiveness = 7.7000000E-02 
Absorber Heat Effectiveness = 0.1000000 
'~oiler Nass Effectiveness = 0.3840000 
Fig (11.6) 
Computer printout of test 5 
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